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This book is about inanimate thingsbricks and dollars. It is also
about children and education. But primarily it deals with the cost of
a schoolhouse and the process of planning and financing it.

Whv a publication on school costs? There are two reasons. The first
is that the problem of school building is quantitatively so great. The
second is the number of special circumstances that distinguish the
school building program from any other building piogram.

Schools are big business today. One-foiirth of the people in the
United States spend their working day in schools as pupils or teachers.
The value of existing school plant, public, private, and church-related,
is conservatively judged to be on the order of $30 billion. This is roughly
four times the assets of General Motors. Educational building for 1960
is estimated at $3.2 billion, more than the assets of our richest railroad,
the Pennsylvania.

There are other reasons, aside from the magnitude of the problem,
why school costs are so often discussed and debated in the cities and
their suburbs, the towns, and the villages. No public building is more
publicly planned, built, and financed than is the school. The question
of whether to build and what to build hits the typical citizen in two
sensitive spotshis children and his pocketbook.

Decision-making in regard to the school building project is more com-
plex and diffuse than is common in other fields. While Los Angeles
currently builds schools at the rate of a million dollars a week, in many
school districts the question of whether and what to build comes up
every two or five or ten years. Often, too, the decisions must be made
by a board of education with little building experience, who are guided
by a superintendent with little building experience and an architect
who, whatever his other qualifications, may never have built a school
before, and carried out by a contractor who is tackling his first big job.
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Schools arc for children. Wheic children walk, sentiment and myth
ale ilcver fdr behind. Decisions have to be made which will affect the
safety, health, and psychological and academic development of children;
and these decisions must be egilated to dollars and cents.

SAM'S are for cdulcat1011. 1110 are erected to accommodate the
proms' of instructing \ outh. Yet the form amid content of education arc
in turn affected by the building which contains them.

While schools arc shaped by the comnmnit\ conyersch the corn .

mumty is shaped IA the schools it MIMS. Even' school affects the spirit,

the looks, the desirability, the assessed wealth, and the future of thc
comnmnity which builds it.

Evert where there is the search for economy. But economy is a slip-
per\ word. To some it means cheap. To others it means a building with
a minimum of maintenance. To still others it means a building which
will continue to function effectively into the twent\ -first centun .

The problems arc global. Counting all the peoples of the earth there
arc about three billion of us todiu. Our numbers arc mounting fast;
colisider that of all the human beings who have ever lived on "this one
inhabited star" one-sixth arc today alive. Before 1980 the world will

have another billion, and by the t'ear 2000 today's population will have
doubled. In effect wc have only 40 years in which to build an additional
world. The present world is very much in the position in which Alice
and the Queen found themselves. "Now, here, you see," said the Queen
to Alice, "it takes all the running von can do, to keep in the same place.
If you want to get somewhere else, You must run at least twice as fast
as that."

Some nations have had organized education for centuries; others arc
getting scgools now for the first time. Somc of the schools will be
bamboo huts in Laos or crude metal-roofed buildings in Nigeria, sonic
will be glass and concrete structures in West Germany, sonic will be
brick and frame in Nebraska.

Here at home we will need over 400,000 classrooms by 1964. Of
these about 133,000 arc needed now.

The approach to the problem will vary in each country according
to its traditions, its resources, and its own particular way of organizing
and operating its schools. Of the 57 nations who participatcd in the
International Bureau of Education-UNESCO studv on "Expansion
of School Building" (1957), a good two-thirds have an educational
system in which major education decisions arc made by the central
government. Most of the remaining third of the countries have systems
in which the national and regional governments share responsibility.
Very few countries have systems of local control similar to ours. France,
for instance, has a fairly rigid system of centralized control of building;
its neighbors, Italy, West Germany, and Switzerland, have compara-
tively decentralized systems. West Germany, perhaps because of the
occupition, is one of the few countries in the world that has adopted
our system of local control.

In the Soviet Union, although the over-all direction of school con-
struction is based upon a single national plan, each of the member
republics establishes its own plan for carrying out directives. The USSR
is also decentralizing as rapidly as possible, giving more and more con-
trol to local regions.



1s for the actual cash to pa\ foi the schools, the sources vary widely,

too. In a few cases, such as New Zealand, Portugal, and Australia, the
central government assumes nmst of the financial burden. Roughly
half of the 37 eonntrics, including France, England, Italy, and Japan,
have mixed systems in which the central, regional, and local govern-

ments all make contributions toward the building of schools. In about
onc-fonrth of the countries, such as in Rumania, Peru, and Tunisia, the
state .npolies a large part lint not all of the funds. In another quarter
of the countries, among them Sweden, Finland, and Switzerland, the
1110110 IS pnmarik hical. In onh a \try few countries, such as Israel,
West Germany, and the Umted States, is the money raised almost
wholly by the local connnunity or state,

Some countries raise mono for schools b popular subscription.
In Cambodia, funds are raised lA house-to-house appeals for private
funds, by donations from wealthy people (a method not unknown in
the United States ), and by the use of the tombola, a card game-
loffery device.

In Ceylon rural development societies and local P.T.A.s are encour-
aged to raise half of the cost of a school with the government supplying
the rest. In Eqnador there is a 20-centavos school stamp on documents
and correspondcnce and a school tax on salt, In Israel sonic money is
mised by lotteries and collections by parents. In Egypt an individual
or an organization can get a building priority for a desired school bv
offering the government a free site and by putting up fifteen hundred
Egyptian pounds.

Different countries also devote varying percentages of their national
educational expenditures to school buildings. It is not always an easy
matter to compare such expenditures, nor arc the resulting figures
wholly reliable since countries tot up their expenditures in quite dif-
ferent ways. The Soviet Union, for example, rcports the startlingly low
figurc of 2.3 per cent of their total educational money as being devoted
to building schools. But this does not include an equivalent number of
schools built and paid for by the collective farms.

7Australia spends 17 per cent on buildings. Brazil spends 19.4 per
cent; Canada spends 12 to 30 per ccnt depending on the region. Haiti
lass out 30 per cent, New Zealand 213 per cent, and Cambodia 11 per
cent. The United Shtcs, which was spcnding about 22 per cent in
1955-1956, is roughly in the upper middle class among nations of the
world.

Just as there are different methods of operating and financing edu-
cation, so there arc many differing approaches to the problems of what
kinds of schools to build and how to build them out of what materials.
Yct a glance at thc international scene reveals several broad trends in

acceptance in such countries as Britain, Belgiu

productive is enthodied in the principle of the national school develop-

Netherlands.

which for the past few years has had an organization known as the
Architects and Building Branch in the Ministry of Education. Within

the ways in which various countries attack the problem.

ment and research organization, a method that is in practice or gaining

The country that seems to have carried this furthest is Great Britain,

Perhaps the most novel assault and certainly one of the most

Egypt, and the
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Great Britain's school

building economies

have come from the

use of repetitive modu-

lar units as in the
Templewood Junior

and infants' School

(above) by the Hert-

fordshire County archi-

tect, and through
space savings. Lon-

don's Mayfield School

extension below,
Powell and Moya archi-

tects, combines a large

assembly hall, divisible

into small lecture
rooms, with a dining

area and kitchen.



this di\ Awn. a Development Group was set up for research apd the
0.,,,emination of information resulting from research. Thc Group has
made extensive studies of general problems of planning as well as of
particular points such as fire safety and the usc df color.

In order to test the theories it produces, the Group has constructed,
in conjunction with local authorities, several test or model schools to
provide a proving ground for experimental designs and techniques. The
results of the tests arc made available to the authorities and private
architects through a series of Buikling Bulletins, circulars, lectures, and
informa:

Since 1949, thc British have been able to make some dramatic re-
ductions in school building costs. In primary schools they have reduced
the number of square feet devoted to each pupil by 38 per ccnt and
the cost per pupil by 24 per cent. In high schools thc reductions have
averaged 33 per cent in thc square footage per pupil and 21 per cent in
cost per pupil.

Most of these savings have been madc not by simply reducing the
size of classrooms and cramming more children into the room but by
the use of an increasingly popular devicethe dual use of space. Corri-
dors are incorporated into classrooms, the entrance halls are used as
dining areas as well, and sliding or movable partitions are used to
increase or decrease the size of rooms depending upon the needs of the
moment.

Another broadly adopted trend is toward the use of model plans.
Almost every country has experimented with this approach, and some
countries have even held architectural competitions to producc model
ideas that could be adapted for local use. Many of these countries
specifically attcmpt to avoid the imposition of compulsory stock or
standard plans on local communities or architects. The model plans
arc produced to serve just the purpose of a "modersomething to be
used if it is helpful.

A third dominant trend is the sc'ierne of building schools in stages,
a device not unknown in this country; in some countries, such as
Czechoslovakia, West Gernuny, and Poland, this approach has become
official doctrine. In Czechoslovakia, for instance, the classrooms and
the physical education facilities are built first, then the dining areas,
and then the extra-scholastic buildings. In West Germany there is an
added insistencc that the whole building must be planned from the
start so that it will emerge when finished as an harmonious whole.

Western Europe, in general, has a strong tradition of insisting that
its schools be surrounded with handsome landscaping and decorated
with genuine works of art. Many schools, even city schools with limited
sitcs, will fcature flower gardens, plantings, fountaius, or pools. Many
European governments require by law that a certain percentage of the
construction cost of any school must be put into creative works of art
for both thc interior and axtcrior of the building. Wall murals, sculp-
ture, or paintings are almost always found in European schools. Often
the school staff will contain a full-time gardener, and many times the
children themselves maintain the flowers during vacations.

In addition to these broad trends, there are many individual ex-
amples of unusual approaches to school building problems.

In Hamburg, Gcrmany, there are high schools of three to four

Source: Ministry of Education Pamphlet

No. 33. The Story of Post-War School

Building. London, 1957.
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1 Hall with e'..ircase

2 Wardrobe

3 Classroom

4 Group Room

5 WC for Boys

6 WC for Girls

7 Stairs to Heating Plant in Basement

8 Storage Room
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Hamburg has over thirty of Ouse cross-form

schools. The entire building above the basement is

made of prefabricated partF, (even the stairs are

just clamped into place). The parts are transported

in special cars and mounted by means of a traveling

crane with a cantilever arm that can move ten tons

with one sweep. The entire structure can be as-

sembled by a six man team in 11 working days.

Paul Seitz, architect.
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stories bat in the form of a cross. Eacii of the four wings of the cross

contains a single set of classroom uni'cs, providing light from both sides

of the room. Where the wings meet in the middle of the cross there
is a central area used for assembly, dining, and administration.

England has experimented with campus-type high schools broken
up into four or ive smaller "houses," each accommodating 150 boys
and 150 girls. Many European schools also contain living quarters for
the headmaster and headmistress; Hamburg, for instance, has built
apartment buildings for teachers in order to help solve the teaching
shortage.

Le Corbusier, the famed French architect, has accomplished a novel



The great center hall

in the Tempe !see Ele-

mentary School, Offen-

bach, Germany. Adolf

Bayer, architect.

_
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arrangement in the widely noted housing development he constructed

in Marseilles. He put the primary school on top of the development

and the children go up to school.
Some countries, notably Australia, Switzerland, and Canada, are

attemptMg to meet the problem of shifting school population by experi-

menting with transportable and demountable classrooms. When a class-

room is no longer needed in one place but desperately needed in an-

other, it can be picked up and movedeven as in Los Angeles, which

uses 3,300 transportable classrooms, or in San Diego, where 23 per cent

of the citv's enrollment is housed in movable cottages.

Through the use of model plans and special financial incentives

to the builders, Egypt has been able to erect schools with 1( classrooms,

an auditorium, and a workshop for art in the short space of 16 weeks.

The Soviet Union, Nationalist China, and Bulgaria, among others,

have systems of voluntary labor bv which members of a community

can pitch in and help build schools. The local r.!ommunity is expected

also to contribute building materials and often sites. In the USSR
high school students help build schools as part of the shop curriculum.

Australia has a system of grouping the building contracts on several

schools within a district in one large contract, thus allowing builders

and the consumer the advantages of bulk purchase.
Prefabrication and site fabrication arc also being used to varying

degrees in many countries. Australia has tried using prefabricated

aluminum units. Belgium, after considerable research, settled upon a
wooden-framed unit of compressed flax fiber held togetner with asbestos

cement. The Soviet Union has used site fabricatior by precasting large

wall units of reinforced concrete and raising them into place one on

top of the other, much as a child might play with building blocks.

The children go

up to school.
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Little children stay

school on top of the

they live. Housing D

France. LeCorbusier,

close to home in this

apartment house where

evelopment, Marseilles,

architect.
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The Mölltorp School

and a corridor of the

school in Lidkoping.

Boustedt and Heine-

man, architects.
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Kamiyama Elementary School. M. klatsumura, architect.
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Eriksdal School, Skövde.

Boustedt and Heineman,

architects. Se,ulpture by

Eric Grate.

Typical of many

European schools,

good landscaping

and art

are integral parts

of the school.
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Chriesiweg Elementary School, Zurich. Cramer and Jaray and Paillard, architects.

DAvvvineuti

Munkegaard Elementary School, Gentofte. Arne Jacobsen, architect.
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Pedregulho, low cost

housing project in Rio

De Janeiro, has its own

primary school and

gymnasium. Affonso

Eduardo Reidy, archi-

tect. Right, a deta of

the mural by Portinari

with its repeated pat-

tern of IrJaping chil-

dren. protected by the

curving shell of the

gymnasium roof.



England, through its Development Group, has attempted to estab-
lish uniform measurementsor what arc called modular units of meas-
urementfor building materials and designs. An example of the use
of a modular unit is modern American *kitchen equipment; almost all
ranges, be they gas or electric, conic in standardized widths, lengths,
and depths, thereby enabling the home owner to refurbish or design a
kitchen quickly and cheaply just by taking the equipment in standard-
ized measurements and fitting it all into the space at his disposal.

A modular unit for schools can be anything from 2.2 inches to 4
feet or 16 feet or what have you. Currently the British have standard-
ized on the 4-inch module. The important thing is that there be an
arbitrary standard so that the steel framing or the exterior panels ur
the window sashes for the entire building can be manufactured at the
same time and quickly, thus cutting down considerably on the cost
of production. This makes it possible for buildings to be put together
in any number of different and appropriate architectural arrangements
simply by fitting the modular materials into differing patterns. It is

similar to the principle of the Erector set.
What can we learn from some of the procedures and methods that

other countries are using in their race to catch up with the wave upon
wave of children flooding into the schools? Because of differences in
expectations, in economic systems, and in cultures to be served, very
few foreign developments and inventions have ready application to
American schools. But some do. Certainly the lumping together of a
number of otherwise scattered projects to the end that there be bulk
purchase of materials should be useful. The simultaneous construction
of two schools only a miie or two apart, without reference to each other

as to standardized components and materials, approaches the ridiculous.
But for us in America to join with our neighbors in such matters runs
counter to the principle of local autonomy and political separateness,
as well as to the traditional relationship of client to architect to con-
tractor to subcontractor to supplier or to the building trades.

Probably the most useful importation we in America can make
from abroad is to adopt and put into practice a standard module. The
American Institute of Architects and several other important groups,
professional and industrial, have long urged the adoption of modular
coordination in building. Yet in 1959, only about 10 per cent of school

building contracts were so specified. Modular coordination will come to

school construction only when school boards demand it, architects urge
it, contractors become familiar with it, and manufacturers of com-
ponents are willing to retool to produce it. This, in the American way,
will take time.

In our concern about schoolhousing we are not alonethroughout
the world people are looking for new and better answers to the problem.

But while we are searching for answers many a schoolhouse will be

plawied and built. This book is an effort to help in that process, by
putting the question in perspective in time and geography and by dis-
cussing the major directions of the problems: planning, building, and
money.

Remember that schools will go up before we have all the answers.
Robert Moses once said that in his long career in public service he
never did anything right, he just did the best he could under the cir-
cumstances and moved on. So do the best you can.
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Some things appear just to be without having become. Children,
for example, cannot picture their parents as ever haying been anything
other than what they are.

In a sense this is so with our schoolhouses. Until they began chang-
ing in the postwar period, they all seemed unchanging and unchange-
able. But they aren't. To understand a schoolhouse and thc elements
tint make up its cost and to look at its future, requires a look at its past.

If we look back we sec that two historic streams merged to form
today's American schoolhouse: 011C stems from the curriculum and
method of teaching it; the other from our traditions of building and
architecture.

FROM EDUCATION TO ARCHITECTURE

During the early years of thc nineteenth century the most typical
school in the United States was the rural one-room schoolhouse, with
its teacher attempting to be all things to all children. Instruction was
basically individualized; the teacher worked with students OnC by one
and was chiefly engaged in hearing recitations, testing memory, and
keeping order. Class lectures or discussion were virtually unknown.
Often the schoolmaster's home was used as a schoolroom, and such
regular schoolhouses as did exist were dirty, noisy, and ill-suited to
school purposes. These were the days of only the three R's and heavN
emphasis upon moral teaching through the reading of the Bible and
by way of such works as John Cotton's Spiritual Milk for Babes Drawn
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The Lancastrian school monitor, having given

the command to "show slates," inspects

written work.

A Lancastrian schoolroom

Out of the Breasts of Both Testaments or the New England Primo,
which in ope fell swoop taught reading and religion with verse such as:

I in the Burying Place may see
Graveti shorter there than I;

From Death's Arrest 110 Age is free,
Young Child_ten too may die;

My C.,)d, may such an awful sight,
Awakening he to me!

Oh! that lw early Grace I might
For Death prepared he.

As America changed, so too did the schools, keeping step with
the development from an agricultural economy to an industrial, urban-
ized society. Great new inventions, new means of manufacture, trans-
portation, and communication altered the face of the land. Cities grew
up where none had been. The change in population density and in the
way of life of the people led to the development of new kinds of
schools, differing in organization, size, setting, and pedagogical theory.

The nature of these schools as they evolved during 150 V ears is a basic

factor in the decisions we make today regarding a school building.
School buildings have not always been the same. They have changed in
accordance with our educational ideas, and they have changed because
of what we have been willing and able to build.

If we turn the clock back a century and a half, 1806 t o he exact,
we see the Lancastrian school system of England makihg is debut in
America. This system took the catechism as its model Each subject
was reduced to a set of questions and answers. The teacher drilled a
group of 50 head pupils, or monitors, who in turn drilled 10 pupils. Thus

one teacher was enabled to teach 500 students. Obviously, to work well

this system required strict organization and a robot-like conformity. The

management of the class, the classification of the students into rows
by age and achievement, the details of recitation, and the use of ap-
paratus were minutely prescribed. Deviation was outlawed. Discipline
of a,i almost military character was rigidly enforced. This was an era
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still largely influenced bN the puritam-Al views of Jonathan Edwards,
who at an earlier date had warned, "As innocent as children may seem
to us, vet, . . . they arc not so in the sight of God, and arc infinitely
more hateful than vipers." The Reverend George Whitfield. at about
the same time, had pointed out the resemblance between children and
rattlesnakes, "which," he said, "arc likewise beautiful when small."

To be sure, the cost of this primitive type of education was low. In
1822 it was $1,22 per pupil in New York City for the entire year. It
was also economical of spacea room 50 by 100 feet, with rows of
benches and room around the edges for the groups of 10 pupils and
their monitors, could accommodate the 500 students with only 10
square feet per pupil.

The Lancastrian schools spread quickly and disappeared almost as

fast. BY 1840 they had become a thing of the past. But the system had
made a lasting mark for which it deserves to be remembered. Until
then, education had been a slow, expensive process because it had been
carried out on an individual basis or in very small groups. By establishing
the principle of group instruction at a low cost, and by orienting people
towards the idea of education for the many rather than the few, Lan-
caster's schools paved the way for free, public, tax-supported schools as
we know them today.

The free, graded school, however, did not arrive overnight. It had to
go through a step by step process of evolution. An important step
was the unification of the separate reading and writing schools which
functioned independently of each other though situated in the same
building. The separate schools were autonomous units: the teacher in
each school was the ruler of his own kingdom. This domain consisted
of a large classroom with a smaller, satellite room attached to the side
of it. The master would divide the work with an assistant and, while
he was instructing the group, his assistant would hear individual recita-
tions in the smaller annex to the main room.

After unification of these separate schools, the final step was sorting
and grouping the children by age into seven, eight, or nine grades with
a separate teacher for each grade and a :ystem of promotion from one
grade to the next with a corresponding progressiol of subject matter.

This ultimate organizational step came about naturally, since for
some time the course of instiuction had been in the process of ex-
pansion, with such subjects as history, geography, grammar, composition,
and even bookkeeping added to it. Moreover, textbooks were by now
in common use, the school term had been lengthened, and the years
of school had already been increased. (To bc sure, the graded school
was a child of the cities. Rural areas continued for many years to lump
all their young hopefuls together in one ungraded collection. In many
parts of rural America this practice goes on today.)

The Graded Ekmentary School The graded, public school called
for a different architectural approach. An entirely new kind of school-
house architecture was worked out to meet the needs of the first fully
graded, public school in the United States. This was the Quincy Gram-
mar School built in Boston in 1848 and still in use. Ellwood P. Cub-
berley, noted education historian, has this to say of it:

This building formed a new architectural type which was extensively
copied, in Boston and elsewhere, and this ncw building, with its
twolve classrooms, assembly hall, and a principal's office, was thought

2 /
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to represent such an advance Hut little improvement would
ever be wade on it. For the next fifts Vears It Was the standard type
of eleinentars school building erected in OW CaleS . . . This was
in large part due to the fact that this tspe of building was so well
adapted to a drill-and-content h pc of course of study, which from
about ISS11 to about 1900 was the donwrant one.

What did Quinc Grammar Sc:iool look like?
It had four stories, the first elementary school of such a height, with

a basement and an attic. The fourth floor was entirdy given over to an
assembly hall large enough to scat, in pewlike benches, thc entire
population of the school. (The buildnig accommodated 660 students.)
The remaining three floors w ere divided up into a series of separate,
equal-sized classrooms with a clothes room attached to each. Each
classroom was 31 by 26 fcct into which wcrc crammed 55 pupilsless
than 1') square fcct per child. Thc classrooms featured a great innova-
tion; they had, bolted to thc floor, a separate dcsk and chair for each
pupilseven rows of them, eight to a row. These were a vast improve-
ment over thc benches which had bccn accepted for thc one-room
school in the early nineteenth century, and they wcrc ideally suited to
their function at that time. Thc pupil was to sit passively and listen
to thc instructor or watch him writc at thc blackboards which covered
the better part of three sidcs of the room. Occasionally the studcnt
would risc to his fcct and recite what he had heard or read.

And so was born the prototype of thc schoolhouse which, modified

by progressive cducation, the kindergarten, and thc introduction of
manual training, was carried into the twentieth century. Those of us

raised in thc citics even in thc past few decades arc painfully familiar
when its dark, gloomy, forbidding facade.

Thc turn of the century brought with it thc beginnings of a reaction
against regimented instruction. From about 1890 to the 1920's thc size

of thc class was reduced to 40, 35, or 30 children. The change was
influenced by a number of factorsthe falling birth rate, the slowdown
in population growth, and the rise in church-related school enroll-
ments. But basically it sprang from public acceptance of changed edu-
cational outlooks and standards, which had comc in turn from new
knowledge of child growth and rccognition of individual differences.

Thc germination of thc ideas sprcad by Pcstalozzi, John Dewey,
and William James, hal stimulated a freer approach to education, en-
tirely rcdirccting the clementan schooling of children. The concept of
the pupil as the passive rccipicnt, the spongc soaking up information in
preparation for adult life, was discarded. The broader concept of edu-
cation as an integral part of thc life proccss, of learning by doing
through creative p.,:rticipation, slowly replaced thc older theory.

Observation and investigation now took thc place of memorization.
Discussion, evaluation, and self-expression superseded the mere re-
gurgitation of facts. This opened the doors to new subject matter.
Observation led to the 'Indy of elementary science and home geog-
raphy; discussion developed an interest in thc study of language usage
as distinct from formal grammar; counting and measuring led to a whole
ncw stud of numbers and primary arithmetic. The multiplicity of
subjects and of activities of thc youngsters involved led to breaking
the class into small groups for part of cach day. One group might bc
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Tyler street. {Erected, 1847.
Established, 1847. } QUINCY SCHOOL. Cost, $60,210.18.

Quincy School, Boston, first American public

school in which children were arranged by

grades. The first floor plan is shown at the

left. The assembly hall "for devotional serv-

ices and other general exercises" was on the

fourth floor. The scholars' desks and chairs

also shownwere a great step forward. They

came in seven sizes to fit the scholars and

were "screwed immovably" to the floor. The

Quincy School, over a century after it was

built, is still in use.
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The introduction of the kindergarten made

for larger rooms and more flexibility in fur-

nishings and program

-ASP"
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... and so did John Dewey's ideas of learning

by observation and by doing rather than by

rote.

-

4

earn ing out their studs of homc geography b building a model of their
cit\ out of wooden blocks; another, concerned with arithmetic, might
set up a small shop to sell supplies to thc "city builders" in exchange
for homemade units of currency, thereby having direct experience with
adding, counting, and subtracting. Still another group, as part of their
science study, might grow plants native to their geographic location
or even kccp small ammals. Such varied and mobile activities made a
great demand on space. Not only was more space needed, it was neces-

sary to have movable furnishings as well to allow for changing activities

during the day. In addition, there was now a need for new kinds of
storage facilities to house thc many varieties of materials used by the
children.

We must not overlook the influence of thc kindergarten on the ad.
vent of larger rooms and grcatcr flexibility in program and furnishings.
Thc first public kindergarten in our country was opened in St. Louis
in 1873. It was alien to the existing school system. Its emphasis was on

the individuality of the child, on the unfolding of his unique personal-
ity, and on his ability to function effectively as social creature in
relation to other children. It encouraged children to build, work, and
play together. Music, art, dancing, and othcr forms of creative expres-

sion wcrc used to release native talents and energies. (These were the
begiimings that years later provided material for the cartoons lampoon-
ing this more indulgent approach to childhood, which would typically
show a puzzled parent viewing a report card with the legend, "A in
Sandpile.")

The trend was irreversible. Rooms had to become bigger. Furniture
had to be unbolted from the floor. Open shelves and new storage space
for paste pots, scissors, clay, paint, and building materials had to be
supplied. Sonic rooms had sinks installed in them so a ready water
supply would be available for science experiments and art work.

Another innovation, which came to us this time from Finland and
Sweden via the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition of 1876, was manual
training, then called sloyd. Metalwork and woodwork objects, turned
out by foreign students and displayed at the Exposition, were highly
praised by the then president of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. In 1878 the first manual training school was opened in St. Louis,
and eventually manual training courses were incorporated into the
curriculum of the upper elementary grades. For girls it was in the form
of needlework, weaving, and the home arts; for boys it was wood- and
metalwork. The point was that youngsters would develop a respect for
the dignity of labor and the usefulness of objects, and would have,
in addition, the experience of doing their own work from start to finish.

By the early 1900's the elementary school with kindergarten rooms,
rows and tiers of uniform classrooms, assembly halls, and shops had
been fashioned. The trend toward additional space per pupil and addi-
tional facilities continued into this century. At the turn of the century
the total space per pupil normally ranged from 40 to 80 square feet.
By 1940 the range was 80 to 100 square feet per pupil, and in the
postwar period the range was from 80 to 130 square feet.

The Secondary School Meanwhile, in the sccondary school, even
more revolutionary changes were going on. Its status as a legal part of
the tax-supported, public school system had been established by the
Kalamazoo Decision back in 1874. The high school had become an



extension of the elementary school, pioviding a ladder on which all
children could move from the ABC's at the bottom way up to a high
school diplomaan indigenous American creation whereby an educa-
tion became available for all youngsters regardless of economic class
or social background. While in the 1860's there were only some 300 high

schools reported to be in existence, by the turn of the century their
number had increased to over 6000. Public pressure for more education
for more people, combined with humanitarian and labor union opposi-
tion to child labor, steadily increased the proportion of young people
attending secondary schools. In the period from 1899 to 1920 enroll-
ments doubled every decade. At the same time, the average I.Q. of high
school students dropped from 115 to just over 100.

In 1910 the junior high school appeared on the scene to help
children make the transition from the less formal atmosphere of the
elementary school to the more formal environs of the high school.
Here, too, they were tr bc provided with opportunities to explore their
interests and aptitud- orc deciding on the kind of high school thcy
would go to.

By now the high schools were having to meet the needs of great
numbers of young people with a very wide range of abilities and in-
terests, and they began by offering watered-down college preparatory
work, some shop work, and a few clerical courses. Later the states, and
in 1917 the federal government, encouraged vocational training pro-
grams. Commercial education grew in importance. All these programs
took more and more space and equipmenttyping and shorthand
rooms, accounting rooms, office machine laboratories, and shops for
automobile mechanics, metalwork, machine tools, printing, and car-
pentry.

While some of the large city school systems spiit up the high school
by functions, college preparatory, commercial, vocational, or technical,

most smaller communities held them all together in one school which
came to be known as the comprehensive high school, a peculiarly
American institution. The students were sorted and placed on tracks
college preparatory, vocational, or commercial. Guidance counselors
were added to aid in the sorting, to help students choose appropriate
courses and eventually careers, and to help counteract the growing
impersonality of the high school. Offices, guidance centers, and confer-
ence rooms were added.

Other subject areasmusic, physical education, and sciencewere
to add further to the secondary space requirements.

Vocal music was recognized as a school subject early in the nine-
teenth century. Instrumental music had to wait until about 1900 to be
given recognition as an extracurricular subject. Improbably enough, it
was via the first World War that music really found a place for itself
in the schools. Edwin Birge, music education historian, writes:

The effect of the World War (I) upon music in the public schools
was beyond calculation . . . . fundamental importance (was) given
to nmsic in winning the war. The value of music was brought home to
the people . . . with all the force of governmental sanction. . .

Organized singing in the camps and community singing at home
became a daily experience . . . . no less significant was the enormous
prestige given to band music. Bands were needed for every training
camp and for every regiment . . . moreover the military training

Manual Trainingwoodworking for boys, the

domestic arts for girls, called for more space

in the school.
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introduced into the high schools of ne«.itl required a band for
CI Cr I M.11001 bef.,111/C, ha 3 tillIC at least. a singing nation
IA Chlcd together 1)1 the unifying power of music. Tlw . . effect
cdikationalh ,V,IS an unqualified acceptance of music as a maior
subleet on the part cf both school authorities and the taxpayers
of the nation!.

Perhaps Birge mei-emphasized the importance of the war and the
inimcdiao of its effect, but in 1927, at a superintendents conference
of the National Education Association, a resolution was passed which
read, ". . . wc favor the inclusion of music in the curriculum . . . on

equalit\ with the other basic subjects . . . WC believe an adequate
program of high school music instruction should include credit, equiv-
alent to that given to other basic subjects. . The addition of in-
strtnnental music as a regular subject meant additional specialized space
in the school.

Major credit must be given the Germans, who innnigrated in great
waves in 1848, for the introduction of pksical education into the school
system. Emphasis was on gymnastics, not games, and these activities at
first took place in school corridors, basements, and attics. While a few
college pins were built earlier (Harvard had built the first in 1820),
it was not until after the Civil War that the physical education program
really began to develop. The colleges began building gvms. Dartmouth
in 1867 and then Princeton (theirs was very advanced with eight long
bathtubs lined with zinc ), and gradually the secondary schools followed
the colleges' leadership.

The first World War again provided the impetus for educational
innovation. The fact that one-third of the men drafted for service were
rejected as unfit gave rise to great public concern about physical fitness.
As a result, greatly expanded facilitiesswimming pools, spacious gyms,
and large athletic fieldssprang up across the country. Sports, particu-
larly basketball and football, became mcreasingh popular, replacing the
gymnastics which had been the backbone of physical education. This
was also the period when the question of granting school credit for
physical education classwork was seriously fought out. (In 1924 one
school official, opposed to it, said: "It would be as mdeh out of the
general scheme as giving credit for cating well-balanced dinners.")
The movement for recognition was too far under way to be defeated,
however, and k 1930 over a third of the states were granting credit.

While physical education came under attack in the 1930's as an
educational frill, World War II, and thc fact that more men were
rejected for military service than were accepted during World War I.
again brought intensive concern with ph sical fitness. To a lesser extent,
so did thc Korean War. Consequently we have gyms, locker rooms,
showers, and the allied space allotments for plix meal education that
are taken for granted today.

Science equipment was in common use in the early nineteenth
centur, though it was then called philosophical apparatus. Neverthe-
less, regular secondary school laboratories did not come until a later
date under the impact of college requirements. Halyard, in 1872, ac-
cepted plwsi:.'s as a subject for admission and, because of the lack of
standardization in the secondary sclmols, proceeded to dictate in detail
the nature of science instruction which would be accepted. Among



these requirements W(2112 ,1 ClfiCd iiiotiiit of laboratory work to be

done cad) Vtek and CVidCIICC of %Hill Work in the form of written

records.
while the nineteenth lab such it had

dealt wall plant and animal morpholog (later on botany and zoolop
Wcrc combined and talight as InoIog ) the purposes of science teaching

Wcrc prunard religious and descriptive. From 1870 on, when the
laboratory method really yanic into usc, the religious objective grad-
ually disappeared and thc dominant objective of science teaching
became the development of the faculties of reasoning and observation.
The laboratory manual was de\ clopcd to aid in the efficiency of in-
strnction, and science education became a formal, highly systematized
affair. Elaborate and completc labs \yen: provided for secondary schools.

General science came into the schools about 1910, finding foot

hold in the 1111110r high, where it was incorponited into the curriculum

to serve two purposesas interpretation of environment and as pre-
high %eh xploration of the sciences. Cncmistry was first reporicd as

a subject ne secondary schools b the U. S. Office of Mucation in
1900. Fundamentals of electricity, aeronautics, and Collserva (TM Were

first listed as academic rather than vocational courses in 1949. With the
recent overwhelming advances in wience, scientific instruction must
become a necessary part of the education of all \ oungsters, not just a
speciality for the few who choose it. This has been and will be an
emphasis that contributes to the size and cost of the secondary school.

As the cars hac moved on and the schools have had to increase
their subjcct matter offerings to keep pace with the quickly changing
developments of modern life, so, too, a broadened concept of the
school's total role in the communitt has evolved.

No one questioned the old Latin adage we ali learned in high
school that a sound mind requires a sound body, but no one did any-
thing about it for a long timc. It took a series of dangerous epidemics
to bring about the employment of the first school nurse in the United
States, in New York City in 1902. 11er job was to inspect the children
cach dm. But w hat had started out merely as an effort to detect and
control contagious disease developed into a program of tests for eye-
sight, hearing, and hidden pliNsical Meets. By 1911 there were 415
school nurses at work in almost as many cities. This recognition that
communities wanted their schools to be partially responsible for the
phtsical well being of the child meant new spaces in school buildings
for health suites where ph\ sicians and nurses could carry on their work.
Today, in many schools these health suites :include dentol clinics.

The cominunth service conrcpt of the schools has made them
araihible not just for Icaining, but for recreation as well. The places
wherc school buildings stai ,. have grown biggcr. 'Ille old schoolyard
with the tall wile gate around it has been opened up. It was literally
opened the earl\ part of the century, when the playground
mmement got under wa, lA unlocking the gates and pernutting the
children to phi during aftei-school hours. In time this expanded to
include orgainted a( awn programs with areas for gardening and
ph\ ing field, (Classrooms themsch es have opened up, and in many
places where school cours,s arc offered 12 months a year, classes

arc (onducted out of doors.) So the old paved schoolyard of 1,,esteryear

2 7



School sites have opened up ... Syosset High

School, Syosset, Long Island, Eggers and

Higgins, architects.

2 8

The one room schoolhouseoften better

to look at than to learn in.

has now become almost a smpil parkfive acres for an elementary
school and ten acres for !ugh school have come to be considered
mnninal site standard-,

School bnildnigs no longer stand idle after three o'clock hcv

sere as cen;crs for adult activities of all kindsadult education classes,
amateur theatricals, civic affairs, and conununity meetings. More and
more they are called upon to supply the needs of an adult population
with greater leisure time and the desire for group rccrcation and part-
time education.

FROM ARCHITECTURE TO EDUCATION

Thcse developments in program and teaching mcthods were not
the only forces affecting the American schoolhouse. Traditions and
technology of building and architecture, as well as American standards
of dcsign in alifields, were undergoing basic changes.

Historically the school was not architecture, at least not notable
architecture. The important architectural buildings for education were
colleges and universities. Talbot Hanilin's monumental Architecture
Through the Ages refers in passing but four times to schools. Sigfried
Giedeon's Space, Time and Architecture acknowledges the existence of

no primary or secondary school. Hugh Morrison's Ear/y American
Architecture mentions the school wing of Lee's house, Stratford, and
the early "Boston Latin" of which we have no architectural records.

If we turn back the clock possibly we can see why. The lonely
one-room school with its bell in a truncated steeple acknowledging the
traditional affinity of church and schooleven though legally separated
is a pleasant sentimental picture. But if we wipe away the cobwebs
from our vision and look at the schools of 1848 with contemporary
eves, the picture changes. In Henry Barnard's Schoo/ Architecture
(characteristically written by an educator not an architect), he quotes
the following, not atypical, report on the schools of New York Statc.

. . 544 out of 9368 . . . visited, cohtained more than one room;
7, 31 3 were destitute of any suitable play-ground; nearly six thousand
were unftirnished with convenient scats and desks; nearly cight
thousand destitute of thc proper facilities for ventilation; and upwards
of six thousand without a privy of any sort; . . . And it is in these
miserable abodes of accumulated dirt and filth, deprived of wholesome
air, or f.!xposed without adequate protection to the assaults of the
elements, with nO faciiities for neLessary exercise or relaxation, no
convenience for prosecuting their studies; crowded together on benches
not admitting of a moment's rest in any position, and debarred the
possthihtv of yielding to thc ordinary calls of nature without violent
inroads upon modesty and shame; that upwards of two hundred
thousand children, scattered Over various parts ot thc Statc, arc
compelled to spend an average period of eight months during cach
s car of their pupilage!

This is not the stuff from which architectural history is made. The
influence of Henry Barnard and Horacc Mann, among others, led to
generally improved schoolhousing and equipment.

The one-room school continues unchanged in many ways. its im-
provements evolutionary both in space and in pedagogical techniques.



Even today one-fifth of our elementary schools arc one-teacher schools.

But with the rise of nineteenth century industrialism, the character-
ishc school became the imposing buildings which, adorned in the
fashionable, ephemeral tastes of the period following the Civil War,
became standard for America until the end of the 1930's. Whether their
faces, applied like icing to a cake, were Gothic or Spanish colonial,
Greek revival or Victorian, they were essentially a series of one-room
schools, stacked up for two or three stories, to which a caverhous gym-

nasium and auditorium were often added along with a few other
specialized spaces. Despite local autonomy in school matters these
buildings arc startling in their nationwide similarity. Improvements in
such schools were substantial during the early twentieth crntury, par-

ticularly in health and safety factors. Heating, lighting, toilet facilities,
eating facilities, space per pupil, and fire safety advanced considerably,
but architecture stood still. In the 1930's and early 1940's the historical

gingerbread often disappeared leaving a brick box with holes for win-
dows in a style which can be described only as neuter.
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A schoolhouse could be ordered in any his-

torical style, and sometimes in indescribable

styles ... occasionally the spirit ran out and

the community was left with nothing but a

brick box with holes in it.
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Frank Lloyd Wright's Hillside Home School,

Spring Green, Wisconsina schoolhouse

half a century ahead of its time-1902.



There were notable exceptions to these monumental buildings with
their impressive entries and halls and their depressing rooms. Frank
Lloyd Wright's I lillsdalc Home School in Spring Green, Wisconsin,
done at the turn of the century, and Dwight Perkins' Carl Schurz
Iligh School in Chicago in 1910 were two that pointed the way toward
open planning, a scale more appropriate to the younger generation, and

a freedom from the dictates of historical eclecticism. But ex -eptions
were rare until iust before the Second World War when an explosion
of architectural creativity hit the schoolhouse.

Heralding the explosion was Nentra's work in California in the
1930's. 1940 saw the construction of the Crow Island School in Win-
netka, Illinoisa schoolhouse that called considerable attention to its
new forms and ideas. Saarinen and Swa;:son, Perkins and Will, were
associated achitects. Their building influenced not only school aichitec-
ture as architecture, but also the relation of plant to program. It was the
result, as Lawrence B. Perkins has written, "of months of study on the
part of teachers, architects and administrators."
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Carl Schurz High School, Chicago, 1910, one

of the few schools of the period with archi-

tectural originality rather than historical

decoration. It's still in use. Dwight Perkins,

architect.

4

Another pioneer of

modern school design

was Richard J. Neutra

who designed the
Corona Avenue School,

Bell, California, in
1935. It was the first

application in the
United States of a slid-

ing glass door, combin-

ing indoor and outdoor

classroom space, and

the first school in
which classroom corri-

dors were eliminated.
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Crow Island Elementary School. "Each room

was to be a colorful, flexible, child-scaled

work space." The architecture flowed from

the idea of the self-contained classroom.

Saarinen and Swanson, Perkins and Will,

associated architects.



No xi Ink:chiral lush)] hll 011id 05 erlook todm 's schoolhouse in
\incilca oi Amid 1.1\1)cinnent,dion iii foiins and material', and an
nu fusing Ic;ihiation Of the importance of education all ON er r he world

Ol led t Net thh explosion off. Giedcon, who turned his back on the

schoolhouse m 1 940. otes a whole section to schools in Ins Decade
Of \cit. Architecture, publidicd in 195 1 1 le describes sdiools iii the
United States, I hilland, higland, Switzerland, and Puerto Rico. lint
notable c\dmplcs ould be found in Scandium ia, Japan, German\ , and

1itin \Valter McOuade's Schoolhouse, with a gallery of
magnificent illnstiations of postwar schools in the United States, is high
testnnom that some of the finest in modern architecture is represented
in our new schools.

From the drab three-ston school with its asphalt or gravel ard and
wire fence. new forms have sprung. One-story schools have fingers of
classrooms read tins out for sun and air. Hexagonal, pentagonal, and
round clusters of school room', break up the forbidding massiveness of

yesterday's schoolhouse and invite the pupil to enjoy education. Loft
plan schools with movable interiors adnnt our niabilih to predict the
future of education and allow for tonuirrow's change. Campus schools
with a number of buildings isolating functions within the school arc
breaking down the big school into units of manageable size so that the
identity of the pupil isn't erased in the ins itution operated, theoretically
at least, to develop him as an individual.

With this sudden eruption of new forms and with accelerated
changes in school program, particularly in secondary education, the
typical school board is being asked to make more decisions than ever
before. In 1925, the question would be how many classrooms should
the school have, and in what classic or Medieval style can we decorate
it. Today the same board must examine not only new teaching programs,

but also a great variety of architectural solutions involving money,

nmterials, esthetics, and functions. To muddy the waters, inflation has
made every new school more expensive than the last.

What were some of the reasons for the changing school? They hailed

from several sources. First, there were the aforementioned changes in
educational program and philosophy. For example, here arc some of the
educational requirements called for in the Crow Island School:
". . . thc classroom was to be a place for a fully rounded learning and
living experience at each age group; that each room was to be a colorful,
flexible, child-scaled work space where the learning activity of childhood

could be channeled effectively and pleasantly. Fixed seats were ruled
out. A room had to be provided where each scat could be placed in any
position in relation to the other children, in relation to the teacher, in
groups or as individuals, or sometimes even in . . . formal rows
Twelye-foot ceilings were barred. Nine feet was accepted as reasonable
residence-scale compromise. Light 'from one side only' was removed as
a limitation, Two sides were insisted upon. Color, warmth, and a place
in which to work and act vigorouslythese were keynotes of the earliest
prograni."

These arc not qualities people looked for in a school at the turn of
the century.

Second, new requirements for functional efficiency, health, and com-
fort were brought into effect. Lighting standards have changed. Safet

Classroom, Crow Island
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The Heathcote School, Scarsdale, New York,

1953, product of the search for a new scale

and form. Perkins and Will, architects.
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Finger plan proposed for F. Ware Clary Junior High School,

Syracuse, New York. Pederson, Hueber and Hares, architects.

and econonn brought the school down, often to one story. The three-
ston buildings of the turn of the centun were often severe firc hazards.
Fire safety in multiple ston buildings is expensive.

In the search for proper ventilation it should be remembered that
there is no other work area common in our socien in which people are
packed so long and so tight as they are in even a good school. No office
would consider 30 square feet adequate space for an employee. Short of
air conditioning, cross ventilation ;k the best assurance of first-rate
ventilation, particularly in warmer climates.

Bilateral lighting, skylights, and clereston windows arc all attempts
to equalize the natural lighting on both sides of a school room. Addcd
consciousness of the importance of good lighting for children has
spurred architects to open up the school for this reason as well. It was
the architects' search for improved ventilation and lighting which con-
tributed to the finger plans and other open plan schools.

American standards of comfort, of ventilation, heating, lighting,
plumbing, and furnishing have all changed during the period of more
than a century since Barnard described the deplorable conditions of the
American schoolhouse in 1848. No one would seriously consider using
the public highway as a toilet for the school as was commonly the case
in Barnard's day, nor would we return to the 1880 standards of toilets in
the basement of a three-story building. Most standards have changed
less dramatically than our plumbn1g standards. Bul office buildings,
hotels and motels, shopping centers, factories, and homes all reflect
changes in accepted standards of comfort and architecture. The school-
housc shares in the standards of the society which produces it.

A third important, though less tangible, contribution has been the
search for an appropriate scale and aesthetic expression for the school.
With the disappearance of classic decoration suggesting classical knowl-
edge and academic Gothic suggesting the medieval university, the archi-
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Edgemont Junior-Senior High School,

Greenburgh, New York. Warren H. Ashley, architect.
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Hillsdale High School, San Mateo,

California. John Lyon Reid and Partners, architects.
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Hollow Tree School, Darien, Connecticut.

Ketchum, Gina and Sharp, architects.
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Tower Street School, Westerly,

Rhode Island. Alonzo J. Harriman, architect.
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First of the skeletal skyscrapers was William

LeBaron Jenney's Home Insurance Building,

Chicago, 1885. It was supported entirely by

its iron frame.

3 8

Monadnock Building, Chicago, the last of the

great masonry skyscrapers, 1891 . Note the

thickness of the supporting walls at the
ground floor level. Burnham nd Root, archi-

tects.

\.

tect starts afresh with the question of how a school should look.
Generally the trend to humanize the school and to reduce it in scale,
particularly thc elementary school, has been a continuing objective.
Let the school be inviting rather than impos'ng. To a lesser extent this
has been true of the secondary school as well. In an effort to reduce the
impersonality of large high schools, the school program and admimstra-
tion have been decentralized. This has been expressed in the decentrali-
zation of buildings both to clarify and to contribute to this concept.

A fourth reason for change has been architectural development. The
historical styles arc gone. Ncw shapes, new forms, a desire to use
machine-made and natural materials more frankly and honestly, and
the disappearance of applied decoration in favor of integral design
characterize thc better schools today.

These developments arc more apparent if we turn to aichitecture
in general for a moment.

American architecture in the latter half of flit nineteenth ccntury
was developing in an original and indigenous direction during what
Lewis Mumford has called the "Brown Decades." H. H. Richardson was
developing ncw forms. The schism between architecture as art and
engineering was bridged. Louis Sullivan and the other members of the
Chicago school were acknowledging without apology the machine age,
the skyscraper, and the exterior wall no longer designed to hold up a
building but hung there to shield it from the elements.

In 1885 the first true skeletal skysciaper was completed in Chicago
by William Le Baron Jeuney, and the greatest architectural revolution
in history was under way. Jenney's Home Insurance Building was sup-
ported entirely by its iron interior framing.

Two new materials made this revolution in building possible: the
development, in 1855 by Bessemer, of the process by which economical
structural steel was made available and the development, by the French
engineers Hennebique and Coignet, of reinforced concrete.

These two materials have been vital to the development of contem-
porary architecture. Structural steel with its strength, ability to span
great distances, and its resilience soon replaced cast iron; reinforced
concrete with its economy and its flexibility combined some of the
more desirable qualities of steel and masonry.

Louis Henri Sullivan became the most articulate spokesman of this
changing architecture in America. He wrote in 1896, ". . . form ever
follows function and this is the law. Where function does not change
form does not change." Why should a bank look like a Greek temple
or a high school like a Gothic cathedral? And why should an office
building look like a collection of ". . . separate, distinct, and unrelated
buildings piled one upon the other until the top of the pile is reached,"
rather than simply a top and bottom and a series of identical floors
between made to "look all alike because they are all alike."

But Americans were not confident of the validity of their own
aesthetic developments. The overwhelming success of the neoclassicism
of the New York firm of McKim, Mead, and White at the World's
Colu abian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 set back American architec-
ture a generation. The primacy of historical eclecticism in architecture
was reestablished. "It killed Sullivan and it almost killed me," wrote
Frank Lloyd Wright.



The Gage group, three late examples of the Chicago style, 1898-

9, which still look modern today. Louis Sullivan's building (right)

was originally only eight stories, the top four were added in

1902. The two buhdings in the center were by Holabird and

Roche. To the left is a more contemporary, or at least newer,

addition to the Chicago skyline.

The Chicago World's Fair of 1893 turned American architecture

back to sterile historical eclecticism. McKim, Mead and White's

Agricultural Building at the Fair was typical. "The damage ...
will last for half a century" said Louis Sullivan.
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Mr. Wright's near demise seems somewhat exaggerated, to para-
phrase Mark Twain, for he survived an additional 66 ears, but the
general run of architecture in America suffered greath, and mans of
the things that Jenno, Root, Sullian, and Wright were pursuing onl
came back to America a generation later through the work of ipean
architects such as Gropins, l,e Corbusier, \lies Van Rohe, I, ,dok,
and their colleagues.

During the depression, architects, among others, had plenh of time
for thinkmg and planning, albeit on an empt\ stomach. With the cnd
of the depression Caine war and the necessary curtaihnent of much
building. After the war came the building boom and suddenh ideas
sprang from the drawing boards to change thc face of America and most
of the world. And thc end is not in sight. Ncw curvilinear forms in thin
shell reniforced concrete, Buckminster Fuller's geodesic dome, new
methods of earth moving, plastics for building, laminated wood, and
new adhesives may revolutionize building as much as William Lc Baron
Jenno's Home Insurance Building.

New forms, new materials, and new ideas in school building

Thin shell concrete makes the dome of Eero Saarinen's auditorium (left) at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.

M.I.T., with assistance from Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., is continu-

ing development of the school below, built of a series of plastic hyperbolic para-

boloids, light, strong, and quickly erected.
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Thin shell concrete is used

for the hyperbolic parabo-

loids of Washington's North

Seattle High School. Nara-

more, Bain, Brady and Johan-

son, architects.

Laminated wood arches

span the auditorium of the

Hunt School, Tacoma, Wash-

ington. Robert B. Price,

architect.
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The geodesic dome school built of repeti-

tive mass produced elementh, was designed

- for Kaiser Aluminum Company by Mason,

\

Muntz and Associates, architects.



Changes in Selected Cost Indices 1915-1956

All items (consumer prices)

Farm products (wholesale)

Food (consumer prices)

Farm Wage rates

% increase
to 1956 from
1915 base year

255%

241% *

272%

531%

Textile Products (wholesale) 257% *
Apparel (consumer prices) 181%
Metals and metal products 231% *

Average hourly earnings, production
workers, all mfg. 888% t

Building materials (all) 468%

Structural steel shapes 396%

Cement 347%

Hourly wages, all building trades 636%

Building cost index (ENR) 515%

* Approximation, not strictly comparable
f Base year, 1914

SOURCE : Department of Commerce, De-
partment of Agriculture, Department of
Labor Statistics, National Industrial Confer-
ence Board

4 2

What have these changes in school building meant in terms of
dollars?

Have school costs gone up? The answer is yes. Have they gone up
more than othcr building costs? The answer is no. A U. S. Department
of Commerce study, shown in the graph en this page, indicates that
educational buildings have, in fact, been holding the line in thc infla-
tionary postwar period While the cost of building schools has gonc up,
it has not gone up as much as the cost of commercial or other institu-
tional buildings.

As a background for examining school costs, let us look for a
moment at what has happened to building costs in relation to other
sections of the economy. (See table to the left.)

Obviously building costs have risen more than many other costs
more than the cost of building materials though somcwhat less than the
cost of labor in the construction industry. Two factors account for this.

One is the increasing quality of building today compared to that
of 15 or 20 years ago. (There are more amenities in today's building, such
as more and better plumbing, better beating systems, air conditioning,
and greater electric load capacities. Greater fire safety also costs money
but is expected today.)

The other factor is tbe rather small increase in productivity in the
building industry. New building output per contract construction worker
was 12.7 per cent higher in 1957 than in 1948, while the average Gross
National Product per worker in the economy as a whole rose 22.9 per
cent in the same period. (One of the reasons for this may bc that build-
ings, even with prefabricated parts and modular construction, are still
to a large extent handcrafted affairs. They are put together bolt by bolt,
brick by brick, and there is a limit to the number of bricks one man can
and will lay in an hour.) Whether building productivity can be in-
creased at a rate comparable to other fields is open to debate.

Source: Benjamin D. Kaplan. "Trends in Valuation per Square Foot of Building

Floor Area in 37 Eastern States" Construction Review, U. S. Department of Commerce, May 1958.
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The original Mason School, 1852-1901

Second Mason Sshool, 1901-1959
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The Mason-Rice School, 1959

Rich and Tucker Associates, architects.
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"In every affair consider what precedes and
what follows, and then undertake it."

EP1CTETUS

y

The right schools, in the right places, at the right times . . . these
are thc aim of system-wide planning. Often benefits beyond even these

accrue. In San Mateo, California, early site acquisition saved the cost
of a high school. Conversely, another California community may lose
$1 million on transportation costs alone, duc to lack of system-wide
planning.

Keeping ahead of continuilig crisis begins with thinking about the
total constellation of all the school buildings in the community and not
just about individual schools one at a time. It requires the periodic
assessment of existi:Ig facilities and the relation of current need to
future need.

Arc the present schools adequate?
Arc they well located?

Is there a projected schedule for the replacement or rehabilitation of
schools as they become antiquated?

Is there (and will there continue to be) a proper balance of space
between -;lementary, junior lugh, and senior high schools so that all
levels can be 1,.ept reasonably full from decade to decade?
2 What changes arc taking place in the community?

If population is increasing, what is the nature of the growth? If it is
decreasing, what is the nature of the shrinkage?

Will there be other schoolsprivate or clmrch-rdatedwhich will
duplicate the public facilities?

Is the school system large enough to rlin good schools economically,
or should it plan for consolidation?
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Site of the Hillsdale

School, San Mateo,

California, just five

years ago and the site

as it looks today.

L\likoScAttoz EvuatLuA

Se,o. Aatah,C..4.4m4a.

Economy is an inlportant aim and benefit of system-wide planning.

While discussions of school economy usually are focused on a single
building, system-wide planning may offer greater possibilities for real
economies than any other part of the school planning and building
process For example, take San Mateo, a bursting California commu-
nity. This case study deals with just one phase of their system-wide
approachthe acquisition of building sites. It shows how the ultimate
economy of a school building program may be determined long before
the architect sets pencil to Imper. By early acquisition of sites money
was saved$3.5 million to pay for the cost of an entire high school.

San Mateo hes 15 miles south of San Francisco, an offspring of the
exploding metropolis. Following World War II, it began to experience
a tremendous population growth. While in the 30 years between
1920 and 1950 its population grew from 6,000 to 42,000, in the
decade that followed the figures spurted dizzily upward, more than
tripling to a current population of 133,000. Enormous new residential
areas, industries, shopping centers, highway expansion, and commercial
and recreational establishments have all contributed to this
spectacular growth.

Early in the 1950's, faced with the necessity of some type of long-
range planning, the Board of Education called in professional
consultants from Stanford University and initiated a continuing
system-wide study. Their approach was twofold: (I) to predict future
school population, and (2) to spot the location of future building
sites. By analyzing existing facilities and their capacities and making
an accurate estimate of future needs (see enrollment graph), the studs'
attempted to arrive at the number and type of additional school
buildings that would be needed.

The study's forecast of the future high school population showed
that their 3,000 pupils (in 1950) would almost triple in number by
1962. These estimates, plus a combination of ,harply rising land
values and imminent land saturation, moved the community. therefore,
to acquire five sites from three to ten years in advance of achial need.

The difference between the value of the land at the time of
purchase and at the time of actual or estimated construction is at
present computed to be on the order of $3 million. (See Table I.)
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TABLE I

Site Acres
Pur-
chased

Per
Acre
Cost

Construe-
tion
Date

Estimated
per Acre
Value at Increase
Construction " per Acre

Valuatizn
Digerential
between early
Acquisition &
Construction

Ilillsdale 35 1949 $6,750 1954 $20,000 SI 3,250 $ 463,750

Mills Estate ;9 1953 6,600 1957 35,000 28.400 1,107,600
Crystal

Springs 40 1954 3,100 1964 2 -3,000 21,900 876,000

Barrett ;(1 1957 9,000 1960 18,000 9,000 270,000

Crestmoor 40 1957 8,000 1962 24,000 16.000 640,000

$3,357,350

PLUS INCOMI. 400,000 '

$3,757,350

LESS EARNING POWER 225,812 c

NET DIFFERENTIAL S3,531,538 d

d estimated values were determined by a consensus of three qualified real estate appraisers who have long
experience in the community and svere im olved in some phase of the acquisition of one or more of the above
sites

The district has to datc reallied some $400,000 in income from the sale of sod taken from the Barrett and
Crcstmoor sites for fill The soil was Tennis ed in the course ef earth moving operations in accordance with district
specifications designed to prepare the sites for school building construction.

c This figure represents the amount of money which was lost to the school district by taking the above prop-
erties off the tax rolls, plus the amount of earnings which the purchase price of the properties would have yielded
(at 31/2% ) during ,ne period the prorrty was not being used.

Tlw total savings which s ill accrue to the school district from the early a,qvisition of these sites is equiva-
lent approximately to the construction cost of one large high school. 4 7
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The trne sa ings in a qt1110011 slid) as this can never be determined
ith scientific precision Nor Call there be a precise financial and educa-

tional accounting of the losses due to lack of planning. How do
begin to compute the cost of misplaced buildings with their excessive
pupil transportation charges' Or inferior sites which dictate higher
construction costs? Or overcrowded classrooms" Or double sessions?
One of these or all of them can be the result of hick of planning. The
last iteni alone, double sessions, can b itself mean a substantial waste
of mono, since instructional costs represent Moil! than 65 per cent of
the education dollar Under a double session schedule a building must
be operated in shifts, which means that the time of daik instruction
must be rednced from six or seven hours to five. The teaching staff,
however, must still be paid for full-time work. Factors such as tific:,
though hidden, are real and are ominous.

Community-wide participation is a benefit of sNstem-wide planning
that may operate in so subtle a manner that it sometimes goes unrecog-
nized and cannot be counted in dollars and cents. The system-wide
planning process provides an opportunity for the participation of large
and diverse groups of people. Sometimes largeness and diversity make
for slow and cumbersome movement. But communities must cope with
groups who have different poMts of view, who are motivated by special
interests, and who often do not understand or agree on ultimate goals.

While the school board will always carry major responsibility for
initiating and carrying out the educational program of a community,
that program will flourish and be most successful where it has the active
support and understanding of the whole community.

Broad participation makes the knowledge and skills of a variety of
people available to the school board. It provides a common ground for
communication and understanding among the participants. The very
involvement of a broad base of individuals, groups, and agencies all
concerned with the pursuit of a common goalthe attainment of a
good educational program for their communityis itself a long step
toward success.

Such factors as land us e. policy, thc service of utilities that could
affect the choice of sites, a commercial develop1..-2"f that could cause a
shift in population and disrupt attendance boundary lines, and the
influx of new industry which would cause a major in-migration of fami-
lies can upset the best laid plans. State education agencies, university
personnel, professional consultants, and thc school staff can contiibute
to the planning process; but the special knowledge of thc local planning
commission, the Chamber of Commerce, thc state department of high-
waN s, the local utility company, the superintendent of parks, residential
deNelopers, service clubs, bankers, and lawyers is a service that sliould
be tapped. In addition, groups such as parents and citizens committees
are in a position to help by supplying pertinent information and by
contributing their services for a pre-school census or house ccunt.

POPULATION PREDICTION FACTORS

System-wide planning, then, is the first key to economy. The first
stcp is to look into the future and make estimates about it. The esti-



mates should be the result of exhaustne studies of all the factors which

can be expected to influence the sue and direction of the school dis-

trict's population growth or shrinkage I low good these estimates arc

will determine how efficientk the s\stem-wide plan works.
Sometimes, unfortunately, estimates are based on no more than

guesses, i s in the case of the school board whwh relied on the tow»
octogenarian's knowledge of "who owned what and who would sell,"

'a sort of intellectual divining rod for determining possible locations of

future schools.
One of the factors v,iii,-211 complicates enrollment estimating is iust

a small b\-product of that huge phenomenon taking place throughout

the world that has conic to bc called the "population explosion." In
America alone, in the 12 postwar years between 1946 and 1958, the
population has increased by 33 million people. If the present birth rate
continues, by 1980 there will be approximately 260 million Americans.
(In about one generation we will have added to our country some 110
million, the population of the United States in 1922.)

In everV community throughout the land the basic questions which

confront school planners arc these:
How many school age children are there now? What arc their ages?

Where in the school district arc they living?
Ilow many children will there be five or even ten years from now?

How old will they be? Where will they then be living?

How rnan of these children, by age and place of residence, must be

provided for in the public schools?

"When will it ever end, Miss Hartley?

When will it ever end?"

Drawing by Peter Arno ® 1936 The New Yorker Magazini; Inc.



THE END OF A SCHOOLHOUSE

Why is a school discarded as no longer
useful? According to the forthcoming report,
Economic Planning for Better Schools,
by Professor A. Benjamin Handler of
the University of Michigan, which classifies
the reasons for abandonment of 54
Michigan schools between 1946 and 1952,
the most common were:

educational obsolescence, 38 cases
poorly located, 29 cases
no interior plumbing, 28 cases
no central heat, 28 cases
no handwashing facilities, 25 cases.

In most situations the discarded schools
suffered from more (Ian one defect.

As Professor Handler points out, educa-
tional obsolescence is "undoubtedly even
more important than indicated. For if legal
grounds must be established for abandon-
ment, the justification is made in reference
to safety and health." Many of the
defects in plumbing, heating, and safety
could be corrected if the building were
usable. Educational obsolescence and poor
location consequently assumed even larger
roles as reasons for abandonment than is
immediately evident.

The questi)ns are simple enough, but the answers are not. 'I'hey arc
comptunded by another phenomenon, which is that people are moving
around the country at a rate and in numbers unprecedented in our
histon.

Americans arc on the move. The average American family now
moves once evert' 5 Years. Just before World War Il it was estimated
to be every 7 years. Younger fannlies these days move on an average
of every 21/2 years. And even this rate of mobility is exceeded by fanulies
who live in trailers and move once in every 20 months. (The proportion
of the nation's annual private housing output represented lw mobile
homes had reached 14 per cent by 1958.)

This problem of shifting masses of peoplewhere they arc moving
from, where they are moving to, and in what numbersbecomes an-
other key question for school planners. Given these conditions of
population movement and change they must look into land use, honie
building development, and housing occupancy in their districts. To
predict hture school needs, it is necessary to know:

The composition of households living in single, two-family, and
multiple-dwelling units.

The number and type of houses constructed in previous years in
various sections of the community.

The types of families moving into new or converted housing and the
number of elementary and high school children per family.

The trend as to vacancies, demolitions, or shifts from residential to
commercial uses.

The amount of vacant land available for residential construction.
The type of construction likely to be undertaken on this land and the

rate of land utilization for residential construction.
Suc li housing data are still but part of the information needed.

Where new local roads are to be located, which arc to be built first,
when and where water and sewer lines arc to be extended, what com-
mercial and industrial developments are occurringall these arc among
the factors that affect the rate of community growth.

If long-, rather than intermediate, range projections arc to be made,
births must be estimated for a period of at least five vearsand this is
complicated.

There are no easy formulas which fit all these variables and provide
answers to all the questions. Which of the many factors arc most impor-
tant? What data are available and accurate? What additional informa-
tion can be secured? Local population and school enrollment forecasting
demands choice and judgmentchoice in the selection of the factors
to be studied and judgment of how to fit these pieces of information
together.

One thing can be said for certain: an annual pre-school census is
the minimum prerequisite to forecasting and system-wide planning.
Sometimes the registration of pre-school children can be done li the
police or other officers when the house to house registration of voters
is taken. Some comnminties have used high school seniors to take the
pre-school census. But the fact remains that failure to take inventol
can mean unexpected pressures and strains, with the result that it is
often necessary to meet each crisis with hasty and expensive action.



TECHNIQUES FOR PREDICTING ENROLLMENT

If knowing N% hat question, to ask :s the first step m any planning
process, knowing how fo go about finding the answers is second.

Mark 'Ft% ani once told about having to answer a series of questions
ind remarked, "I was gratified to be able to answer promptly, and I did.
I said I didn't know." I lowever, school boards who are forward looking
take the time to find the answers, and there are tools to help them.

Dot Maps Sonic of the tools needed to do the job of forecasting
are simple ones, especialh in the case of small, isolated, and static
districts within large systems. Here, children can be reasonably well
located by preparing a map with a dot to locate the residence of each
school child. Counting the dots and observing their concentrations will
help to determine where schools should be located and what size they
should be.

Situations in which dot maps are adequate for the j,-,13, however, are
becoming rare. Most communities in the United States are no longer
static. They are changing. And dot maps would have to dance to reflect
the dynamics of those changes. It is usually necessary, therefore, to look
to more refined forecasting techniques.
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An example of a single class is used in this

"Percentage of Survival" chart to show how

class size can be estimated from year to year

for a 6 year period.

Percentage of Survival Techniqu., Among these more refined fore-
casting methods, the simplest and perhaps the most widely used has
been the 'percentage of survival technique."

The first step in this procedure is to estimate future enrollments by
computing the estimated size of each grade for the next immediate year
from the size of the present %'ear's next lower grade. Of the children in
any grade, a certain percentage "survive" to enter the next higher grade

the following vear. This peicentage may be more or less than 100 per.

cent, depending primarily on population changes but also somewhat
en the promotion policy of the school system. In a similar fashion, some

percentage of this new grade group "survives" again in each subsequent
year as it advances to the next higher grade.

By computing an average of what this percentagc of grade to grade
survival has been for, .,ay, the past five years, it becomes possible to
advance the present total school enrollment year by year, each time
dropping the last grade and adding a new first grade gioup. The size of
this new yearly first grade is also estimated by using a "survival" ratio,
again base(1 on past experience but this time on the number ot births
in relation to those entering the first grade. The above graph illustrates
this method.

This method of forecasting is neat and orderly. But because of its
very neatness, it may not always do the job. It is a technique which
shmid be used carefully and with a,i awareness of its weaknessa



tclitiell(N to ON cisimplifN the picture. It takes all of the numerous factors

Ns Inch more or less independuals affect school enrollments and welds
them into one single factor It sass that "in this comnnunts we feel
confident that %1.11;it has been happening in the past is (thitinning prett

much as it has ball," or that "if there are (lunges flies arc tending
to cancel each other out, leas mg the net balance of ,:onditions about
the way it was." In view of the quanta\ and qualits of the population
movement taking place in America, this is often a dangerous assump-
tion. Sonic coininunities have gone wrong in using this technique
because of the failure to take into account the sudden in-migration
or out-migration from church-related schools.

Long-Term Projections A truls long-rangc plan for school facilities,

district bs district, requires the most meticulous studs. bs persons highls
sophisticated in demographs and city plaiming. School systems cannot

gauge the :vnamics of growth in various sections of the cits simply bs
counting noses. The observation of Mr. John Marshall, former Chair-
man of the Board of Education of New York City, in a letter to the
New York Times, November 10, 19W, illustrates the difficulty. "The
history of the movement of populations in this (New York) city indi-
cates that schools are planned and built at about the peak of child
population in the neighborhood. Shortly after the construction of
schools the population in most instances begins to dechne. This is what

happened, for example, at Parkchester, Children grow np and then
leave home. When they warn they generally settle in anothei neigh-
borhood, leas ing people be,. ond the child-bearing age in the old neigh-
borhood."

As projections move from S.- to 10- or 15-yeal periods, the possibility

of sei ions discrepancies between estimates and actual future population

(lunge increases. While long-range estimating is necessary because it
indicates the nature of future groWth, it will not determine accurately
the need for a given mimber of classrooms for a gis en number of pupils.

Prudence demands that not more than a 5-year period be considered
within the range of reasonably accurate estimation, particularly in

rapidly changing communities.

The complexiti of projection has caused many a community to
resort to transportable schools, to recover quickly from unpiedictable
changes in enrollment. San Diego, I lonston, Baltimore, and Toronto,
to name but four school ss stems, arc attempting through mobile school

facilities to gain tune to plan for permanent facilities bs providing
temporars facilities.

SYSTEMWIDE PLANNING AND DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

Overcrowded schools with double sessions are one form of waste,
but schools with too few children are another kind. In his recent study
of American secondary schools, Dr. James 13. Conant NIngics this out
as a subject of special concern: I he enrollment of many American
public high schools is too small to allow a diversified curriculum except
at exorbitant expense. The prevalence of such high schoolsthose with
graduating classes of less than one hundred studentsconstitutes one

-

Both here and aoroad there is the need for

classrooms which can be quickly assembled,

dismantled, and moved on to other places. In

Zug, Switzerland, classroom units cre trans-

ported and set side by side to make a tempo-

rary schoolhouse Fritz Stucky and Rudolf

Meuli, architects.

Los Angeles has 3,300 transportable class-

rooms like the one below.
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TABLE II Total Population and School Age Population (5-19 Years Old):
United States, 1850-1980

Census enumeration

School age
Total population
population (5-19 yrs. old)

(in thousands)

1350 23,192 8,662
1900 75.995 24,510
1910 91,972 27.931
1920 105,711 31,470
19'30 122,775 36,165
1940 131,669 34,764
1950 150,697 34,936

Estimate
1957 171,229 44,811

Projections
1960 180,126 49,782
1970 213,810 62,244
1980 259,981 76,206

SOURCES. . 1850: 15th Census
p. 576.

1900-1950: 1950 Census of Population, Vol 11, Part 1, Tab la 39.
1957-1980: U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Illustrative Pro;cctions of

the Population of the United States, by Age ond Sex, 1960 to
1980," Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No 187 (Nov
10, 1958).

of the United States: 1930, Population, Vol. II

of the serious obstacles to good secondary education throughout most
of the United States, . . . such schools are not in a position to provide
a satisfactory education for any group of their students. . . . The in-
structional program is neither sufficiently broad nor sufficiently chal-
lenging. . . . Furthermore, such a school uses uneconomically the time
and efforts of administrators, teachers, and specialists. . ."

Ilere again system-wide planning can play a major role. In the
course of such planning in many small communities, studies set up to
assess the schoolhousing situation point up deficiencies in the existing
district organization. These are usually the samevery small enroll-
ments, inadequate educational and auxiliary services, deficient second-

ary school program, and uneconomic size as an administrative unit.
What becomes apparent is that within the existing organizational
structure a tax increase may merely replace an old one-room school-
house with a new one-room schoolhouse, but it cannot substantially
improve the quality of the educational offering. A new school building
cannot provide special teachers, for example, to conduct advanced
courses in science, mathematics, or foreign languages for the 5 or 6
gifted students out of a graduating class of 30. Nor can a new building
with a very small total pupil capacity provide facilities for sIompre-
hensive academic and vocational course offerings. The answer is re-
organization. pooling the resources of a number of districts into a
sin* consolidated school district. In this way the tax base is broadened,

i

i



larger pupil capacity is achieved, and the same tax dollar can buy
more education. Of course there will continue to be a great number
of small schools in areas where population is thin, and steps can and
are being made to improve such schools. But where distance bet ;men
students is not the great problem and small schools persist, consolida-
timi should receive serious consideration.

Consolidation of school districts is not new, but in spite of the
overwhelming evidence that larger school systems with wide tax bases
result in better and more economical education, we still have some

4,000 school disiricts in the United States. It has been estimated that
10,000 would be more in line with our needs. In some states the
majority of all schools are one-room schoolhouses. (Of a total of 2,847
schools in North Dakota, for example, 2,221 are one-room schools.
Nebraska has 3,431 one-room schools out of a total of 4.911.) Many of
these are inadequate and outmoded, and such small districts through-
out the country would he wise to take heed of Dr. Conant's view, that
"citizens who wish to improve public education might we devote their
energies to mobilizing opinion in behalf of district organization directed
toward the reduction of the number of small high schools."

PLANNING IN METROPOLITAN REGIONS

Most school districts in the United States lie outside the metro-
politan areas, but it is within the metropolitan areas that an ever

increasing majority of children will be living.

In the cities and the suburbs of metropolitan regions system-wide
planning is obviously a great deal more complex.

While sonic aspects of school planning are shared in common by
both the city and the suburb, each has its own unique characteristics
and problems, and these must be dealt with separately.

Planning in the Cities In the cities of the metropolitan regions,
planning will be increasingly bound up with urban renewal. Philadel-
phia has been a leader in urban renewal programs.

Philadelphia has undertaken a vigorous program of urban renewal,
a program carricd on with the close cooperation of City agencies and
the Board of Education. Almost two miles from thc heart of its
downtown section, thcrc is an arca of about 153 acrcs known as the
Southwest Temple Redevelopment Arca. In 1948, this arca con-
tained some 17,800 people who occupied 5,750 dwelling units.
Though it was predomimmtly residential, a large number of comincr-
cial and industrial enterprises wcrc scattered throughout it, and
almost every block contained a mixed la»d-use patter». (See map of
cxisting land use on page 56.)

Like most slums, thc arca was also characterized by excessive
density and excessive coverage of land by buildings in poor repair.
whkh crowded too ma»y people i»to rooms of substandard size and
were lackmg in toilet n d bath facilities. Further, the street pattern
Was inefficient with vcry limited play arca and open space.

In addition the neighborhood contained two public elementary
schools (each o» sites of o»ly seye»-te»ths of an acre), a parochial
school, a public swimming pool, a settlement house, social meeting
halls, and churches.

IN THE METROPOLITAN REGIONS . . .

In 1°5(), 57 per cent of all the people in
the United States-85 million of the 150
million peoplelived in metropolitan areas.

The tendency for the American people to
become increasingly concentrated in metro-
politan areas is accelerating:

Between 1900 and 1950 these regions
absorbed about 73 per cent of the country's
national population increase. ln the last ten
years of that period, between 1940 and
1950, they absorbed 81 per cent, and in
the five years between 1950 and 1955, the
figure jumped still higher to 97 per cent.

If present trends continue, by 1980 the
number of people liu ing in metropolitan
regions will have almost doubledin a short
period of 30 years, some 80 million resi-
dents may be added to the popu/ation of our
metropolitan areas, giving them more people
in 1980 than there were in the entire
country in 1950.

The outskirts of a number of metropolitan
areas are already overlapping those of neigh-
boring metropolitan areas, giving rise to
continuous urban regions One such region,
with a total of more thcn 23 million people
in 1950, already extends 400 miles from
Springfield, Massachusetts, to Washington,
D.C. Long before 1980, this great Atlantic
wban region will extend from north of
Portland, Maine, possibly all the way to
Atlanta, Georgia, and will embrace upwads
of 50 million people.
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The RedevelopIllellf Plan Undertook to TeS tore the residential
character of the COIllimunty by reducing the populahon density,
eliminating mixed land uses, hwating commercial buildings HUT the
periphery of the area, smiplifying the street pattern, and providing
new or improved Coln 11111111ft facilities including schools.

The plan for the schools called for enlarging the sites of the two
existing public elementary schools III addition to constructing a new
1,900 pupil nlIllor high school. Five and half acres Were added to the
project to pros ide the sae for this school, now completed. According
to school officials, the nlIllor high had been needed for Years, but
without the "writ-2 down" on the slum b !Wings the school system
had not been able t acqinre the necessai. land. This "write down'
procedure which made possible the acquisition ot the land b. the
Board of Education, operates In the following way:

Title I of the Federal Housing Act of 1c)-1,9 ps Amended grants fed-
eral subsidies t city governments for u,b-in renewal projects, to the
extent of two-thirds of the total cost of the project, wlnle the city
contributes the remaining third. The city government condemns and
buys land and buildings in a slum arca and then resells the land to a
rodeveloper. (In this case a piece of the land was sold to the Board of
Education as a site for the new junior high school.) The price for which
the city resells the land is considerably lower than what it pays for it,
the point being to encourage iedevelopment by private builders. The
difference between the price it pays and the price it gcts when it resells
the land is called the "write down."

In Southwest Temple, if the Board of Education had itself bought
the sites, the land and existing structures would have cost it
$1,705,000. Under the "write down" process, the City purchased the
land at this price but resold it to the Board on the basis of its value
as vacant land, at $321,000, with a saying to the Board of Education
of $1,384,000. In accordance with Title I provisions. the federal
government paid two-thirds of the "write down" and thc City,

5 6 one-third. (See Table III.)

The area under development.



III ings In Lind Cost to Board of Fthicatum as a Result
ot Combining Si 11001 Planning II ith 1.7 than R1'11111a1

111111011" High

Cost of bind Sale Price Saving to
and Buildings to Boar(I Board

's 411,01H) ';-(),nou 's

1 ,:9-1,11110 -'()",000 1,02),11111)

o ;.71,110o

No] I 11 ti4i,ri lotindc(1 off to ni.01-1t 1,O1)1)

The mummies inherent in combining school planning w ith urban
renewal extend be\ ond the amount of mone\ sa% ed 1)5 the Board of
Ed,iotion iii the acquisition of the s site. There is a further and
en substantial sasing to the local ta i in that while the cits is

responsible for one-third of the total CON of a renewal project, the
federal go\ eminent permits it to contribute its one-third share in the
form of cash and or school buildings or other public facilities built

the citA to serve the project.

In the case of the Southwest Temple Redo elopment Plan the
total net project cost, including the ,chool buildings, was S21,417,00.
Of this amount the eits IIAS obliged to contribute one-third or
S7,I39,000, 11oll ever because thes spent S2,281,000 for school build-
ings, plus an additional S163,000 for phi grounds, they then had to
pal in cash (Mk the remainder of their obligation, S4,695,000.

In this wav the tax dollar does double duty, serving the purposes of
urban renewal and school construction.

In all, tlns arrangement ties up blight remos al, urban rules clop-
ment, and new school buildings into an intelligent package.

Planning in the Suburbs The shift to the suburbs on thc scale
described indicates what has been and will be the magnitude of school
huilding needs in the n'pidh growing suburban areas, including areas
which at the present time are sparsch populated.

\lost suburbs immediatelx surrounding the cities of metropolitan
regions are fulls deseloped, but mans of those located toward the outer
fringes arc relatn eh undeveloped and still have substantial space for
expansion.

As in the citA, so here too sound local planning mvolses coordination
between the school s stem and othcr agencies. No school district can
build a wall around itself and attempt to operate in isolation from other
connunink conditions and decisions. It has to take into account the
plans and programs of such local goxernmental bodies as planning com-
missions, housing and zoning authorities, and public works depart-
ments.

Nlorcoser, those districts w Inch are still small and undeveloped
would be wise, especiahh if the\ he in path of metropolitan ex-
pansion, to keep abreast of the events that occur outside their bound-
aries in order to anticipate big changes inside. An extra-community

-40 4.-zaW

IN THE SUBURBS . . .

While the American people are becoming
more and more concentrated in the rela-
tively small number of great metropolitan
regions, these regions are spreading out and
becoming decentralized.

Larger proportions of people are becom:ng
resident in the suburban rings rathcr thai
in the central cities of these regions:

In 1900 only 38 per cent of the metro-
politan population lived in the suburban
Hugs; by 1950 this percentage had increased
to 42 per cent, by 1955 it was estimated at
4-, pei cent.

Should the trend continue, it is possible
that by 1980, 60 per cent or more of the
populatmn of the metropolitan areas will be
living in suburbs, while only 40 per cent
will be living in the central cities.

By 1980, should the trend continue, it is

estimated that 40 per cent of the entire
population will be resident in suburban
EISA, about 26 per cent in the central cities,
and the remaining third in the open
countryexurbia or inter-urbia.



THE SCHOOLHOUSE DOWNTOWN

"In the necessary and continual ques-
tioning of municipal operations, the naturt
and worth of a schoolhouse defy simple
analysis. Though it /ooms as the most
frequently created of all classes of municipal
structures, and therefore in the aggregate
is the most expensive item of capital
outlay, it is burdened by having to perform
more than the commonly recogrjzed func-
tion of serving well the instruction of the
young. If the schoolhouse is to produce
to the maximum, it must also perform the
less commonly recognized, but nonetheless
vital, function of leading the city toward
a better and higher plane of living.

"The schoolhouse that il, only a place
where children are taught during the day
fulfills its primary function. Many cities are
satisfied with this much and only this
much. But there are those who expect the
schoolhouse to serve its city in additional
ways: it must serve to strengthen the whole
fabric of city life by serving its whole
community; its architecture should lead the
neighborhood on in its own renewal; and it
must help to anchor those families who are
needed to keep a city in balance culturally
and economically, and who are encouraged
to desert to the suburbs if the city's
schools are dreary and cheerless.

"Cities are organic; therefore, they must
continually renew tl ?mselves. Their growth
and greatness may hayk come about by
accident or good fortune; but their decline
can be forestalled only by design. Of all
municipal structures, the schoolhouse, being
the most numerous, holds the key to a
city's physical and, indeed, sociological
future.

"Certainly one could never claim that
good schoolhouses alone are the answer to
the country's or to the city's educational
problems. Rut the ,,,-iritless schoolhouse can
make all tie.' bro:ems more difficult."

Report of the Heald, Hunt, Rubin Committee
on School Construction in Ncvk York City

The University of the State of New York, State
Education Department, Albany, 1959.

decision, for example, to place a national defense installation or an
industrial park on a vacant tract of land will also mean large groups of
personnel who require housing, roads, shopping centers, schools, and
other community services. Because their activities can sriously affect
what happens inside a community, the local citizens need to keep a
sharp eye on the plans of such outside groups as:

State and federal highway administrators.
Toll highway, bridge, tunnel, and other "authorities" established by

states or by interstate agreements.

Industrial park and site developers, and industrial corporations.
Major department and chain stores, and large new shopping centers.
Large-scale land assembly operators, subdivision developers, housing

construction firms, and mortgage underwriting companies.
State and federal approvals of railroad service curtailment and aban-

donments.

National defense agencies in regard to defense irstAlations and
defense-guided industrial locations.

The need for bold, comprehensive advance site planning is pointed
up by the all too frequ,:nt examples of subdivision developments which
move in and consume large land areas, leaving insufficient or poorly
located school sites. A case in point, one of many that could be cited,
is that of a West Coast suburban community.

This West Coast connnunity, which shall be nameless, saw its resi-
dential development increasing, so it acquired a site and built a school
on it. But it made :io plans for the numbers of children who would
need classroom space when thc arca reached residential saturation.

Needless to say, the school buileing is now too small to serve the
children in thc neighborhood. It is also in the wrong place. A second
site and building arc required, but the land is now wholly occupied
by dwellings and too expensive to reclaim. As a result, many children
are attending a school in anotht.i attendance area, crossing a busy
boulevard or using additional bus transportation, and there is general
parental disfavor.

Recently, recognizing thc cost of thcir lack of foresight, the district
completed a system-wide plan and found that 32 additional sites will
be needed by the time of complete population saturation. One of
these sites represented the best remaining choice to serve tle area for
which the "too little" school was first built. But both the "too little"
and the future "too late" schools will always remain poorly located.

Over a 30-year life span for thcse schools, this failure to plan may
cost thc taxpayers of the district $1 million in transportation costs
alone. The cost of thc belated system-wide planning study Caine
tO $10,000.

Sub-area Planning Any attempt to project future enrollments,
logical school locations, and suitable sites, and to establish priorities and
schedules of construction, must recognize the variability of conditions
within the different small sub-areas of the school district.

An illustration of this is South Kcnwood, a small neighborhood in
Chicago.

In the six years between 1950 and 1956, South Kellwood's popu-
lation grew rapidly. It increased by about 20 per cent during a period

i



when the population of all Chicago rose by just Civer 1 per cent.
Along with this, the composition of the residents changed. Its white
populahon moved out III large numbers, decreasing by 17 per cent
or ailllosr half, while the nonwhite population shot up sharply, in-
creAsing almost seven times, by 688 per cent

This change In the composition of South Kellwood residents
bmught with it d further Illa rked Liidnge in the age distribution, for
1% illic Ole total 1111111ber of people increased by 20 per cent, the
pre-school age children ahnost doubled and the youngsters of
elementary school age, 5 to i-1, increased almost as rapidly, by 160
per cent. In contrast to Nils, In the el f1' ;IS a whok the InlInher of
pre-school children had increased by only 1.16 per cent and
elementary youngsters by 1.21 per cent.

/V the same time, however, children of high school age increased
dt the Same rate as the total population of the area. Of collise, the
high school population is sithject to explosive growth latei as the
elementary school children move up through the grades. However,
because of the change III composition of the new population, it might
be unwise to assume that if IvIll yield the Sallie proportion of high
school enrollments as did the previous residents.

Clearly, in planning a total building program for the entire city of

Chicago, planners need to know that the proportion of elementary
schools required in one small corner of the city is greater than that
required for the rest of the city.

This more intensive focus on the characteristics and trends within
dlerent sub-areas brings us round once more to the questions raised in
the earlier pages of this chapter. Planners must extend their questions
bcvond those basic ones so that different conditions in the various sub-
;ucas of their district are adequately reflected. They must ask:,

For what parts of the school district will there be successive waves
of children and accompanying classrooms needs in the elementary,
junior, and senior high schools?

Will these waves be followed by troughs leaving partly empty build-
ings or will some parts of the district continue to contribute about the
same number to each school level?

Vhich buildings will be overtaxed as subsequent waves sweep
through, cresting to successively higher levels? Which will not experi-
ence this surge?

Which buildings will gradually lose their pupils as commercial or
industi ial developments begin to encroach on housing?

The small arca predictions required to answer such questions arc
especially tricky, and even the experts have tended to shy away from
them. They arc naturally more confident of regional, nationwide, or

global forecasts which involve much larger numbers of people and
more ponderous changcs. In spite of the pitfalls, however, school plan-
ners must try to make estimates for specific sections of their com-
munities.

N'',DERAL AID FOR PLANNING

School building planning is a complex matter. Answers are not
always available, and when they are, :hey arc not always certain. Even



THE LIFE CYCLE

OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS

"In the life cycle of binldings, sonie
problems may begin to occur during the
first twenty years of life. Mistakes can and
do occui from the start. These, however,
can be minimized with care and good
planning to see that buildings are properly
located on adequate sites, are well designed
and constructed, and make use of satis-
factory materials. In our rapidly changing
society, much may happen in twenty years
to affect standards of adequacy in school
buildings. New techniques and methods
may quickly render certain parts . . . of a
school building obsolete, and considerable
capital outlays may . . . result. Such
development is most likely to occur in
two areas: service systems inlolving heating,
lighting and plumbing; curriculums and
teaching methods. . . . During this first
twenty-year period in the life of school
buildingseven for the next 10-15 yews
capital outlays for such purpeses are likely
to be piecemeal and sporadic.

"After twenty years or so the school
budding enters a second pbae of ,tq life
cycle Deterioration has been gradually
setting in as a result of use, we.-ither and
general aging The effect is a gre.'..al in-
crease in annual maintenance costs a; more
parts of the building and its fixed
equipment weal out, and as heating and
opeiating become more expensne. Dining
this third decade the numbei of defects
become marked, and much of the equip-
ment needs to be replaced. The jolting
discovery may be made that one of the
service systems or the roof needs to lw

w hen the\ seem unnustakabh sound because they are based on meticu-
lous calculation, there is aklls that vast unknownthe shape of things
to come. But school boards have no choice. The\ nmst plan; at stake
are the ecacational well-being of our children and millions of tax
dollars.

Back in 1954, aw are of the fact that forecasting is a technical prob-
lem for experts and many small communities cannot mamtam con-
hnuous staffs of experts and consultants, the federal government
stepped in to help. Under Section 701 of the Federal Housing Act,
grants \vex pros ided for cities and tow ns with populations of less
than 2.5,000, according to the 1950 census The amount of these grants
is equal to the amount locally approphatel for Aid] stud\ . Under the
same 1954 Act similar matching grants were also made available to
qualified regional plannmg agencies, or districts within states. Through
Section 701, therefore, a number of school districts ha\ e already joined
with local planning agencies in contracting for basic plans, including
enrollment projections and future school locations.

The Federal Housing Act of 1959 provides for extension of this
planning aid. Cities and towns with under 50,000 people now qualif\ ,
and counties of under 50,000 arc also eligible for planning grants.

Continuous planning acti ities by communities and counties and
b clusters of adjacent communitieswith or without the use of federal
matching grantshave become the sine qua non for providing the right
nunther of schools of the right size in the right places at thc right time
with economy.

replaced. Often this discovery coincides with
the recognition that the building requires
general overhauling. The brick work needs
repointing, lighting fixtures ought to be
replaced . . . . When faced with such
problemscchool administrators and school
boards are inclined to see them singly; and
they frequently treat them, as they do
smaller problems of maintenance and
repair, in a piecemeal fashion. One prolect
after another is tackled, with an occasional
lumpmg of pmorcts together. Sometimes a

general overhaul occurs, including both
the structure and the service systems. To
the extent that the latter lequne replace-
ment, the most up-to-date items feasible in
the circumstances are installed Equipment
reqwred because of educational develop-
ments is added. But whatevei is done is
unlikely to involve complete moderniza-
tim: . . . and not very well integiated into
the total school plant.

"Yet the process of deterioration is not
arrested, and defects continue to mount
until between ages 40 and 50, or el en
earlier, a climax occurs The binlding now
begins the third phase of its life cycle

. . the cry of educational obsolescence
may already have been raised. Teachers
and schoolmen are quite likcly to have

concluded that the building as it stands
no longer permits the teaching of a
modern curriculum by modern pedagogical
method-, and that it no longer conforms
to modern standards of school environment.
Gradually this feeling spreads to the public
at large.

"At this same time, the accumulation of
symptoms of several kinds of deficiency
reaches a peak. The incidence of site,
location, environmental and perhaps edu-
cational inadequacy is greater among school
buildings than ever before. The decision
is taken to remvenate and modernize. The
ensuing caPital outlay is far greater than
anv made so far, frequently it is as much
as all previous expenditures combined. It is
seldom, howel el, accompanied by a longer
and mole careful look ahead, or bv the
variow: sorts of professional advice which
me sought when new construction is
undertaken.

"The decision to modernize is probably
the least rational of any budding decisions
made by the merage school board. It is

usuollv taken with the least skilled advice
and the least foresight, and it is usually
based on the least amount of data. Since it
anns at the same obwctives as new
building and involies comparable amounts
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of money, a comparable degree of study
and of architectural, engineering and school
consultant skill should enter into the deci-
sion. The question is the ratio of benefits
received to money spent over the remaining
useful life of the building. Whether this
ratio is greater for a modernized building
than for a new one, or for the old one
maintained unmodernized, shouhi consti-
tute the crux of the decision. And this
problem is seldom seriously analyzed.

"Buildings which survive the years from
40-50 exhibit relatively pronounced in-
dividual characteristics depending on the
scope of modernization, and on location,
site and environmental conditions which
cannot be affected by improvements to the
building itself. But another fifteen years of
satisfactory use appears to be common.
During most of this period the incidence of
all sorts of inadequacy among school
buildings remains well below the 40-50
year peak.

'After about age 60, however, educational
deficiencies begin to mount once again.
Somewhere between the ages of 50 and
70 the majority of schools are abandoned.
For the rest, the pattern of steadily growing
maintenance costs is repeated orwhat
amounts to the same thinga teady de-

cline occurs in the serviceability of the
building. Increasing major repairs will be
needed. More frequent breakdowns in
service will occur. Frequently it will be
contended that the building is obsolescent,
but arguments based on financial consider-
ations will often prevent its abandonment
and replacement. Frustrated discussions
will often result in an unenthusiastic
decision neither to replace or remodel the
old school but to maintain and operate it
until such time as it can be replaced.

"Thus around the age of 60, the deficient
school which has survived will usually last
only 10-20 more years. It becomes in-
creasingly obsolescent educationally. Site,
location, environment, and service systems
become worse and worse. Only the structure
continues to be kept in good shape.
Acknowledged to be unsatisfactory, it does
not deserve further major expenditure. It
may be scheduled for retirement, but as
long as it continues to serve as a school its
upkeep and lack of serviceability will cost
the community dearly.

"Schools of the future by no means need
to follow the life cycles of past and existing
schools. If a building .s properly con-
structed and well maintained, structure
and fire hazares should present no problem.

Proper planning can practically eliminate
:nadequacies of site and physical environ-
ment, and can go far towards preve nting
a school from becoming poor/y located with
respect to schoo/ population and or-
ganization. . . We can do a great deal
to make school buildings adaptable to
future technological changes in service
systems and future changes in educational
requirements. This does not mean that we
should try to go on using our school
buildings indefinitely. Adaptability has its
limits, and unforeseen changes are bound
somewhat to upset the best of planning.
What it does mean is that . . . we can
eliminate some problems, cut down the
magnitude of others, plan for moderniza-
tion and try to foresee the need for
abandonment as far in advance of the
actual event as possible. If we adopt such
a course, we can to a considerable extent
control tke life cycle of school buildings in
the interest of obtaining the best possible
facilities for mir everchanging educational
requirenwnts at lowest long-run cost."

Economic Planning for Better Schools
Benjaiinn I laiulkr

A Department of Architecture Research
Publication ;

(Inn as:ft of Michigan Ann Arbor Michigan
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QUANTITY X UNIT COST ----- THE COST OF BUILDING

What is the dollar cost of a schoolhouse? Basically, it is a problem
of multiplication. Take the quantity of school (in square feet) times
unit cost in dollars (so much per square foot) and you have it. While
this approach is oversimplified, it nonetheless makes the subject in-
telligible. And intelligibility is badly needed in regard to school costs.
Both the friends and foes of the American schoolhouse have con-
tributed towards making a complex matter almost incomprehensible.

What are the elements that contribute to the two factors of our
equation, quantity X unit cost?

Quantity is based primarily on enrollment and educational program.

While the architect may save some space by a design which cuts down
on corridors or service areas, the basic decisions which affect space are
program decisions and school enrollment.

These will be program decisions. Is an auditorium needed, and if
so, must it accommodate the whole school, or only part of it? If an
elementary school, will there be a separate library, playroom, art room,
or music room? Will a separate auditorium and cafeteria be needed, or
will a combination of the two be a satisfactory compromise? I low large
will each classroom be? The decision (pLdagogical not architectural)
as to how many pupils are to be assigned to each classroom will also
affect the space per pupil. (A proportionate amount of space is rarely
provided when the number of pupils per class increasesoften class-
room sizes remain the same.) If a secondary school, the questions of
academic versus vocational space (the latter ordinarily requires more
square feet per student), and the size of the auditorium, gymnasium,
and cafeteria will all affect total area. A laboratory requires more square
feet per student than a classroom.





In short, Hie answ cis winch will have the greatest effect on the
anima of school to be built arc educationai, not architectural These
answers must bc arm cd at after considering mans factors other than

building costs.
While design &moles the proportion of usable educational space

to total spacewill be an important consideration. it will be less sig-
nifi .ant than tl:e educational decisions.

Another important ingredient in the equation ss ill bc thc (innate.
In areas V% hcrc thc outdoors pros ides a reasonable road from room to

room, substantial sayings in quantits of builchng can bc achieved. ln
areas where, for climatic or cultural reasons, the hallwas s must be
encloscd, these sayings are impossible.

The question of unit ccst is more complex. A terrazzo floor is more

expensive than an asphalt tile floor. It costs more but it also lasts
longer. Better hardware, three rather than tss o hinges per door, solid
doors rather than hollow core doors, partitions between rooms which
are acoustically adequate for speech privacy, partitions which can be
moved bs a few men with screw drisers to accommodate a mg

program, all these arc things which add to the unit cost and qu,
the school. Some things onls add to unit cost, not quality. For example.

foundations on a difficult site will add to cost. They contribute nothing
to lowering futurc maintenance. Yet the site may be the only appro-
pri9te one available. Excessively costly detailing and the use of in-
appropriately high qualits material for a part of a buildmg which is
inconsistent with the quality throughout add to the cost, but con-
tribute little to over-all quality.

There arc design factors which tend to confuse the question of unit
cost. Compactness of structure is an example. Exterior walls arc ex-
pensive. All other things being equal, the cost of ti e building will bc
lower if the proportion of exterior walls to area is lowei. Of course all
other things arc not equal. The square is the rectangular building with
the lowest proportion of exterior wall to area. But if it i: large enough,
it leads to windowless rooms and to air conditioning, wnich is com-
paratively expensive. A recent studv in Syracuse, valid only for that
school in that area, led to a compact school, air conditioned, with
interior classrooms. In this case it proved to be more economical than
a spread-out plan with windows in every classroom. This illustrates the
problem of the decisionsbasically value judgmentsthat must be
made in planning a school. Arc air conditioning, a compact plant, and
interior classrooms preferable to a sprcad-out plant, windows in all

classrooms, and no air conditioning? They thought so in Syracuse. but
do you?

A Look at Space and Unit Costs

What ale the things that make up the second half of our equation,
the unit cost of a schoolhousethe $14 or $20 a square foot which is
thrown around in magazines and newsppers, in town meetings and
school board meetings, in each of the 50 states?

EFL surveyed 100 secondary schools, built during the period of 1956

to 1958. The schools were sorted into geographic regions. Arca per pupil

as well as unit cost was computed. Seventy-two of these schools had
data available in sufficiently comparable form for inclusion in the fol-
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9\sing charts of unit cost. The median square foot cost of the 72 schools
was SI Table 1 show, the elements which make up this unit cost.
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TABLE I Median cos: per square foot of 72 schools

Exeavahon

Footings and Foundation

Structural Frame
:f-ruetural Floors

Roof i)eck
Roofing a..1 Insulation
Exterior \Valls (Masonry, windows, glass panels)
Interior Partitions

Finished Floors

Ceilings

Plumbing
Heating and Ventilating
Electrical and Lighting fixtures

Miscellaneous Equipment (built-m)

Contractor's job overhead

NOl : All costs adjusted to the 1959 Engineering
for inflationary and regional differences due to year

surveyed by EFL

Cost
per square foot
of Gross
Building
Area

$ .34

1.00

1.57

1.25

.50

.45

2.00
2.45

.40

.28

1.15

1.90
1.45

.75
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This table collects all the costs for all the elements and trades of
the building divided by its total area. Examining this table may indicate
why it is so difficult to keep building costs down. Obviously there is no
room in such figures for dramatic savings. The road to economy in unit
cost is by caieful attention to every single detail of the building, to each
of the tigures which makes up the $15.99.

Mechanical costs-wiring, heating, ventilating, and plumbing-make
up a very substantial element of the total cost of the building. Not
unexpectedly these figures vary substantially from region to region
within the Uniti.d States. Climate affects not only the size of the
building but als, the unit cost. Table II illustrates the geographic
variation of mechanical costs, from 32 per cent of total cost in the
Northeast , -id 31 per cent in the West to 21 per cent in the South.
To look at it another way, mechanical costs in dollars per square foot
in the Northeast were almost double the figures for the South.

TABLE II Mciiaii Cost Per Square Foot by Geographical Area

Building
Total Cost

Mechanical
Cost

Buileing Cost
Without Mechanical

Northeast 17.84 5.69 12.15

South 13.70 2.89 10.81

Middle West 14.91 4.34 10.57

West 14.64 4.60 10.04

EFL'S

classified

structure

reporteL.

survey also examined the question of quantity. Space was
arbitrarily as classroom area, auxiliary area, and service and
area. The planned capacity of each school was accepted as



Classroom Area

The classroom area, including shops, laboratories, homemaking, in-
dustrial arts, and other specialized rooms as well as academic units,
ranged from 21 to 55 square feet per pupil as shown in Table III. The
regional medians range from 26 square feet per pupil in the South Central
to 38 in the North Central area. If your building departs radically from
these medians, ask why. It may be too large or too small.

TABLE Ill Range and Median of Classroom Areas (square feet per pupil
by regions)

Northeast

Southeast

North Central

South Central

Western

Low Median High

26 34 52

22 27 39

23 38 46

21 26 44

24 35 55

Auxiliary Area

The auxiliary area includes the library, music rooms, administration,
cafeteria, gymnasium, and auditorium. The range and the median space
per pupil for each of the auxiliary areas are indicated in Table IV.
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TABLE iV Range and Median of Auxiliary Areas (square feet per pupil)

Low Median High
Library 2.0 3.0 4.0
Music 1.5 2.5 3.5

Administration 2.0 3.0 4.(.1

Cafeteria and Kitchen 4.0 5.5 7.0

Gymnasium and Lockers 10.0 15.0 23.0

Auditorium and Stage 2.0 5.5 8.0 "Itt' 4 3 5
uts..3 2 6

Note the substantial contrasts between low and high here, particu-
larly in auditoriums, from 2 to 8 square feet per pupil; in gyms, from
10 to 23 square feet per pupil (the latter area begins to approach the
median square feet per pupil for classrooms), and in music from 11/2

to 31/2 square feet per pupil. In fact in all categories there is a substan-
tial range. The highest ranges may occur when a building is built in
two stages, the first stage including a gymnasium, for example, large
enough to accommodate a later addition of classrooms. Again, if you
depart radically from the medians, is there a clear and compelling reason?

Service and Structure Area

Service and structure area consists of those spaces needed for corri-
dors, general and custodial storage, toilet rooms, stairways, boiler rooms
and mechanical equipment, and the actual floor space occupied by the
walls of the building. Climate and culture permitting, the ingenuity
and the industry of the architect can keep these areas to a minimum.
Minimal service areas do not affect the educational facilities. Hence
the most painless road to economy in space is careful scrutiny of the
service spaces. The range and median spaces for these areas in the survey
are shown in Table V.
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TABLE V Range and Median of Service and Structure Areas (square feet
per pupil by regions)

Low Median High

Northeast 25 38 84

Southeast 5 15 43

North Central 19 45 75

South Central 6 28 43

Western 9 24 48

The substantial regional variations herein particular between 15
square feet per pupil in the Southeast arca and 45 square feet in the
North Central arca rcflcct in part the differences in climate, i.c., whether

the outside is oftcn used as corridor space, and in part the additional
auxiliary arcas which require additional service and structure areas.
Table VI, summarizing the findings of the EFL survey, gives the total
median square feet per pupil allotments as well as the median for
classroom, auxiliary, and structure and service areas. Note the sub-
stantial regional variations in over-all space. In the North Central region

over-all space is 56 per cent higher than in the Southeast.

TABLE VI Median Space (square feet per pupil by regions)

Classrooms Auxiliary Rooms Service Total

Northeast 34 39 38 116 *

Southeast 27 24 15 75

North Central 38 37 45 117

South Central 26 31 38 78

Western 35 32 24 95

The totals shown hue arc the medial totals and are not the sum of the medians
of each category. For this reason the columns will not add across.

If any one conclusion emerges from EFL'S survey, it is that arca
(per pupil) is at least as great a factor as unit cost in accounting for
the most dramatic contrasts between the costs of schools.

( f)..1-.1



DECISIONS AND DESIGN

Before going on to look at the elements which make up the cost
of the school build*, let's look at thc process of decision making.

Designing a school is a joint venture, or should be a joint venture,
among architect, educator, and the community (as represented by the
school board). An excellent summary of the steps in designing and
constructing a building was proposed by Philadelphia architects Nolen
and Swinburne, who have allowed us to reproduce it on page 70,

The Architect

Choosing an architect is one of the most critical steps the school
board must take. There is no simple rule of thumb to say how to select
a ,c ,od one lather than a bad on, or an excellent one rather than a
good one. But don't decide around a conference table after a ten-minute
interview. Visit schools, talk to previous clients, discuss your problems
at length with prospective architects. Remember you are looking for a
man who combines esthetic sensitivity, engineering knowledge, cost
consciousness, and perceptiveness in regard to the educational program.
It is a hard combination to find.

General rules regarding small firms, large firms, and previous school
experience or the lack thereof, are less important than the quaiity of
the architect's work to a school board selecting among a number of
architects. Remember one thing in choosing an architect. The best
ordinarily costs no more than the worst. So get the best for your job
and don't spare effort in choosing him. No single step will be more
important in seeing that you get the most for your school building
dollar. The difference, according to estimates made in a New York State
Department of Education study, can be as much as five per cent of the
total cost of the building.

Educational Planning

Don't expect the architect to make the educational decisions neces-

sary before planning the building. He may help, but it is no; his job.
The school's ability to define with all possible precision such factors

as these is necessary for the architcct in his planning:

The number and ages of children to the building at various
times in its lifetime, includi-g the likelihood of future expansion .1

contraction.

The teaching methods.

The equipment to be used, i.c., television, projection equipment,
etc.

The organization contemplated, i.e., will the school be subdivided
into little schools or clusters of classrooms? If it is to be subdivided,
what way? Why?

Objectives must be clear in rcgard to the large spaccs, i.e., how
much auditorium and for whatdrama, lecturing, school meetings,
community use? What percentage of the children must be seated at
once in the cafeteria? Will they dine, or will it be mass feeding? What
kind of physical education program is contemplated?
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Owner

1 Seeks architectural services

8 Approves schematic docurnenes

14 Approves preliminary documents
15 Authorizes tinal documents

16 Approves special consultants, if any

27 Approves final documents

31 Receives bids

34 Awards contract

36 E ecutes contract

38 Arranges for waiver of liens

46 Pays construction costs monthly

49 Countersigns change orders

53 Receives release of liens

54 Makes final payment

55 Accepts building

56 Assumes maintenance

Architect

6 Program analysis

7 Schematic designs

9 Preliminary drawings

10 Preliminary specifications

11 Preliminary estimates

13 Revisions Zo preliminaries

18 Final working drawings

20 Final specifications
21 Final estimates

24 Revisions, if required

30 Issues documents for bidding

33 Advises on contract award

35 Assists in execution of contract

37 Approves bonds and insurance

Owner and Architect

2 Preliminary conferences

3 Owner/Architect agreement

4 Establish building program
5 Set production time limits

12 Conference on prelimmariPs

SPECIAL: 17 25% of fee now payable

19 Conference on specifics

22 Set construction time limit
23 Conference and review

SPECIAL: 25 Review by City, State arid "ederal groups

26 Conference and acceptance

SPECIAL: 28 50% of fee now payable

29 Select contractors for bidding

32 Bid tabulation and review

39 Issues proceed letter to contractor

40 Field construction begins
41 Supervises construction
42 Prepares field inspection reports

43 Reviews and approves shop drawings

44 Inspects and approves samples

4f, Ppares monthly certificates

47 Review construction reports
SPECIAL: Emergencies

SPECIAL: Construction delays
48 Prepares and signs change orders

SPECIAL: 50 25% of fee pro-rated
51 Receives sprscial guarantees from contractor

52 Makes final inspection

57 Celebration



What will be the subject matter and bow will it affect the spaces,

i.e., science and language laboratories, vocational programs, music

programs, home economics, etc.?
What will be the sizes of groups to be brought together for in-

struction? Will there always be 30 or 35 students and an instructor?
Or will there be individual work space and spaces for groups of 15, 30,

50, 100, or more?
What facilities are needed for teachers? Will they need office

spaces for teaching teams, departments, etc.?

What is the need for administrative and guidance facilities?
Should they be centralized or decentralized?

In short the school board must know the type or kind of facilities
to be provided and the numbers to be accommodated in each. These
two sets of requirements determine two-thirds of the size of the build-

ing.

With an architect and a programat least a preliminary program
it is possible to begin designing the school.

The nature and organization of the school program are basic in
determining over-all design. It is logical when decentralizing a school

into three little schools" to build it that way, design flowing from
program. The Newton South High School was planned as three sub-
units with certain shared space where such space was too costly to
duplicate. The library was tr be the center of the school. The general
plan reflects this.

Another recently constructed school, the Wayland Senior High
School, was academically oriented so that each curricular division was
self-contained. Again the community's educational logicthey wanted
a high school collegiate in spiritfound expression in the plan. The
field house was designed so that physical education would be more
than the typical basketball-oriented program housed in a gymnasium
basketball court. It also serves for town meetings.

A schoolbeing a place for learning, a place where things happen
should reflect in its over-all design the process it contains. If it does
not it cannot be truly economic; indeed it may only be cheap. But it
may accommodate its process in a number of ways.

Class Size and Classroom Size Class size and classroom size are
two of the most important questions every school board must face in
planning a school. An increase in class size is not ordinarily accom-
panied by an increase in classroom size. Consequently, an increase in
class size means less school bdilding to buy. However, the building is
but one of the issues involved and not the most important.

In the 1957-58 school year elementary classes in urban areas aver-
aged 30.1 pupils (median 30.7). Elementary classrooms built or planned

since 1940 in twenty cities had a median area of 888 square feet accord-
ing to a 1950 survey by Engelhardt, Engelhardt and Leggett (from
Planning American Elementary School Buildings, F. W. Dodge, 1953).
These elementary rooms ranged from 660 to 1,350 square feet. Kinder-
garten rooms were substantially larger, ranging from 960 square feet to
1,980 square feet with a median of 1,150.

Ordinarily, because of the somewhat more sedate activities which
occur therein, high school classrooms are smaller th.Li elementary school

classrooms. Today in better schools they are likely to be 800 to 850
square feet for average academic rooms.
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Most school authorities would equate high quality education and
small classes in the elementary school and, to a lesser extent, in the

secondary school. But there is gradually emerging a new way of looking

at class size and its space, as the concept of the self-contained classroom

gives way to the teaming of teachers and rearrangement of pupils from

time to time during the day in a variety of group sizes. These may range
from individual study, to seminar, to standard class, and to lecture
demonstration groups. The ratio of staff to student body rather than
class size becomes the important criterion, particularly in the secondary

schools.

'The advent of instruction by television gives further impetus for
looking at over-all faculty-student ratios rather than the number of
children in the presence of one teacher in one uniform space called a
classroom. Basically the determination of class size is a value judgment.

The subject is surrounded by opinion, conflicting philosophies, and
conflicting cultural habits. While the amount of reseaich on class size

is substantial, it is not definitive or conclusive. But those concerned
professionally with education will generally agree that if the child is to
compete for the teacher's attention all day in the ratio of 1 among 35,
he prospers less well than if the uniform ratio is 1 to 25. But the ratio
of 1 to 25 is, of course, more expensive than 1 to 30 or to 35. This poses

a dilemma for the school board budget and frequently an unhappy

compromise between the desire to increase teachers' salaries and the
desire to keep class size low. Out of this dilemma comes in part the
reason why many schools are now employing a variety of sub-profes-

sional personnel, teaching assistants, clerks, aides, and so forth. The
best exposition of this can be found in two recent publications of the
National Association of Secondary School Principals, Images of the
Future, and New Directions to Quality Education.

The Site

Some of the factors regarding site selection have been considered

7 2 in Chapter III as they affect planning. While early site selection and
proper placement of sites in regard to noise, traffic, parks, houses, future

growth and decay are the most important factors in regard to site
selection, the influence of the site on building is nsit to be ignored.
One community recently spent over $400,000 on fill for a new high
school (the equivalent of roughly 25,000 square feet of finished build-
ing). It was a choice made after agonized rejection of more dubious
alternatives.

The site may also affect a building in other ways which appear
to be building costs rather than site development costs but actually
reflect the influence of site on the design of the building. The site may
influence the height, shape, or placement of the whole building. Some
of the ways in which a site can influence costs are shown in the follow-
ing comparison of two school sites quoted from Economy Handbook,
published by the New York State Commission on School Buildings.
November, 195

The following table gives a comparison of the estimated cost of site,
site development and building placement as reported to a school board
by engineers engaged to study two proposed sites. It emphasizes the
necessity of having an architect or engineer make a careful



investigation of any site being considered. It he noted that
despite the fact that Site 13 was i gift, the csti ii ia ted coSf Of Sae A

before test borings had been made proved to he S5,050 less than the
cost of Site 13. However, the test borings Tel ealed that an estimated
additional expense of $30,000 would be required for piling on Site A.

Thus, if the school hoard had purchased Site A as it had planned,
thc connnunity would have been required to spend an additional sum

estimated at $24,950.

TABLE VII Comparison of Estimated Costs

Site A Site B

Clearing and Grubbing $ 100 00 $ 1,500 00

pcmolihon of Old Budding 1200, 00

Exca ation and Embankment 5,000 00 7,000 00

Underdraming Athletic held ,200 00

Storm Drains 300 00 8,000 00

Gravd for Roads, Parking Areas, and
Athletic Fields 1,000 00 7,500.00

Cobble Gutter 950.00

Sodding New Slopes 1,800.00

ewms and Parking Areas 8200, 00 9,500 00

Supply and Place Topsoil 2,800 00 600 00

Water Supply 7,600.00 11,200M0

Sewage Disposal 4,500 00 4,500 00

Total for Developing and
Placing Budding 0,700 00 55,750 00

Purchase Price 20,000 00 Gratis

Total Estimated CostNov. 1 1952 $50,700 ()I1 $55,750.00

Additional Cost for Piling as Indicated
lw Test Borings on Nox 10, 1952 30,000 00 None

Total Estimated CostNov. 10, 1952 $80,700 00 $55,750 00

Determining the adequacy of a site and estimating the cost of its
development require the services of an architect, an engineer, a con-
tractor, or all three. Ile architect and engineer can advise the board
on many of the cost items the site may impose, not the least of which
may be the type of structure it necessitates. They can also select a
pattern of test borings for soil and subsoil analysis. It ean be laid
down as a fixed rule in almost all aim that no site should be purchased
without first haying test borings made. Sites have been purchased only
to find out too late that they were ancient bogs long ago filled in or
that a seemingly excellent surface was honeycombed with abandoned
mine shafts. Tlie cost of providing deep footings or of floating a building

because of poor foundation conditions need not confront the careful
board except as a deliberate choice.

Once the site is purchased the site plan should be studied in more
detail, testing a variety of building locations, shapes, and orientations,
and estimating for each how well the land is used and how effective the
contour of land and the locations of trees are in helping to reduce the
amount of mom spent on heating, cooling, ventilating, and on lighting
requirements and window blinds. Trees arc perhaps thc most important
landscape element. The\ maN provide shelter from the sun as well as
wind funnels to circulate the air in hot climates or (if evergreens) will
serve as windbreaks against the chilling blasts in colder regions. Trees
already on the site should be preserved wherever possible. Landscaping

ON SUN SHADES ET AL

Shading is a necessary nuisance; that is,
a nuisance to operate, impossible to
keep clean, expensive elen at its cheapest
(considering the frequent repl(lcements).
It often rums the clean simple hues
of the classroom interior which were so
attractive in the architect's rendering.
It is hard to tell which g: worse: venetian
blinds. which at least allow ventilation
when drawn, or roller shades, which at
least allow a shading sufficient for moving
picture protection, or draw curtains,
which at least can be made decorative
and add to instead of detract from
the attractiveness of the room. Shading

has been the architect's despair for long
enough to have led to such inventions as
placing the sun control device outside
of the window: devices such as brows,

overhangs, control vanes (vertical mostl)',
operative sometimes) or the latest, a kind
of tracery screen, surrounding the windowed

walls of the building like an outer shell,
made of metal, wood, or masonry units.
The first cost and maintenance of all such
devices often far cxcccd thcir utility.
The dreary horizon of mechanical artificial-
ity which they sometimes set between
the window and the outside world denies

the very reason for which the window
was installed, namely to see through it to

the outside world. They often tend to
impart the feeling of being in a prison or

in a cage in the zoo.
There is, however, one variant of the

sciecn which combines all its advantages
with a minimum of :ts drawbacks. It is
pleasing to look at from the inside and from
the outside, ful1 automatic, and self-

adtusting to the seasons. It opens to a
hardly noticeable tracery in the late fall,
when sunlight begins to change from bane
to blessing, and closes again with the
coming of spring. It is self-maintaining
and self-replacing. It repaints itself at no

cost every year. It is made by the oldest
manufacturer of building materials, who
spends nothing on advertising, and depends
entirely on the proi lotion of poets and
painters. Planting offers possibilities for
sun-control not available in an:, other
system, hardly explored ye:, and rarely
used fully. A good landscape architect,
made partner in design, can contribute
much.



Cluster plans make it possible to accumulate

corridor areas so they can be used for edu-

cational purposes, and save space too.

Examples (top to bottom):

Belaire School, San Angelo, Texas. Caudill,

Rowlett, and Scott, architects.

Heathcote School, Sursdale, New York.

Perkins and Will, architecis.

Proposed Hilltop School, riskayuna, New

York. A. B. Sziklas, architect.

of the site should include such add tional plantings as may be needed.

If future additions are plannedand frequently they are constructed

even if not originally anticipatedthe site plan should reflect this so

that cpansion will require a minimum of land alterations.

Design

Design is almost everything. It affects the quantity of the school
and determines the unit cost. It is, of course, the basis of whether
the school functions and adapts to its task, whether it graces thc

neighborhood, pleases its occupants, and continues to work with mini-
mal maintenance, or whether the schoolhouse is a failure.

Because this is a book about school costs, wc will emphasize those
aspects of design most concerned with costs. (The question of design

and its relation to cstlictic's has bccn discussed with both beauty and

precision in Walter N1cOuadc's Schoolhouse, Simon and Schuster,
1959.)

How High? Design affects thc over-all shape and form of thc
building. Is it to be onc story or twoa single building or several?
These decisions will bc inTortant. They will also affect all subsequent

&cis] oi s.

Thc old one-story versus two-story debate still ragcs but finding one
consistently more economical than thc other does not seem to bc
possible. Thc weight of opinion seems to be that you can save 3-5
per ccnt with a one-story building in most cases, but exceptions arc
not uncommon. Probably thc critical factors in making thc decision
should be:

SIZE Some schools, particularl secondary schools, arc so large as to
be unmanageable on onc floor.

SITE The amount of site available or amount needed for athletics may
mean two stories or more.

SCALE The desire to keep a school in scale with the homes around it
and to keep thc transition from homc to school as gentle as possible

for elementary students may dictate one storv.
CLIMATE Where the climate is such that using the outdoors for teach-

ing is common and whcrc its usc for corridors is a sensible economy,

a one-story building may be thc logical choice.

In thc report of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute to Ncw York State,

Potential Economics in School Building Construction (published by
thc University of thc Shte of New York, 1958), thc principal ad-
vantages claimed foi acJi wcrc as follows:

"FOR THF SINGLE STORY : Elimination of expensive and hazardous stair-

ways

More flexibility in layout, permitting space requirements and sitc
conditions to be met with a minimum of wastc

Lighter structural design loads, resulting in reduced foundation
requirements, a consideration of particular importance in areas of
poor sub-soil conditions

Possibility of using cheaper non-fireproof construction that would
be prohibited in a mult; story design

Generally reduced cost of maintenance of window areas and ex-
terior 1% al ls by eliminating the need for scaffolding and extra risk
insurance for workmen.



44FOR THE MULTI-STORY: Smaller square footage of ground coverage result-

ing in reduced lineal footage of foundation; a consideration if site
is rolling or otherwise 'difficult.' (The obvious problem of site
size will not usually be a factor, as sufficient acreage should be
purchased to permit either single or multi-story construction.)

Reduced roof area affecting heat loss and maintenance costs

Lower plumbing costs, with more compact (stacked) toilet layouts

Shorter runs for piping, ductwork and conduit

Reduced heating costs due to lower over-all heat loss"

To the extent that the one-story design provides for rapid exit to
the outdoors, safety for the children can be achieved with much less
fireproof construction (codes permitting) than required in multi-story
schools. Protection of the building against fire loss would require more
nearly equivalent fireproofing.

Designs for larger schools often incorporate both one-story and two-
story units, and on some sites split-level design has been used to
advantage.

The Arrangement of Spaces The arrangement of spaces within
the school is important in determining how successfully the school
works as well as how economical it is in its use of space. Among the
elements to bear in mind in considering various arrangements are:
USABLE SPACE The proportion of space going into usable areas as

against service areas and corridors is an important economy factor.
EXTERIOR WALLS The length of exterior walls in proportion to interior

space will have a substantial effect on cost. Exterior wa.ls are ex-
pensive. Any plan which adds unnecessarily to exterior walls is
uneconomical. However, there are many buts in this situation.
First, the least exterior wall in proportion to area is in the circle,
but circular walls are more experLive than straight walls. As men-
tioned above, the least outside wall in relation to area in a rectangu-

lar building is in the square, but the need for windows and for
insulation of noisy areas may mean that this is not practicable.
Often several small buildings may call for less outside wall area

than the same square footage in a single, very irregular building.

TRAFFIC Corridors cost money and contribute little to the school pro-

gram unless they are used for other purposes as well. Some plans
are more frugal of corridor space than others. Some schools in
temperate climates have almost entirely eliminated corridors. Note
that single loaded corridors require almost twice as much corridor
per classroom as double loaded corridors.

Economy can also be achieved in typical schools with rectilinear
classrooms of say 28 by 32 feet by placing the short end of the
classroom parallel to the hall. For each two classrooms 8 linear
feet of hallway are saved (probably 64 square feet, or $1,024 at
$16 per square foot).

Some cluster plans involve irregularly shaped, and consequently
more expensive, exterior walls, but are frugal with corridor space
and often accumulate it in one area where it may be used for
various educational purposes.

Detailing The simplicity of the process of putting the materials
and mechanical components of the building toget:ter has a big effect
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Outdoor corridors can save space and dollars.
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on the cost The men w ho actualk put the building together are tilwaNs
concerned w ith nailing one piece of wood to the next, laving brick on
brick, or fitting the sheet metal conduit into place in accordance with
the blueprints. TheN live and work with what architectssonie respect-
fully and sonic contemptuomi'..call "a mato of detailing." If the
detail Is simple am l the bluepiin; is adequate, accinate, and understand-
able, tho can do it quickh and well; if the detail is intricate, or if the
blueprtnt specifications arc inaccurate or confusing, plyrolls are wasted.
Furthermore, it is generath recognized that the qual:ty of detailing, in
terms of simplicity and grasp of the process of building as viewed from

the perspective of the contractors and building trades, has a significant
bearing on the bid prices which contractors aro willing to make.

Unlike most other easy generalizations, the statement "the simpler
the detail, the less costly the structure" is trne. Simplicity in detail, far
from involving sacrifice in qualth, will enhance it.

It is necessary, however, to distinguish between simplicity of detail-

ing and simplicity of over-all design. A very intricate over-all design
such as a geodesic dome or a space frame which is put together by
repeating the same simple detail over and over again is economical. On
thc othcr hand, somc of the simplest looking straight window walls
maN have required elaborate detailing,

Acoustics Acoustical standards are only beginning to be recog-
nized. The still widespread acceptance of acmistically substandard
spaces, particularly in schools, is simply a result of teachers and ad-
ministrators not appreciating what good acoustics arc. Unfortunately
some people think of acoustics as a ceiling with little holes in it.

The two most basic school problems arc reverberation control
within rooms by sound absorption and the reduction of sound trans-
mission from room to room.

Acoustic standards have delicate limits up and down. One can say of

thermal insulation that the more of it the better, though some be
wasted. But this is not so of acoustic absorption. An acoustically dead
room is nearly as bad for some inn-poses as a noisy one. Requirements
vary widely according to room use. Accordingly, ideally correct acous-

tical design treats each room as a one-purpose space, contrary to the
principle of flexibility.

Isolation of sound requires either physical isolation or barriers. To
stop sound a wall must have mass and the less porous, the fewer holes
doors, cracks, etc.the better. The problem of speech privacy between
rooms is lessened by use of masking noise (known in the trade as
acoustic perfume) from unit ventilators, air conditioning, and other
regular noise makers. The quieter a classroom is, the more annoying the
sound next dooras for example the proverbial dripping faucet at night
when you are trying to sleep.

Isolation of sounds from shop machinery is more difficult. First,
try to quiet the machines. Second, try to isolate the shop physically.
Music also poses special problems. Watch out for music rooms so near
the auditorium that both cannot be used at once.

Other areas of special concern are music practice rooms, listening
rooms, language laboratories, and gyms. All should receive acoustic
planning. Either specially planned walls and doors, or physical isolation
from each other and from quiet areas is needed to keep them from
being a problem.
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Repetitive elements can save . ,ney and

construction time by eliminating the custom

fitting of each joint.
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Watch out for sound transmission over parti-

tions when hung ceilings are used.

I lung ceilings arc a minrce of trouI)I( if regular acoustic tile is

usedsound goes through the ceiling and bounces down into the next
room, unless the wall goes up to the roof deck or the bottom ot die floor
abose in a multi-story building. If the walls don't go past the hung
ceiling, use acoustic tile with a backing to stop sound. The tiles
ordmanh absorb sound but don't stop itmst as a sponge absorbs
water but would hardly make an ideal raincoat.

Among the means of reverberation control within the classroom are:
Acoustic tiles fastened to all or part of the ceiling and/or upper

reaches of the walls, heavy drapes, rugs, and students, all of which
(and of whom ) absorb sound. It has been found that two or three
rows of tiles on the wall and the same amount on the ceiling along
the line where walls and ceilmgs meet, are as effective asor more
effective thantiles over the entire ceiling in typical classrooms. Often
tiles on half the ceiling are enough. An excessively dead (acoustically
absorptive) classroom will put a strain on the teacher who must make
himself heard and the children who must hear and be heard. But
acoustic problems, like other school building problems, must be ap-
proached room by room, school by school.

Acoustic tiles may be of perforated or fissured vegetable fiber or of
many other materials. The greater the thickness, the more effective they
are, although the differences in effectiveness are basically insignificant.
Normally they rangc from 60 per cent to 80 per cent absorptive.

Vegetable fiber tiles are combustible even when Hameproofed,
and they should only be applied to a solid fire resistant surface such as
plaster or plasterboard not laid in a grid of open framework (suspended
ceiling).

Mineral fiber tiles should be used in damp locations (kitchens,
locker rooms, certain shops) where fire resistance is important.

Perforated metal (aluminum or painted steel) or perforated as-
besto, sheets, all backed by an absorbent blanket of Fiberglass, are
fire resistant and will stand dampness; for large unbroken ceiling areas
where the economy of large units becomes effective, they are almost
competitive in price with the vegetable fiber tiles. They are especially
adapted to use in kitchens, corridors, and lobbies.

The simplest and cheapest form of acoustical insulation, one per-
tectiv acceptable for gymnasiums and shops, is thc use of a type of roof
deck, the esposed underside of which has acoustical properties. These
may be either lightweight prefabricated panels or gypsum or lightweight
concrete poured over a permanent form of acoustical fiberboard. For
furred ceilings, acoustic plaster is also available, but it is seldom com-
petitive in price with other forms of sound absorption. It loses its
acoustical value after several coats of paint. Another tool of the acous-
tical engineer is the design of the shape of the ceiling (and even of
the walls ) the use of baffles, directional breaks, and reflecting, some-
times floating, surfaces used in the same manner in which the lighting
engineer, uses wall and ceiling surfaces as light reflectors.

The special acoustical problems of music rooms, auditoriums, and
large group teaching rooms may call for an acoustical consultant.

Sound systems also call for special consultants. A cheap sound
s stem is not only a poor buy initially in terms of performance, but is
unlikely to stand up as well as a first rate system.



Flexbiiity Flexibilih means a number of things to architects and
scho,! administrators. But here are some of the kinds of flexibility
which von will do well to consider.

Multiple use of space, as in the unfortuncl, named cafetorium
which serves as both a cafeteria and auditorium, is one approach to
flexibility. This particular combination inolves a compromise in
acoustics, floor slope, Mom shape, and other factors, but it can work
and save mono . It involves much furniture moving (which costs
money) . Other combinations such as auditonurn-p mnasium OT gym-

nasium-cafctcria are possible but usual!) less successful. An auditorium
divisible into three large group teaching areas is now being built in
Boulder City, Nevada, with EFI, assistance. It promises substantial
economies. In a large school it can save five classrooms. Because of the
compatible multiple uses, few compromises are called for. It combines
the kind of flexibility mentioned above with flexibility at will.

Flexibility through movable walls is often used in offices. It acknowl-
edges the fact that the building will never be finishedthat it must
change as the process it contains changes. The Hillsdale and Mills High

Schools in San Mateo, California, designed by John Lyon Reid, are

almost completely flexible. At the Hillsdale School they have recently
moved a number of walls to accommodate a new program in business
education. With this flexibility a crew of maintenance men can remake
whole areas of the school over the week end.

Flexibility through electronics, i.e., television, makes it possible to
communicate with a large group in more than one room at once. This
is another approach to getting the walls out of the way of the program.

Flexibility at will is the ability to pull a wall out of the way and
join two spaces Or divide one at once, that is, within a minute. It
provides for higher utilization of space and a more adaptable school.

There is not, as of this writing, an economical, operable wall which
can be removed or replaced by a teacher and which will provide real
speech privacy between two areas. However, several manufacturers have
been working seriously on this problem and will be field testing such
walls during 1960. Partitions of this kind are not far off and they offer
substantial possible economies through multiple space use. EFL is ex-
ploring a neoprene sealed, woven wall of fabric and lead which has
tested well in the laboratory.

The economics of flexibility are in space saved through higher use
of space built. This means higher per square foot cost in almost all cases
but fewer square feet for the same facilities.

The danger of flexibilityas in most thingslies in its misuse, in
the assumption that activities requiring incompatible facilities can be
carried out in the same space. The gymnasium-cafeteria is a good
examplemerging the smell of sweat and peanut butter and involving
daily furniture moving, gymnasium falls frcm food spilling, and a daily
program interruption.

But small classrooms which can be opened into larger classrooms,
auditoriums divisible into large classrooms, classrooms divisible into
seminar MOMS, and other combinations are possible, do not involve
excessive compromises, and hold forth the possibility of real economies.

Fire Protection Two separate questions are involved: they are
safety of occupants (which naturally should outrank all other consider-

7 9

Operable walls
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Other approaches involve multip!3 use of

space as in the combination cafeteria-

auditorium above. Westminster School,

Westerly, Rhode Island. Alonzo J. Harriman,

Inc , architect.
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The Boulder City auditorium, designed by

Zick and Sharp, architects, and planned with

EFL assistance, can be subdivided and used

for instruction of large classes.



ations), and safety of investmen' (which can he considered on a dollars
and cents basis and with which compromises can be made).

Safety of occupaos means adequate exits and stairs, a degree of firc
resistance in the building to allow orderly evacuation in case of fire
(this (legree to be set considerably higher for multi-story building),
fire alarm systems, and possibly firc detection and/or sprinkler systems.

NIam of these features arc required by local building laws, though
always in a minimal way. Compliance with these regulations should
neva be allowed to be thc clinching argument for having done enough
to insure fire safety. Ever% aspect of the situation should be examined
on its merit. If thc law allows the distribution of the exit load among
all stairs, but it seems probable that in case of fire one stairway will
carry most of thc load, thcn this stairway should be made wide enough
for the total load. There can never be too many exits or too straight a

path of exit. Consider that in an average year 18 persons lose their
lives in school fires.

Laws and ordinanccs are, as a rule, concerned only with the safety
of occupants, not with tin considerations which follow.

Safety of investment, on the other hand, can be accurately calcu-
lated on the basis of literal adherence to the rules by which the in-
surancc companies ratc buildings in terms of fire resistance of all
components of the structure, ranging from Lero (wood frame or entirely

unprotected metal building) to four-hour resistance (never used for
schoolhouse construction). These rules vary from region to region and
some of them do not make much sense, but they are the ones by
which we must select the materials and construction which determine
the fire rating of the building.

The entire building is rated according to the rating of its weakest
part. Money spent on making any part or component of the structure
fit for a higher rating than the rest of components is wasted money
from the investor's point of view. The rate differential reflected in the
premiums seldom pays for upgrading the entire structure even for a
long period. There may be exceptions to this rule if the town pays
premiums on a package of buildings which would be pulled down by
the addition of a new one rated substantially lower than all the others.

The insurance agent should be consulted before a final decision is
made concerning the rating for which the building is to be designed.
Ile should be asked for a preliminary rating; no architect, let alone a
layman, can divine the mysterious ways in which the insurance rate-
setter's mind arrives at the announced result. Check the completed
design again with the insurance agent before the drawings go out for
bids. Ask for and take his advice for making adjustments in the design,
for obtaining better ratings often without additional cost.

On Parts and Wholes

Designing a building is more than collecting materials and spaces.
Good design is more a system than a collection. Discussing the elements
of the building tends to make one think in terms of the pieces. But
always remember that a well-designed school is a system, the whole is
greater than the parts, and the parts are basically interconnected. In
short, it is what is called in psychology a gestalt.

Designing involves choosing. The order and logic of the choices

8 1
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excludes further consideration of other factors and restricts subsequent
choices. Each clmice is based On MIR criteria. Will it work? Is it suit-
able to the site? Is it suitable to the neighborhood? Is it reasonable in
terms of the arrangement pro musk made? !low will it affect choices

still to be made? Will it fit the budget? Is it logical from the point of
yiew of structural engineering? Will it add too much to the cost of
heating? Each choice once made implies the rejection of all other
possibilities. Each choice once made limits the freedom of all further
choices still to be made. The arrangement of rooms and their grouping
will haye determined the disposition of wings. The shape and size of
the reims limits the choice of column spacing to a few possibilities.
Once the column spacings are sct we arc no longer free to select just
any type of windows. Tho must fit between the columns. And over all
these decisions are considerations of:

Suitability to function (program).
First cost.

Maintenance.

ParnaLence.
Replacement cost.

Appearance.

Acceptability to the community.

THE ELEMENTS

The Shell

The factors involved in selecting the shell of the school, including
the structure and outside skin (roof, walls, and windows) haye been
outlined so well in Walter McQuade's Schoolhouse that we have re-
printed his charts on "Structural Framing," "Roof Deck and Roof
Construction," and "Exterior Walls."

8 2 It is difficult to make a general statement as to what system and
which materials will be most economical. Local labor, sea, onal condi-
hogs, delivery cost of materials, and the time available for construction
will all influence these choices.

Windows There is a growing tendency on the part of designers to
use large panes of glass both for fixed and operable sashes. This is costly.

It may necessitate the use of expensive plate glass instead of the cheaper

double strength glass. A large operating sash is more difficult to open
and close and requires more maiptenanee. Special glass, such as tem-
pered glass, heat absorptive glass, glare shielding glass, double glass, or

glass block, is seldom justified economically. But it may be justified in
terms of the plan and program of a particular school. The degree of
contribution to control of the thermal and visual environment must be
the determining factor. Difficulty of replacement as well as initial cost
needs to be taken into account in any use of large panes or special glass.

Any putty within reach of up to third graders must be replaced
every six months. (Putty seems to lose its fascination by the time the
fourth grade is reached.) Glass stops (metal beads) for the lower panes
if they are within children's reach pay for themselves in a couple of
years.



The charts which follow are from School-

house, produced by Aluminum Ccmpany of

America, Eggers and Higgins, Architects, and

Walter McQuade; Simon and Schuster, New

York, 1958. They indicate a few typical cards

in the hands of the school buildersome of

the more commonly used familiar assemblies

of structural framing, exterior walls, roofs,

windows, lighting, with comments on their

qualities drawn from the professional experi-

ence of the building consultants to the editor

of Schoolhouse, and with comparative cost

indications noted in one locality in one period

by the technicians of the George A. Fuller

Company.

Not all these comments apply precisely

-

nationwide, of course, nor do all the bar chart

cost comparisons; labor and materials vary

considerably from one town to the next. But

the comparative costs indicated in these

charts, both first cost and twenty years cost

(including maintenance, insurance, and, when

necessary, replacement) can be checked out

locally by your architect and builder, who will

also have comments on special advantages

and disadvantages of these techniques for

your own use. Throughout the comparisons,

our classroom is sized at 28 feet by 32 feet,

with a ten foot ceiling, and the job size as-

sumed is the construction of an eight-class-

room wing. Costs are comparative within

each chart.

)1958 by Aluminum Company of America, Eggers and Higgins and W. ,er McQuade. Reprinted with permission.

STRUCTURAL FRAMING

FRAMING SYSTEM

NECESSARY F IRE

DECKSPAN RESISTANCE

WIDTH

BUILDING SPEED REMARKS COST COMPARISON

Vertical support: lally (steel
pipe) columns, 4 inches in
diameter, set at corners;
Roof framing: rolled steel
beams (size, 21 WF 68)
spanning 32 feet; cross mem-
bers of rolled steel beams
(size, 12 WF 27) spanning 28
feet, spaced 8 feet apart

Vertical support: 31/2 inch
lally columns set at corners
and midway in longer wall;
Roof framing: rolled steel
beams (size, 16 WF 36) span-
ning 28 feet; cross members
of 10 inch bar joists (light,
open web steel beams) spaced
2 feet apart; steel beams
(8 WF 17) over columns

Vertical support: 31/2 inch
lally columns set at corners
and midway in longer will;
Roof framing: rolled steel
beams (size, 16 WF 36)
spanning 28 feet, spaced
16 feet apart; steel beams
(8 WF 17) over columns

Incombustible, but
firerated under

8 feet one hour without
applied fire-proofing

Incombustible, but
2 feet fire-rated under

one hour

16 feet
Incombustible, but
fire-rated under
one hour

Fast; can be riveted,
bolted or welded

Fast; bar joists can
be handled without
elaborate hoists

Very fast; one step
is omitted when roof
deck takes over the
structural task

Long spans, few footings; no
walls bear weight (they can
easily be rearranged without
affecting the structure)

Columnfree and flexible;
if framing is left exposed,
dust is sometimes a
problem, and the ceiling
cannot be used well for
indirect lighting

Has advantages of relatively
few columns and no weight-
bearing walls; also has clear
ceiling with only one cross
beam (but cost of wide span
decking must be taken into
account)

installation cost
\

maintenance and
insurance cost
for 20 years
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STRUCTURAL FRAMING continued

FRP.MING SYSTEM

NECESSARY FIRE

DECKSPAN RFSISTANCE

WIDTH

BUILDING SPEED REMARKS COST COMPARISON

Vertical support: 31/2 inch
lally columns set 8 feet apart
on long side,
Root framing. 19 inch bar
joists, spanning 28 feet,
spaced 8 fz.et apart; light
;tall beams (8 by 1))
over columns

Vertical support: 31/2 inch
lally columns set 8 feet apart
on long side;
Roof framing: steel angles
(size, 4 by 6 inches) over
columns, with cross members
of laminated wood beams (size,
51/4 by 18 inches) spanning
28 feet

Incombustible, but
8 feet fire-rated under

one hour

Combustible; many
codes frown on
timber construction,

8 feet but it does retain
strength even when
charred

Vertical support. 4 by 7 inch
wood columns set 8 feet apart
on long side,
Roof framing. 4 by 6 inch
steel angles over columns, 8 feet
with cross members of lamio-
ted wood beams (size, 51/4 by ii;
inches) spanning 28 feet

Combustible, but
see above

Fast

In theory fast, but
in practice usually
only fair; two sep-
arate building
trades are involved

Fair

Fairly clear ceiling; there
are numerous vertical columns,
yet they don't impose any
serious limitations ih
flexibility, the end walls
can still be removed
structurally

Fairly cler ceilinT, many
people like appearance of
exposed laminated wood beams,
especially if stained
and waxed instead of painted

Same advantages as above,
but wood columns take up
somewhat more space

installation cost

\
maintenance and
insurance cost
for 20 years

Vertical support. 4 inch
nailable steel studs (slim
steel columns) spaced 4 feet
apart on long side;
Roof framing 18 inch bar
joists, spanning 28 feet,
spaced 4 feet apart, 3 by 4
inch steel angles over columns

Vertical support: 3 by 10 inch
wood columns set at corners
and midway in longer wall;
Roof framing: wood trusses,
36 inches high at one end,
sloping up to 48 inches at
other, spanning 28 feet;
cross members of 4 by 12 inch
wood, spaced 4 feet apart

Vertical support: 3I/2 inch
lally columns set at corners
and midway in longer wall;
Roof framing: steel trusses,
36 inches high at one end,
sloping up to 48 inches at
other, spanning 28 feat;
cross members of 4 by 12 inch
wood, spaced 4 feet apart

Vertical and roof framing are
combined: the rigid steel
members (size, 18 WF column
and girder) span 28 feet,
spaced 16 feet apart; cross
members are steel beams
(size, 10 WF 21) spanning
16 feet, spaced 7 feet apart

4 feet
Incombustible, but
fire-rated under
one hour

4 feet Combustible

4 feet Combustible

7 feet
Incombustible, but
fire-rated under
one hour

Fast

Fair

Fair

Very fast, with
proper hoisting
equipment

Light, easy construction,
allows cost-saving in roof
decking, but tight spacing
of the studs in the walls
limits flexibility

A simple structure with few
columns, allowing substantial
flexibility; usually, however,
a suspended ceiling must
be added below the trusses

Remarks above apply here also

A spare, trim way to build
with few elements

8 4



FRAMING SYSTEM
NECESSARY FIRE

DECKSPAN RESISTANCE

WIDTH

BUILDING SPEED REMARKS COST COMPARISON

Vertical and roof framing are
combined the laminated wood
members (size varies from
51/1 by 5 inches to 51/4 by
40 inches) span 28 feet, 8 feet Combustible
spaced 8 feet apart; roof
slopes up 3 inches per foot
toward peak at center of span

Vertical support: weight-
bearing walls of solid con-
crete (which become the
partition walls between the
classrooms);
Roof framing. laminated wood
beams (71/4 by 18 inches)
spanning 32 feet, spaced
7 feet apart

Vertical support: sclid
8 inch concrete weight-
bearing wails (the parti-
tion walls between the
classrooms);
Roof framing: long span steel
or concrete roof deck

7 feet Combustible

None

needed

Depends on deck
selected (the walls
have a 4 hour
fire-rating)

Very fast

Walls slow, roof fast

Walls slow, roof fast

Numerous columns, but placed
on exterior walls where they
will not interfere with the
rearranging of interior
partitions

A simple, solio way to build,
but with no flexibility what-
soever (the partition walls
are permanent); Also, running
the beams the long way throws
shadows on the ceiling,
reducing Its effectiveness as
a reflector of daylight from
the windows

The simplest way to build and
apparently the cheapest; cost
includes partition walls, but
the cost of long span roof
decking will probably eat up
the money saved using this
framing method; inflexible

installation cost

maintenance and
insurance cost
for 20 years

\
1.1
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Vertical support. 8 inch
lally columns;
Roof framing reinforced
concrete slab, spanning
31 feet by 27 feet, poured
on floor slab and jacked
up columns into place

Vertical support: 4 foot
wide, weight-bearing,
prefabricated aluminum
panels (cross brac.ng
provided by partition walls);
Roof framing: steei beams
(size, 12 WF 25) spanning
28 feet, snaced 4 feet apart

32 feet

4 feet

A very flexible way to build,
with few columns and a clear,

Incombustible, with With proper schedul- clean ceiling for reflecting
4 hour fire-rating ing, fair light; heavy, it sometimes

calls for expensive founda-
tions; cost figure, however,
includes roof decking

Incombustible, but
fire-rated under
one hour

Very fast Very flexible

qN \\
I
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Vertical support: 14 by 20
inch reinforced concrete
columns, poured In place, set
at corners and midway in
longer wall;
Roof framing: 14 by 20 Inch
reinforced concrete beams,
poured in place under a 61/4
inch reinforced concrete slab

Vertical and roof framing
are combined: the prefab-
ricated, prestressed
concrete frames span
28 feet, spaced 8 feet
apart; columns are 10 by 12
inches, beam.. 5 by 18 Inches

None

8 feet

Incombustible, with
a 4 hour fire-rating

Slow, needs frame-
work and setting
time

Heavy construction but few
columns; fairly flexible
for rearranging partitions;
maintenance low; cost
includes usual roof deck

Heavy construction but still
Incombustible, with Fast, if heavy equip- quite flexible, columns do
a 4 hour fire-rating ment is used not interfere with the

moving of interior partitions
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ROOFDECK AND ROOF CONSTRUCTION

DRAWING AND DESCRIPTION
DECK

SPAN FIRE-RATING

INSULATING

QUALITY REMARKS COST CUMPARISON

5 ply built-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

71/2 inch steel decking, painted
on ceiling side

28 feet

Incombustiole,
with a fire-rating
of less than one
hour

Good; U value .15

Very easily erected; poor
acoustically unless under-
side receives at least
1/2 inch acoustical treatment,
wiring for lighting fix-
tures can be run through
cavities In deck

installation cost

\\ \\\
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5 ply built-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

41/2 inch steel deck, painted on
ceiling side

16 feet

I ncembustible,
with a fire-rating
of less than one
hour

Good, U value .15

5 ply built-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

11/2 inch ribbed steel deck,
painted on ceiling side

5 ply built-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

light weight, reinforced con-
crete fill on corrugated steel
deck, painted on ceiling side

5 ply built-up roofing

27/s inch wood fiber-and-con-
crete composition board roof
deck on steel subpurlin
supports

5 ply built-up roofing

2 Inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

2 by 6 inch tongue-and-groove
wood deck, stained, painted or
waxed on ceiling side

5 ply built-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

2 inch gypsum plank with metal
edging, painted on ceiling side

5 ply built-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

gypsum deck (poured in place)
on acoustical form-board with
reinforcing steel wire and
steel subpurlin supports

5 ply built-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

2 inch concrete slab poured on
galvanized steel wire with
waterproofed backing attached

incombostibie,
with a fire-rating

8 feet of less than one
hour

8 feet

8 feet

4 feet

4 feet

Incombustible,
with a fire-rating
ot less than one
hour

Incombustible,
with fire-rating

:ess than one
hour

Combustible

Incombustible,
with a fire-rating
of less than one
hour

Incombustible,
8 feet with a fire-rating

of one hour

2 feet
Incombustible,
with a fire-rating
of one hour

Good, U value .15

Good; U value .13

Good, U value .16

Very good;
U value .12

Good, U value .13

Gocd, U value .15

Good; U value .15

Very easily erected; poor
acoustically unless ceiling
receives at least 1/2 inch
acoustical treatment or deck
is perforated

Very easily erected, poor
acoustically unless ceiling
receives at least 1/2 inch
acoustical treatment

Speed of erection is fair;
concrete fill process will
slow down 'omplerion,
underside can be left
exposed but this is not
general practie unless it
is acoustically treated

Very easily constructed;
underside can be left
exposed or painted with
Joints concealed by the
supporting subpurlins;
Very good acoustically

Easily erected, deck under-
side is frequently left
exposed, but further
acoustical treatment is
recommended

Easily erected; deck can
be left exposed, but
further acoustical treat-
ment is recommended

Fairly easy construction
(the poured-in-place deck
will delay completion of
roof), deck can be left
exposed as ceiling, good
acoustically

Erection speed Is fair,
the poured deck must set
befire being roofed;
needs a hung ceiling for
finish

maintenance and
insurance cost
for 20 years

installation cost

maintenance and
insurance cost
for 20 years



ROOFDECK AND ROOF CONSTRUCTION continued

DRAWING AND DESCRIPT:ON

DECK

SPAN FIRE-RATING

INSULATING

QUALITY REMARKS COST COMPARISON

5 ply built-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

2 3/4 inch nailable concrete
plank with tongue-and-grooved
Joints, painted

8 feet
Incombustible,
with a fire-rating
of one hour

Good, U value .15

Erection time is good, can
be drilled and sawed;
ceiling can be left exposed,
but some further
acoustical treatment
is recommended

5 ply built-po roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

8 inch long-span, hollow core,
concrete plank deck, painted

5 ply butt-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier, supported on
aluminum roofdeck

steel subpurlin supports,
spaced 2 feet apart

28 feet

8 feet

Incombustible, Very good,
with a fire-rating U value 10
of two hours

Incombustible,
with a fire-rating
of less than one
hour

Good, U value .15

Good erection time, deck
can be left exposed. but
further acoustical
treatment is necessary

Erection speed is good, deck
can be left exposed, but
needs acoustical treatment

5 ply built-up roofing

2 inch rigid insulation with
vapor barrier

51/2 inch concrete slab, poured
in place

16 feet
Incombustible,
with a fire-rating
of four hours

Good; U value 13

Slow erection time, slab \\%

needs setting time, the
under side of slab is fre-
quently left exposed
(painted), but further
acoustical treatment
is required

\ ' \

(cost does not
include slab)

EXTERIOR WALL CONSTRUCTION

DRAWING AND DESCRIPTION FIRERATING
INSULATING

QUALITY

MAINTE-
NANCE REMARKS COST COMPARISON

8 inch concrete bkrck, waterrepellent
paint on exterior

2 inch foam insulation applied with

cement mortar to concrete block

3/4 inch layer of plaster, painted
thickness, 11 inches; weight, 50 lbs. psf

8 inch concrete block, 1 inch cement
stucco on exterior

inch layer of int,rior plaster,
painted

thickness, 9 inches; weight, 52 lbs. psf

Incombustible,
with a fire-rating
of three hours

Very good Fair, soils
U value.14 somewhat

Incombustible, Poor
with a fire-rating U value .48
of four hours

Some problems
with soiling
and weather-
resistance

4 inch concrete block, water-repellent
paint on exterior

2 inch cavity tair space)

4 inch concrete block, painted

thickness, 10 inches; weight, 46 lbs. psf

Incombustible, Fair
with a fire-rating U value .28
of three hours

4 inch exterior face brick

2 inch cavity

4 inch common interior brick with inch
layer of plaster, painted

thickness, 10 inches; weight, 48 lbs. psf

Fair, some
soiling

Weightbearing, expensive
for framing windows; very
good condensation control

Used only in mild, dry
chmates because of conden-
sation problems; weight-
bearing, expensive for
framing windows

Limited weightbearing
capacity; expensive for
framing windows, good in-
terior acoustical finish

ins:allation cost

maintenance and
insurance cost
for 20 years

Incombustible,
with a four
hour fire-
rating

Fair
U value .27 Fair

Limited inadbearer;
expensive for framing
windows



EXTERIOR WALL CONSTRUCTION continued

DRAWING AND DESCRIPTION FIRE-RATING

INSULATING

QUALITY

MAINTE-

NANCE REMARKS COST COMPARISON

4 inch exterior face brick

2 inch cavity

4 inch concrete block, painted

thickness, 10 inches, weight, 46 lbs. psf

Incombustible,
with a four hour
fire-rating

Fair

U value .28 Fair

8 Inch face brick, damp-proofing

2 by 2 inch furring strips, spaced
16 inches apart

metal lath and plaster, painted

thickness, 103/4 inches; weight, 52 lbs, psf

1 Inch cement stucco on lath and
building paper

3/4 inch composition board sheathing

2 by 6 inch wood studs (spaced 16 inches
apart) with 4 inch mineral Insulation
layer between

gypsum rocklath and plaster, painted

thickness, 81/2 inches, weight, 30 lbs. psf

Incombustible, Good

with a fire-rating U value .15 Fair

of four hours

Fire retardent,
with a fire-rating
of about 3/4 of
an hour

Very good
U value .10

34 inch waterproof plywood, stained, and
building paper

3/4 inch insulation board

2 by 6 inch wood studs, spaced 24 inches

1/2 inch composition board

3/4 inch interior grade plywood, stained
and waxed

thickness, 8 inches; weight, )5 lbs. psf

7/8 inch wood board-and-batten, oiled or
stained finish, and building pper

4/4 Inch Insulating board

2 by 6 inch wood studs, spaced 16 inches

1/2 inch wallboard, with taped joints, painted

thickness, 8 Inches; weight, 15 lbs. psf

2 inch asbestos-cement composition panels,
held in aluminum grid, and building paper

2 by 6 inch wood studs, spaced 24 inches

I/2 inch wallboard

3/1 inch composition panels, Painted

thickness, 81/2 inches; weight, 14 lbs. psf

1 inch stucco on self-furring lath, and
building paper

3/4 inch composition board sheathing

4 inch nallable steel studs, spaced
24 inches apart

gypsum lath board and plaster, painted

thickness, 7 inches; weight, 32 lbs. psf

Combustible

Combustible

Combustible

Poor, some
soiling,
poor endu-
rance

Fair

U value .24 Fair

Good
U value .20 Fair

Good

U value .15

Limited loadbearer; some-
what expensive for framing
windows

Weightbearing; good conden-
sation control; somewhat
expensive for framing
windows

Limited loadbearing; easy
for framing windows; very
good condensation control

Limited loadbearing; easy
for framing windows; a fast
wall to build

Limited loadbearer; windows
are easily framed; a fast
wall to build

Limited loadbeart r; win-
dows are easily framed;
asbestos-cement is

Good sorm7what brittle to handle,
but wall can be built
quickly

Incombustible,
with about a Fair

3/4 hour fire- U value .22 Fair

rating

Limited loadbearer; easy
for framing windows

16 gauge extruded aluminum sheathlrig

"sandwich" panel of 11/2 inch rigid insula-
tion, clad In 18 gauge steel (primed and
painted)

thickness, 31/2 inches; weight, 6 lbs. psf

Incombuqible,
but still not Good

rated In many U value .15
building codes

Nonloadbearing; these pre-
fabricated components
become a "curtain wall"
hung on framing; very

Good light, can be built quickly;
unlike most of the other
walls, the price with win-
dows will be lower than that
for solid wall (given right)

8 8

Installation cost

rnaintenance,
insurance cost
for 20 years



DRAWING AND DESCRIPTION

INSULATING

FIRE-RATING QUALITY

MAINTE-

NANCE REMARKS COST COMPARISON

"Sandwich" panel with 2 inch glass fiber
core clad in 16 gauge galvanized steel,
to be installed in steel frame with
plastic gaskets, primed and painted,
inside and outside

thickness, 21/2 inches; weight, 5 lbs. psf

Ventilated "sandwich" panels with 2 inch
glass composition core plus air space,
clad in porcelain-enameled aluminum or
steel facing

interior galvanized steel facing

panels installed in aluminum frame with
glazing beads and plastic gaskets

thickness, 21/2 inches; weight, 5 lbs. psf

"Sandwich" panel with core of foamed
plastic or composition glass, 2 inches
thick, sheathed In aluminum or steel
porcelain enamel exterior finish
installed in aluminum frame with
glazing beads and plastic gaskets
thickness, 21/2 inches; weight, 5 lbs. psf

3/4 inch clapboard siding, finished with
primer and paint, and building paper

inch Insulation board

2 by 6 inch wood studs, spaced 16 inches

3 inch mineral wool insulation between
studs

1/2 inch wallboard with taped joints; painted

thickness, 81/2 inches; weight, 16 lbs. psf

Natural stone, 12 inches thick

vapor barrier

2 by 2 inch furring strips

metal lath and plaster, painted

tnickness, 15 inches; weight, 125 lbs. psf

Incombustible,
but still not Good

rated in many U value .18
building codes

Incombustible, Good

no time-rating U value -- .15

Only fair provisions for
condensation; easily de-
mountable, wall can be
built quickly, windows can

Good be inserted with ease;
price (psf) with windows
actually will be lower then
price for solid wall, given
at right

Can be made to bear load by
strengthening frame; a pre-
fabricated component, it
facilitates construction,

Good and can be removed easily to
revise building; cost of wall
with windows will be less
then cost of solid wall shown
at right

Inmnbustible,
bu' still not Good

fire-rated in U value .15 Good

many areas

Combustible

I ncombustible,
with a fire-rating
of four hours

Very good
U value .12 Falr

Poor

U value .30 Good

A prefabricated panel, It Is
easily mounted when building,
demounted when remodeling;
frame can be strengthened
to become loadbearing; cost
of walls with windows will
be less than cost of solid
wall shown at right

Limited loadbearing; easy
for framing windows

A handsome wall if the
right mason is chosen and
given enough time; load-
bearing, permanent, inflex-
ible; difficult for framing
windows

installation cost

maintenance and
insurance cost
for 20 years

4 inch exterior face brick

6 inch cnncrete block, and vapor barrier

13/4 inch metal lath and plaster, painted

thickness, 11 inches; weight, 54 lbs. psf

Incombustible, Poor

with a fire-rating U value .30
of four hours

Good, soils
somewhat

Loadbearing; expensive for
framing windows; good con-
densation control

Window-wall with one thickness of "double-
strength 8" glass in a 4 inch wood frame,
with an operating hopper at top or bottom

thickness of glass, Ye Inch;
weight, 2 lbs. psf

Welded, double-glazed window wall, with
two layers of "double-strength" glass
separated by partial vacuum in 4 Inch
wood frame, with hopper at top or bottom

thickness, 1/2 inch; weight, 4 lbs. psf

no rating

A good wall in moderate
climates, but one which

Very poor demands careful shading from

U value 1.14 Poor heat and glare; poor con-
densation control; poor
acoustically

no rating

8 9

Poor

U value .67

A handsome wall if used
appropriately in moderate

Poor climates; needs shading;
good condensation control;
fair acoustically



WINDOWS

OPERATION VENTILATION REMARKS

Double hung window

upper and lower sections

slide vertically to
open, spring balance,

lock at meeting rail

Projected window with

fixed upper section of

glass, vent (hopper type)

at bottom opening in,

crank-operated

Casement window- with

fixed glass section at

bottom, two swing-out

sections at top,

crank-operated

Substantial airflow,

but not directed

well, drafty without
a shield

Substantial airflow,

but not directed

well, ,:rafts are

dilicult to avoid

No parts project even when open,

sometimes difficult to open if

srhoolroom has usual shelving at

sill level, usually a glass

deflector is installed to prevent
drafts

Easily operated, shades can be

drawn without obstruction when

window is open (but they will

billow in breeze), these windows

must be placed carefullythere
is danger of children running

into them outdoors if open;

rarely used in schools

COST COMPARISON

installation cost

" maintenance and insurance
\ cost for twenty years

\,
ALUMINUM

GALVANIZED STEEL

STEEL

WOOD

Adequate airflow

in most climates,

well directed,
not drafty

Easily operated, can be used with

shades or blinds closed over most

of its area, view is unobstructed,

even when window is closed

Projected window: with

sections opening

out at top, in at
bottom, crank-operated

Very good airflow,

both in quantity

and quality (not

drafty)

Easily operated; does provide

some ventilation even when

partially shaded, view through

tnis type is almost unhindered

with few obstructions at eye
level

Awning window, four

horizontal sections

project out, crank-
operated

k

Sliding window with

lower fixed section

Combination window

upper section is of

glass block, supported

on angle and channel

girts attached to

columns, lower section

is half fixed glass,

and half hopper

(crank-operated)

Large quantities of

airflow are eas.ly

controlled, with
fairly good draft
control

Substantial airflow,

but hard to control,

drafty

Adequate, well

directed air flow
for most climates

Can be opened quite wide even

during rainstorms, is easily

operated, shades can be drawn

without obstruction; framing does
obstruct outdoor view somewhat

whether window is open or closed

No parts project either inward

or outward when open, but window

is sometimes difficult to slide
with the usual schoolroom shelf

at sill level

Some types of glass block refract

light to ceiling, providing good

light distribution across classroom
and eliminating need for shades or

blinds, however, designer must

take care to use properly, this

type does not always meet brignt-

ness tests for good schoolroom

lighting

9 0



Beware of simplified construc bon which omits the sash and sets
glass directh into the struc tmal frame which is cut to size, put together,

and fitted On site 'Ile orkmanship of such installations will rarch
match Hut of sash fitted, glued, and dow eled in the shop. If it is steel
frame fitted at the site, the ioniting gasketing requires exacting work-
manship that one cannot epect to be done in the field. Stick to
standard sizes and arrangements of sash.

Foundations In one- or two-story structures, imposed loads arc
relativeh light and thus foundations are light. Even so, foundations
which arc designed foi imposed loads, rather than according to arbitran
practice, can effect sa%ings and will at the same time give more uniform

support. There has been a good deal of experimentation in eliminating
wall footings where light loads are involved.

In tic case of the traditional footing and foundation wall (Case 1 ),

earth must be excavated to the width of the footing and backfilled after

construction. In Case 2, a trenching machine can be used, with no
backfilla quick and clean operation. Obviously, the soil must be cap-
able of supporting the loads imposed by the narrower wall footing. If
drains must be placed about the periphery of the building much of the
advantage is lost. Nevertheless, this approach will lead to a faster job
with less material.

With stable soil conditions, a slab-on-ground construction is a most

economical method of floor construction. It has been used for many
years; the old basement floor is a slab on ground. Slab problems are
legionmoisture protection, insulation, and the need for reinforcement
but they are being solved daily. The reasons for economy arc obvious;

the ground (or fill) helps give uniform support to the floor itself and
the loads imposed. The same slab built off the ground would require
much more steel, form work, and, in most instances, more concrete.

There are two basic types of slabs; the monolithic and the floating.
The monolithic provides floor and foundation all in one; it is, how-

ever, limited in application to light loads and good soils. It is not
ordinarily satisfactory in cold climates, because of the impossibility of
supplying edge insulation which can be done in the case of the floating
slab.

Slab construction normally requires provision of a depressed tunnel,
incorporated into the slab design, for service conduits for plumbing and
often heating and wiring.

There are conditions under which it is more desirable to lift the
building off the ground and to use isolated column footings for support.
Generally when this is done the loads will be totally supported by the
frame and the costs will be higher. The frame must be able to carry the
additional floor loads, and it must be securely braced. The savings in
footings or foundation walls probably will not offset these costs.

Mechanical System

The mechanical facilities of the school, i.e., the heating, ventilating,
electrical, and plumbing systems, will represent close to one-third of the
total of the school building cost, according to EFL's school cost survey.

Each of these systems involves:
FIXTURES Heating units, fans, blowers, lighting fixtures, hot water

units, toilet fixtures.
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coNnurrs Piping, wiring, ducts, and the chaimels to earn these con-

duits.

RELATED BUILDING MATERIALS AND DETAILING Floor and wall surfaces

ior lavatories. Wall surface materials and colors will affect the

For maximum efficieno, all of the choices im olved in the design of
the mechanical s stem need to he viewed as a whole. 'El, visual,
thermal, and acoustical enN ironments are all interrelated. Moreover, tile

space requirements of the fivtiu es and the conduits can be planned to fit

the basic structural sN Ntem with greater or ics:)(.7 efraiCnC: :n

Or replacement. Intensive study is

needed to 11111111DIze the lengths of runs and costly bends and to yield
the most elikicnt

Two approaches are mcreasingiy emplo\ ed to achieve efficient
mechanical sstem. One of these, the service core approach, is to locate
the main conduits and fixtures in a specially designed and easily accessi-

ble system of intcrcomiected spaces, attempting to iMinnnze thc use

of spaces inside walls or bctwccn ceilings and floors except for service to

individual rooms. Thc other, thc spacc module principal, is to incorpo-

rate thc conduitsso far as possibleinto thc floor, external walls, and
ceiling spaces. One of the aims is to locate service outlets at standard-
ized distances from cach othcr so as to permit a widc range ot choices
in thc partitioning of areasbut with thc partitions always at pre-

planned intervals. Thc space module measures arc used for thc purpose
of establishing standard structural intervalssuch as widths and thick-
nesses of studs and joists, distance between them, standard sizes of
building panels, and standard widths and hcights of doors and corridors.
All of these standards arc the very essence of loft arrangements but
should be considered for othcr applications as well.

Heating Heating systems can be classified as either "dry," i.e., air,

or "wet," i.e., steam or hot water. Although these systems may be di-
vided into many special categories, only a few are currently used to any
extent in schools. These are perimeter wall convectors (which may be
either steam or hot water), floor panel heating, unit ventilators, and
high and low velocity air systems. Perimeter convector and floor panel

systems usually involve a separate system of mechanical ventilation,
whereas the other types normally include provisions for mechanical
ventilation along with thc heating.

The degree to which thc choice of heating system is bound up with
othcr aspects of the building design is indicated by the following:

The extensive use of slab-on-ground construction has created a cold-
floor problem in northern climates, particularly in the case of kinder-
gartens where the children play and are expected to nap on the floor
and where the typical flooring material is usually highly conductive.
This has sometimes led to the use of floor panel heating as a solution to
the cokl-floor problem. But unless carefully controlled, floor hcating
often creates an opposite problem of overheating. Anothcr solution hes
in the choicc of finish flooring material. Cork tile or carpet will eliminate
the cold-floor problem almost completely.

Campus plan schools lend themselves to steam or hot water systems,
so that the economy of a single central heating plant with underground

heat distribution systems can be used. If it is difficult or expensive to



obtain licensed capnecis to opelate the plant, then high pressure steam
or nigh temperature water (7;7,0 l'') which regime an engineer would
liot he ec onoinical. Unit lleatIllg S\ StellIS are also appropriate for this
tNpe ot school, and at least one stmh has concluded that a mut heating
s\ 0011 IS Mihail \ cheaper than the central plant, employs leSS equip-
ment and fess er motors, and costs less to operate The choice of the
most econonnc al S\ skill will best be made onh after careful individual
anal\ scs of comparate e costs ot installation, maintenance, and opera-

tion. For example, au important factor in the operating cost of unit
heating equipment may be the relative cost 1 gas fuel.

Mam state codes set up a required minimum of ventilation for
schoolrooms, usually on the order of 10 to 15 cubic feet per minute
per pupil, for diluting odois and preventing excessive moisture-conden-
sation on the windows and t') overcome a tendency of classrooms to bc
medicated. due to heat gain from the pupils. thc lighting s stem, and
the sun. Effective ventilation is nccdcd to prevent wintertime overheat-
ing. The problem is how to 3ntroduce cooling air without introducing
drafts. So-called "open window ventilation" is certainly not thc right
answer, at least in the North. It allows chill outdoor air to enter thc
Moll] directly, fall to thc floor, and collect in a laver of cold air where
it is most venng around thc feet. If your feet arc cold, you are cold no
matter how warni thc room may be. Mechanical ventilation first tempers

outdoor air with Mom air before discharging it into the upper part of
the room, where it can further mix with MOM air before reaching thc
occupants.

The choicc of hcating system design is inextricably related to the
problems of ventilation and cooling (with or without air conditioning).
Two rcccnt studies available to EFL indicate that thcrc is little differ-
ence in initial cost between different systems. If you start to add power
ventilation to the system, as you do in a central ventilating system with
controls or in a unit ventilation system, the cost increases almost in
dircct linear proportion to thc amount of ventilation which you attempt
to do. On the other hand, to build a school without adequate provision
for ventilation may be fatal to the purpose for which it is being built.
There is an obvious coordination between alertness and reasonable heat-
ing and ventilation.

One method of saying on the cost of thc hcating system is to avoid
over-design. I leating systems need not bc sized for extreme conditions
which may occur oncc or twicc a year, but should be designed on the
basis of thc established outdoor design temperature for the arca. More-
over, thc minimem temperatures used in establishing these design
standards usually occur only at nightsuggesting that for school design
purposes even these may be too high. Remember also that any heating
system can be run above rated capacity for short periods. Thc American
Society of IIeating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers
Guide, a \Tally publication, is the most rehaNe source of data on this
subject.

Indoor temperature design conditions shoald be carefully selected.
On all but a few heating days, higher temperature than design condi-
tions can bc maintained In other words, say in thc Washington, D.C.
area, we can safely select an indoor design temperature of 600 with out-
door temperatures of 00 knowing that rarely, if ever, will the actual



The Belaire Elemeltary School, San Angelo,

Texas. Caudill, Rowlett, and Scott architects.

The first completely air condltioned school

in the United States. The school is circular

under its square roof.
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outside temperature fall to zero. Co.scquently with a thermostat setting
of 73`, except for a Very few occasions, we can saki\ expect to maintain
7. To design the SN stcnt for a higher temperature than this would
mean running it at much less than capacity on all but these few occa-
sions, an inefficient design and an uneconomical operation.

'no selection of two boilers for the heating system, where one is
adequate for requirements, is seldom Justified. Present equipment is

reliable, breakdowns are rare, and repairs can be easih and qtuckh
accomplished.

The control of the heating SN stem involves the choice between man-

ual or automatic controls. (This does not apply to automatic flame
safety or boiler controlsthese are an essential part of any system. )
Secondary controls arc expensive both in first costs and maintenance.
There are those who maintain that the simpler the control system the
more satisfactory the plant operation. They would zone areas in a
school that arc vacant for extended periods, such as the auditorium, but
would use a simple manually operated zone control valve. The case for
automatic controls is the case for the controlled environment. It is also
related to the cost of maintenance services and the ;adgment that no
maintenance man or engineer could possibly carry out so many sensitive

operations so efficiently and economically. In this view, also, manual
operation often tends to heat the school for longer before-school and
after-school hours than necessary. Automatic controls can save fuel.

Selection of the type of fuel to be used for heating should be made
aftcr comparing costs of gas, oil, and coal (and occasmnally electricity)

for the particular school site. Cost of fuel alone is not necessarily the
deciding factor. While the cost of fuel, on the basis of B.T.U.'s pro-
duced per dollar, should be considered, so should the cost of storage
space, ash removal, and maintenance. While gas may be more expensive

than oil in some areas, increased maintenance connected with oil-firing,

storage tanks, pumps, and amortizing the additional cost of oil storage
and pumps may tend to equalize the cost or even reverse apparent
economies. The difficulty of making an intelligent choice is, however,
compounded by the fact that no one can with certainty predict the
comparative costs of fuels ten years hence.

At the present rate schedules, electric resistance heating has proved
economical in only a few regions of the country. The increased avail-
ability of off-peak power, due to increased capacities created for summer

air conditioning loads, may alter this situation and permit the economi-
cal use of individual room resistance heating.

Ventilation Ventilation is a twofold problenl. Under winter condi-
tions wc wish to ventilate the room without causing drafts on the pupils,
and in summer we wish primarily to cool the pupils by creating an air
flow or draft. The quantities of air involved arc greatly different. Nor-
mal practice provides at most six or seven air changes every hour for
maximum wintertime ventilation, while the Florida regulations require
an air change eyery two minutes for warm weather cooling. \\Tinter
ventilation for room cooling is best provided mechanically, but satisfac-
tory warm weather ventilation has ordinarily depended on large window
openings.

Mechanical exhaust ventilation should be used in toilets, locker-
rooms, auditoriums, gymnasiums, and similar areas for thc removal of



concentrated odors and fumes. Such exhausts draw air from other parts

of the school, neatly complementing the usual practice of supplying at
least some air to the classrooms all of the time they arc in use. Auto-
matic controls for exhaust ventilation arc costly and complicated and
should be avoided. Simple on-off switches arc adequate.

Air Conditioning Since schools haye been ordinarily closed during

the two hottest months of the Nvar, air conditioning has not been
considered except in the warmest parts of the country. With the in-
creasing trend toward summer session and all-year use of school build-
ings it should be considered. Air conditioning is more easily adapted to
forced hot air systems and systems using unit ventilators than to systems

using perimeter convector heating.

It is difficult to get firm and final estimates of the additional cost of

air conditioAing a school. However, in Alton, Illinois, haying been
pleased with one air conditioned school, they planned a second one.
Bids were taken for the building with the provision for future air condi-
tioning (appropriate -it ventilators, insulated piping, space in the
boiler room for a w. 'miller, etc.) and alternatively for the school
with complete air conciltioning. The architects estimated that the cost
of the provision for future cooling was 20 cents per square foot. The
cost of the air conditioning system was 50 cents per square foot. Conse-

quently, the total cost of the system Yvas 70 cents per square foot for
the entire building. The school itself cost $14.14 per square foot. The
cost of air conditioning was in the neighborhood of 5 per cent of the
total cost of the school.

But it makes possible certain economies. A more compact plan is
reasonable. Keeping windows closed reduces outside noise and at the
same time increases interior background noise (from the ventilating
units). This will raise tolerance for sound throughout the interior. Even
if complete air conditioning is not to be provided at the outset, the
heating and ventilating system and other aspects of building design
(including means of dealing with condensed moisture in the case of
unit ventilators) can be planned for conversion to hot weather cooling.

Lighting This is the aspect of building design for which standards
have been nised in the most revolutionary way, due without doubt to
an intensive educational campaign financed and intelligently conducted

by the electrical industry. To illustrate the rapid rise of these standards,

the 1943 Massachusetts Department of Public Safety Regulations sax ,

"Artificial lights when used shall provide illumination . . . equal at
least to the minimum intensities specified . . . and ma\ be by elec-
tricity or gas, or by oil lamps . . ." The specific intensity for "Ordinary
class, recitation and study rooms, library . . . and . . . laboratories in
schoolhouses . . . 5 ft. candle."

In 1952 the Illuminating Engineering Society recommended the
minimum footcandle levels for schools which arc shown at the right of
this page.

Today because of recent research new measurements for lighting arc
being worked on based on vismil tlsks to he performed rat-hci than on
rooms.

With unnersal acceptance of the principle that the quality of light
is as important as the quantit . unproved school lighting becomes
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Place

Classroomson desks and chalkboards

Studs' halls, lecture rooms, art rooms, offices,
libraries, shops, and laboratories

Classrooms for partially seeing pupils and
those requiring lip readingon desks and
chalkboards

Drafting rooms, typing rooms, and sewing
rOCIMS

Reception rooms, gymnasiums, and swimming
room',

Auditoriums (not for study), cafeterias, locker
rooms, washrooms, corridors containing
lockers, and stairways

Opcn corridors and storerooms

Footcandles

30

30

50

50

20

10

5



LIGHTING
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Reprinted from Schoolhouse. Edited by

Walter McQuade, Simon and Schuster, N. Y., 1958

(cD 1958 by Aluminum Company of America;

.ar eEggers and Higgins and tu2i+ u ,4

TYPICAL FIXTURES CEILING PLAN

Oirect lighting, square fixture with lens,

20 fixtures of 200 watts each

Oirect lighting, louvered troffer with

30 by 35 degrees shielding,

18 fixtures of 100 watts each

Oirect lighting, round fixture with lens;
20 fixtures of 200 watts each

Direct lighting; diffuser troffer;
16 fixtures of 100 watts each

Direct I.,hting; translucent plastic
enclosure;

18 fixtures of 100 watts each

ITL:ELTI_LTTI_J

r-m1r-i=

Direct lighting, lensed fixture;
16 fixtures of 100 watts each

11//

bottom, with four 48 inch lamps;

Oirect lighting, translucent plastic

9 fixtures of 200 watts each

Direct-indirect lighting, enclosed globe,

20 fixtures of 200 watts each

Indirect lighting; concentric ring with

silver bowl lamp; stem at least 30 inches;

9 fixtures of 500 watts each

NW

0 0 0

o 0 0

o 0 0

Semi-indirect lighting; glass bowl, stem

at least 30 inches long;

15 fixtures of 300 watts each

Semi-direct lighting, louvered bottom

with 35 by 25 degrees shielding;

15 fixtures of 100 watts each

Semi-indirect lighting; plastic bottom
panel, stems at least 30 inches long;

6 fixtures of 264 watts each

Luminous ceiling, 9 rows of 7 lamps;

63 fixtures of 50 watts each



FIXTURE BRIGHTNESS

(in foot lamberts)

75"

BRIGHTNESS

AT DESK

LEVEL

(in foot
candles)

LAMP LIFE

(,n hours)

u-...........
1 75'

0° 45' 60°

60 to 45° 221/2 °

400 800 to 2200 3400 29 5 750

400 800 to 2200 3400 31 750

;00 700 to 1250 1800 32.3 7500

600 800 800 29 7500

800 800 to 13C0 1400 28 7500

600 1000 2000 33.8 7500

1000 1200 to 1250 1250 30 7500

00 to 2000 1000 to 2000 1000 to 2000 29 750

5 to 250 5 to 250 5 to 250

300 300 300

300 550 to 1500 1700

225 325 35L

Brightness from various angis ranges from

100 to 200 foot lamberts In this continuous fix-

ture (If lamps are at least 2 feet above plastic

ceiling)

POWER

REQUIRED

(in watts) REKRKS COST COMPARISON

The brightnesses of these fixtures are generally high;

4000 operating costs are also high; a suspended ceiling

is required to house these, the heat they radiate

lay also be a problem in warm weather

installation cost

The brightnesses of these fixtures are generally high;

4000 operating costs are also high; a suspended ceiling is

required to house these; the heat they radiate may

be a problem in warm weather

Fixture brightness is high; ceilings are dark; instal-

1800 felon costs are high (a suspended ceiling is required);

this fixture creates reflected glare problem; eggcrates
like these are difficult to clean

maintenance, relamping
and power for 20 years

\

Fixture brightness high; ceilings dark; installation
1600 costs are high, brightness high in direct

glare zone

1800 High fixture brightness; overly contrasting ceiling
patterns

1600 High brightness values; initial cost of fixture is high,

but operating costs are low

High fixture brightness, especially in glare zone; if

1800 two lamps are used in this fixture, brightness Is

reduced but twice as many fixtures are required

\\

Brightness excessive and varies considerably, depending

4000 on size and shape of gl3be; rarely used In modern

classrooms

25.8 1009 4500

30.5 750 4500

33 7500 1500

30 7500 1600

60 7500 3150

Low fixture brightness; good brightness patterns on

ceiling; high wattage and operating costs, but with

lowest initial cost; lamp life is low; easy maintenance;

difficult to use this fixture on a low ceiling

If a relatively dense diffuser is useJ, brightnes:. of

fixture can be lowered; mainten3nce is difficult
the bowl is a dust catcher

Ample light, but with excessive brightness (unless

shielding is better than usual); poor pattern of light

(unless supplementary lighting Is provided); reflected
glare Is aiso bad

N

Excellent brightness patterns; high efficiency; a rela-
tively new type of fixture, developed to utilize new

high-output lamps; becoming Increasingly popular

Excellent brightness patterns; difficult to maintain,
requires frequent washing to remain effective;

very high Initial cost
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Lighting standards have changed
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increasingly complex. The paradox of lighting is as follows:

High intensity lighting is desirable.
The higher the intensity, the greater the brightness (of the light

source) and the brightness contrast (between light source and back-
ground).

Brightness and brightness contrast are very undesirable

The choice of the types of lighting ma lie between:
Area lighting

Direct lighting

Indirect lighting

Directindirect lighting
Luminous ceiling.

Arca lighting is for large spaces. such as gyms.

Indirect lighting and luminous ceilings overcome the lighting para-
dox by enlarging the arca of light source to the dimensions of the entire
ceiling, thereby reducing brightness to a tolerable magnitude even for
very high intensities. Both types require additioual heights, for which
the building must be plannedindirect lighting requires increased ceiling
height; the luminous ceiling requires an extra space (the cavity) above
the ceiling (the diffuser). Both are well suited for use in remodeling old

school buildings, where required ceiling heights are usually found and
frequently constitute one factor of obsolescence. Indirect lighting is
very expensive and quite inefficient for achieving high intensities, but
lends itself well to decorative treatments. Luminous ceilings, using cor-

rugated vinyl plastic diffusers, may fit more easily into an economy
budget, but present problems of maintenance have not yet been solved
(outside of commercial applications).

Direct lighting must be carefully designed for overlapping patterns
and even distribution and as nearly uniform intensities as practicable
without disturbing cross shadows. It cannot provide intensities compa-
rable to luminous ceilings without exceeding limits of tolerance for
brightness. For ordinary classroom heights the cost of dircct lighting
rises sharply when an intensity of 3S footcandles is exceeded.

The choices for lamps usually lie between fluorescent and incan-
descent lamps, except that luminous ceilings allow no choice; they can
use only fluorescent lamps. Wiring and fixtures for direct, fluorescent
lighting are usually somewhat more expensive to install but cheaper to
operate than those for incandescent lighting. Direct fluorescent lighting
provides uniform, reasonable, high-intensity illumination. It also releases
substantially less heat per watt, reducing the ventilating load.

In the interest of operating economy, separate switches should be
provided for the outside row of lights parallel to the windows. Elaborate
expensive fixtures should not be used in public areas. Fixtures should
not be selected solely on the basis ot easy cleaning and relamping, but
on the merit of lighting characteristics. Sonic of the alternatives are indi-
cated in the lighting chart from Schoolhouse. Incandescent lamps
should be used in rooms where lights are used intermittently and for
short periods of time and where high intensity illumination is not
required. Simple industrial fixtures can be used in service areas. Recessed
fixtures ordinarily cost more to install than surface types.

Any consideration of lighting without companion consideration of
painting and color of the surround is a snare and a delusion. Bright



lights sparkling in a dark s110-01111d MC WOrSC, frolll the standpoint of
conditions for seeing, than 101%1.1 intensities in a baidOCCd environment.

Consider the whole siirromid, the glare and reflections, not just how
man\ footcandles of raw light are preferred. At the rate that recom-
mended intensities of light are climbing, with some authorities claiming
that 70 footcandles are optimum for school tasks, it is foreseeable that
schools will retreat from triing to provide light solely from the plane of
the ceiling and instead introduce spot arranaments of high intensity in
particular portions of a room. !ndeed it is quite likely that the homelike
floor lamp or wall spotlight will find a place in the classroom of the
future, to provide prescribed intensities of light for special tasks and to
a\ old 1111111anageablc heat from ',1 Ceding that has become a cooking as
well as a lighting mechanism. Remember \ ou are buying seeing. This
can be a different thing from the simple purchase of mounting quanti-
ties of electricih. Therefore look at the whole environment, not just
the foot-candles.

Plumbing Since the cost of plumbing usualh moves within such
a narrow range between what is required by local code and what may
be considered luxury, thc number and location of fixtures being the
only variable, it presents little opportunity for significant savings. (As
for conspicuous wasting of the tax money, the elimination of restrictive
codes, which under thc guise of health considerations perpetuate anti-
quated trade practices so as to preserve on site jobs, deserves examina-
tion.)

For thc austerity budget, only the minimum number of toilets and
fixtures in compliance with local codes should be supplied. Experience
has shown that there has been a tendency to be lavish in supplying
extra fixtures in toilets and shower rooms. The single most important
factor in determining the number of toilets required in a school is the
faculty attitude toward toilet-going. If the attitude is permissive, fewer
toilets are needed. If toilet-going is scheduled at spccific times, en
masse, 1110TC toilets are required.

If it is considered to thc advantage of the classroom that children
(in the lower elementary grades) should not have to go down the corri-
dor to use the toilet, thcn individual classroom toilets will be thc logicai
and not verv expensive choice, Similarly if the educational program
requires sinks in even classroom, such small amenities of tcaching will
represent relatively insignificant additions to the total cost of building,
and real value will be added to the school program.

For the austerity budget separate toilet facilities for the principal or
teachers nim often be eliminated in small secondan schools. But, where
they are located adjacent to major toilet facilities Or are located on the
main watei and sewer connections, they do not cost an excessive amount.

Insulation of domestic waterpiping is rarely required unless it is

located in unheated spaces in the outside air or above the frost line.
Where a boiler is used for hcating, domestic hot water max' be obtained
as a by-product, with provision of a small separate water heater to stipph'
hot water when the heating plant is not in operation. Avoid the use of
blending valves, use heat exchanges to accomplish the same purpose.

The plumbing requirements for special science rooms should be
carefully considered, Elementary programs seldom justify the same
special laboratory sinks and plumbing necessary for more advanced
science work. For elementary schools, the use of portable science demon-

... and so have plumbing standards.
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Movable partitions

make it possible for

the school to chenge

without major altera-
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stration carts which allow a greater flcxibihty of school program should
be considered.

The use of nonferrous water-supply piping 'h as copper tubing is
recommended. Smaller pipe sizes arc i.equired and labor installation
costs arc lower. Threading of piping is eliminated :aid lighter pipe
hangers may he used.

Interior Surfaces

On thc basis of EFT'S suiveN, the cost of interior wall partitions
amounts to nearly onc-sixth of the cost of the school building. Costs of
partitions plus ceilings, finished floors, and built-ins (and including
painting) amounts to nearh one quarter of the total cost.

Yct clear cost advantages are difficult to define bccausc maintenance
costs may be as important a consideration as initial cost. The following
comments arc suggestive of sonic of thc choices and issucs. They are
far from exhaustive.

Interior partitions Opinions regarding interior partitions vary as
much as thcir costs. There is a tremendous range of acceptable parti-
tions. Essentially thcrc arc three issues in addition to cost. flexibility,
acoustics, and esthetics. In many localities the least expensive classroom
partition will be a lightweight aggregate concrete block, painted. This
economy can be lost if care is not taken in locating conduits and pipes
or if blocks arc laid with fashionable stacked joints (all vertical joints
in a straight line). Such walls present problems of sound transmission.
Plastering on one side only or spraying with plastic on both sides will

A improve their acoustic qualities. But such walls, while they are accept-,
fat able to many, still remain esthetically unsatisfactory to some. One archi-

tect has written EFL describing them as ". . . a material fit for garages
and basements, not for walls within which one wants to live, learn, or
teach; 'igh and clammy to the touch, wet in summer, cold in winter,
hard, characterless, etc., etc.; ;t cracks, it peels, it cannot be laid straight.
Enough said."

Further, such walls do not provide the vaunted flexibility so often
claimed. The statement that these walls can be "knocked out with a
hammer" is fantasythey are almost never destroyed. Once up, they
are there for good; for who, without a feeling of guilt, will destroy or
otherwise dispose of public property?

Steel studs or wood studs with half-inch thick dry wall applied with
taped joints on each side provide low cost, acoustically satisfactory
partitions.

Prefabricated metal partitions of the type ordinarily used in offices
will be expensive initially, especially for good ones which provide the
needed acoustic isolation. The additional cost will not be justified unless
they will be moved several times in the life of the building. But at least
their movement does not involve their destruction, for they are movable.

The amount of floor space occupied by the partitions should also be
considered in looking toward economy, particularly in large schools
where it mounts up. Protective surface treatment of at least the lowest
tbird of interior walls is highly desirable or absolutely required accord-
ing to the importance attached to maintenance. This protective wearing
surface, the dado, should be of a material that does not soil, or show
that it has been soiled, and should be easily cleanable. It should require



no 1c:finishing to be restored to its original condition. la other words, it

should be impervious, hard enongh to resist denting or scratching, but

also pleasing to the eve in color and texture, smooth, warm, soft to thc

touch, and free of glare. Which of these conflicting requirements will

be gi en preference will depend on whether the choice will be made

from the pomt of s kV of the child or of the custodianand each has
alid claims for preference. ln classrooms the &Am may be, ;n the

reverse order of their first costs: IA wood, plastic (vinyl), or plastic

laminate ( formica ). In corridors, in addition to these: ceramic tile,
glazed ceramic units (glazed terra cotta ) , and glazed brick arc often

chosen. The cheapest alternate to all these, applicable to concrete block

\sails only, is the N'en serviceable vitreous spray coating. 'IThe desir-

ability of ceramic tile for walls of toilet rooms, kitchens, and backs of

sinks even in classrooms is well known. Applied plastic films may cost

750 or more per square foot. Their economy against paint at 6¢ per

square foot is open to question. It is doubtful if their life will justify

thc difference.

Floorings Flooring offers perhaps the clearest and easiest t under-

stand case study of low initial cost and high maintenance Versus high

initial cost and low maintenance. The graph on this pagc, thc figures for

which wcrc taken from David A. Pierce's book, Saving Dollars in Build-

ing Schools, published lA Reinhold. illustrates the issue. Pick any period

of time and thcrc will be a most economical flooring. But we cannot
ordinarily know in advance thc period for which the building will be

NOTE: Prices are for one

city.

Maintenance is based on

labor costs of $2.30 per

hour.

Based on figures from

Saving Dollars in Building

Schools, David A. Pierce,

Reinhold Publishing Cor-

poration, 1959.
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used. Nor can we anticipate %%hen major remodeling will occur. Further-
more, because the flooring materials industry is extremeh competitne
and continues to deAelop new, better, more economical, and More
suitable floorugs, we can look for considerable future advancement.
The floor ou wear out ten sears f.-oin now %%ill Rd% be replaced with
a flooring not now available.

In classrooms and for general use, asphalt tile floor:, piovide
good economy. The greaseproof hpe can be used in cafeterias. The
premium cost of 31,;" tile is not justified by additional length of life as
tile is usually replaced because of cupping or brittleness before it wears
through. The cost of 11)%1 asbestos tile is ahnost double. It is true that
vind tile can be used without waxing for a while (usually not mei six
month, ) but once it has been waxed the cost of upkeep is about tEe
same as for asphalt tile. Terrazio floors cost more, last longer, are easier
to maintain, and are probably only justifiable in halls. In certain sections
of the countn notably Floridaterrazzo is substantially more economi-

..
cal. But again consider the suitability cif the floor as well as first cost and
long-term cost.

Among the special purpose floors for toilet rooms and kitchens,
ceramic tde floors arc generally considered essential for long-term econ-
omy. Greaseproof asphalt tile kitchen floors can be tw ice replaced for

Some schools are the money spent on ceramic tile.

experimenting with carpets. Quarry tile, long a favorite with uncritical kitchen planners, is made
to stand up under the wheels of industrial trucks; its application in
school kitchens wastes money on unused qualities unless food is routed
from a central kitchen and brought in on trucks. Gmnasium floors of
mapk are ordinarily considered necessary for competitive games
although they arc expensi-,'e and costly to maintain.

For playroom use and for the elementary school gym cork asphalt
pavement and plastic cork tile have lately entered the competitive
field. The latter is a cork tile made with a plastic binder and is said
to combirc, the softness, insulating qualities, and resiliency of cork

1 0 2 tile with the permanence of an impervious plastic surface and with
pleasing colors. Stage floors must always be nonsplintering soft wood,
unfinishcd, which it is easy both to put nails into and to pull nails out of.

Vestibule floors, especially in a northern climate, must be nonslip,
neither affected by water nor eroded by the daily rubbing-in of sand
and clay or by the scuffing of black composition soles. Here may be the
only economically justifiable use of slate, flagstones, brick pavement, or
quarry tile; the smallness of the areas involved allows the best suitable
flooring to be selected regardless of the cost. For storage rooms, shops,
closets, receiving spaces, boiler-rooms, mechanical rooms, and other
areas of hard wear where there is no need for appearance, trowelled
concrete with a siirface hardener should be used. It is uneconomical
to paint concrete floors because of the need for frequent repainting. If a
concrete floor is going to be painted for improved appearance, it would
be more economical to install asphalt tile in the first place. Concrete
floors arc acceptable foi usc in corridors only if part of an extreme
austerity budget.

Recently a large high school began to experiment with wall to wall
carpets m classrooms and corridors. Contrary to general expectations,
maintenance problems have not increased. Replacement will be simple,
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Ceiling, 'lime is a tendenci to think of a ceduig as being merely
the undeiside of something else floor or roof above) which has bccn
chosen for other «msiderations befole the ceding was thought of as
such This line of thinking sometimes lets the choice of ceding deterio-
late into a 1)10KeSS of making the most of what we kvc.

Ceiling as the finished or unfinished underside of the framed floor
or roof abme prm ides economies 00 a limited scale. Occasionally the
sasing of the cost of a furred ceding can be nibbled away if there is
increased cost of finishing or painting the exposed framing members or
fitting acoustic or other finish materials to the underside of deck or
girders, or if there is extra expense for exposed piping and wiring and
es en duct work or installing lighting. If finishing materials such as

acoustic tiles are used at all, then- cost represents the greater part of any
ceiling, furred or exposed. Nevertheless, thc system employing a type
of deck, the underside of which has at onsi;: propert, remains un-
doubtedly the most economical ceiling. Exposed structural members
often contribute to the esthetics of thc building. Furred and finished
ceilings are the alternate choice, desirable in classrooms because they
provide:

Space between finished ceiling and framed deck in which to run
pipes, wiring, ducts.

Cheap insulation of an air space if it is roof above.
Level unbroken surfaces, to which to apply finish, to space lighting

fixtures, and to serve, if so dcsigncd, as a light reflector.
A finished appearance.

Furred ceilings of plaster or firc codc plasterboard will sometimes
add half to one-hour fire resistance to unprotected steel frning, which
is ratcd at no resistance at all.

In gyms, shops, and large storage spaces there is no objection to
omitting furred ceilings. But in small spaces, especially in closets and
the like, it will often be found chcaper to provide a furrcd ceiling at a
minimum height than to carry par:.-itions and wall finishes up additional
distances to thc underside of the dcck above.

Wherever possible, furred ceilings should be kept at the same levels
in adjoining spaces, indeed, in the whole classroom and administrative
arca of the building, both for the economy of framing and for allowing
for future relocation of partitions without refraining ceilings.

Acoustic properties of thc ceiling have been treated earlier.
The luminous ceiling (which uses the entire ceiling as one room-

sized lighting fixture) is a special casc of furred ceiling, and is discussed
as part of the mechanical equipment.

Cabinet work and wood trim This is a substantial element of cost
and offers many possibilities for economy. Chair rails, cornices, picture
moldings, wood paneling, and mill-work built on thc job aie ex-
pensive and their need should be questioned. All cabinet work should





be of simple design. Doors and drawers should be omitted wherever
possible. The identical unit should be repeated as often as practicable
to facilitate economy in production. Items should be designed so that

they can be made at the mill with a minimum of job fitting. Clear stock

or hardwoods are usually not needed if the wood is to be painted.

Painting Economy in painting can be achieved by omitting paint

in storage areas, boiler-rooms, closets, custodial spaces, and similar
rooms. Expensive permanent finishes which eliminate repainting should

be checked carefully as to their initial cost.
New plaster ceilings are better unpainted until the walls receive

their first repainting, to allow the plaster to dry out more thoroughly.
It is barely poseible to detect that the ceiling has not been painted.
Remember that paint is inextricably mixed with the question of lighting.

The aim should be to make the whole environment perform to the
maximum.

THE PROCESSES

The processes of contracting and building have a special impact
on the cost of the building. The creation of a building is under the
direction of the architect, but he usually employs for his work a struc-
tural engineer, a mechanical engineer, and perhaps other specialists. In

some cases they may be working together for the first time. These spe-

cialized designers arc often working in different offices away from each

othcr. This contributes to problems of communication and coordination.
Ordinarily no one knows at the time the building is being designed

who will build it. The specialized knowledge of up to the minute prod-

uct and labor costs which the future contractors and subcontractors
have is not usually available to the architect in any formal way, although

he may explore cost factors with builders informally while developing
his plans. For these reasons, the way in which certain steps in the
complicated process of contracting and building are handled can affect

the total cost.

Prebid Checking

It is of the utmost wonomic importance, regardless of who is respon-
sible for delay, that p;ans not be put out for bids until they are thor-
oughly checked and coordinated. Change orders with cost penalties can

be a serious factor in running up costs. Initial bids ma be higher ;Ls
contractors will allow more for contingencies if plans are not clear.

Alternates

The usc of alternates in the plans and specifications is helpful only
if wisely handled. Alternates shouid be used to find out the ....ompara-
tive costs of new or experimental building methods or materials. To get

the most out of alternates they should be clearly and precisely defined.
They should always be additions to the base-bid and designed to take
advantage of possible market fluctuations or availability of materials.
Deductive alternates are usually not as accurate.

The quantity of alternates should be generally limited in fairness to

Unistrutone system of modular building.

Hoover School, Wayne, Michigan. C. W.

Attwood, architect.
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thc buldcis It itquires consideiable tune and effoit to figure them.
Buddcrs oblec t to altcrnatcs because thcs ccilfusc and complicate their
Joh of estimating.

For t Ilh 1Cason mans contractors sa \ alternates increase bid prices
Ir. foicmg the contractoi to allow more liberal amounts for contin-
gencies In draw nig up bid prices the contractor rehes heavih on sub-
contractors; with nnincrous alternates the process, ahead\ difficult,

becomes ali»oq unmanageable. Therefore, use alternates sparingly if at
all, and olds for good reason.

Choice of Bid Time

Considerable economy can result from asking for bids at the most
ad\ antageous time. Unfortunatch school planning and construction
schedules seldom permit much speed up or dela\ to meet such a time.
Usually the late fall or winter, when contractors mas be low on work,
is a good time. Contracts awarded early in the \ car permit getting the
building enclosed before thc next school scar arrives. Knowledge of
local situations will be more helpful than generalizations here. Where
possible, jobs should not be let out for bid at the same time as other
large work in the arca. The preparation of a bid is hard and time-
consuming work; the average contractor has great difficulty in handling
more than one at a time.

Time Allowed for Bidding

Inadequate time to prepare bids will probably increase the price
quoted substantially. Each contractor must assemble quotations from
mans subcontractors. Limited time will probably limit the number of
subcontract figures and may increase contingency allowances.

Types of Contract

Some states require that the mechanical trades and perhaps others
be awarded as separate contracts. This is promoted and favored bs sub-
contractors who arc thus relieved of thc "bid-shopping" pressure of thc
general contractor under the single contract system. The general con-
tractors naturally favor the single contract.

The split s\ stem deprives the general contractor of the opportunity
to sdect subcontractors, not merels those who will bid the lowest price
but with whom he knows what his relations will be. In effect, he loses
control over his subcontractors both from a time and performance stand-
point. Split jobs usually take longer to complete; hence the general
contractors will include in their bid figures greater allowances for
"General Conditions" and for contingencies. The split contract is an
inefficient intrusion in a building process in which coordination and
control are keys to economy.

To get work completed bs a certain date, the so-called bonus and
pcimlty contractual clause is sometimes used. This provides a per diem
penalty if work is not completed by that date with a per diem bonus
if completed ahead of that date. This clause is difficult to administer
equitabh. Time out is us,Ally allowed for bad weather and for dehiss



cat, cd lit c hanges in ohms. The nacipretation of -bad weather- or
how mant dat s shoukl bc allow ed for a changc in plan bccomcs a mattcr

of opinion, as docs thc cxact nitcrprctation of whcn thc budding is com-

pleted. This tpc of contract clam(' is usuallt cxpohivc, Canso bad
fcchngs on thc lob, and oftcn contributo littic to thc swift execution
of the work.

Clerk of the Works

Bcsidcs thc supervision Of construction by thc archacct or somconc

from his staff, thc school board should onplot a qualificd and cxperi-

cnccd person to supervisc thc construction on a dat-to-dat basis, to

makc siit-, plans and spccifications arc bung followcd by thc buddcr.

This supert isor should be rcsponsiblc to thc board, although lic should

report his findmgs directly to thc architcct for action. If adequate action

by thc architect is not taken, thc clerk should report this to thc board.

Equipment

It has gcncrally bccn found economical to have thc equipment which
is built into thc building spccified by thc architcct and purchascd and
installed by the general contractor. This would include built-in cabinet
work, built-in kitchen equipmcnt, and thc lighting fixtures. This pin-
points thc responsibility for insuring proper fit, correct delivery time, and

coordination of thc installation, cspeciallt if morc than onc tradc is
involvcd. It also fixes responsibility for improper operation.

Somc school boards have successfully handled some of this equip-
mcnt outsidc thc 'minding contracts, but only whcn they havc an un-
usual person on thc staff who has thc ability, experience, and timc to

insurc efficient purchasing and satisfacto,; installation. Thc fee col-
lected bv the architcct and thc builder for this service is usually justificd.

On thc othcr hand, all stock movable cducational cquipment should

bc purchascd by thc school purchasing agcnt, superintcndcnt, or princi-

pal and should not bc dcicgatcd to thc architect. Quantities should be

carcfully and accurately determined to avoid ovcrbuying. Stock itcms

should bc used whcncycr possible, and cabinets should be simple but
wcll constructcd.

COMPARING SCHOOLS AND THEIR COSTS

In rcccnt t'ears, thc comparing of school costs has taken on thc aspect

of a national pastimc. Since thc schoolhousc is the most public building

in America in its conccption, plamiMg, and financing, school cconomy is

an undcrstandable matter of public concern. But quick, glib compari-

sons of school costs gcncratc more sparks than cicctricitt in thc cycr-

raging dcbatc on school costsa debate, incidcntallt, almost alwats
prcdicatcd on thc notion of the schoolhousc as storagc spacc for cduca-

hon. Productivity rarclv cntcrs into thc cost question. Yct, while it is

the hardcst elcment to wcigh, it is thc basic factor. Ilow docs the
schoolhonse contributc to thc proms which it contains?

Communitics, likc individuals, yart in thcir necds, in what they
want, and in what tho can afford to pat for thcir schools. NVhat it



costs to build a school depends fit st on the kind of educational program

planned, and second upon the kmd of schoolhouse wanted to accom-

modate this program Each cominumh must face these questions first.
The\ must be weighed m terms of the commumh's educational aspira-

hons and needs and what it can afford.

Getting the most for the school budding dollar does not mean cut-
ting the educational facilities to a bare minimum. Misunderstanding on

this point has contributed greath to the confusion about economy in
budding schools. 'lime question of what facilities are provided can and
should be distincth separated from the question of the economy with
which am gis en set of facilities is constructed. The first is a problem in
values and philosoplh. The second is a problem in building design,
construction. and finance. Of course, there is an interrelationshipa
yen significant onewhich accounts for there being some schools of
poor construction but with good pros ision for program, and others of
good construction but inadequate facilities.

Too frcqucntl we hear of comparisons of the cost of schools with-
out any effort to compare the schools. We can no more compare school

costs without comparing the schools than we can compare home costs
ithout comparing homes. All schools are not alike, nor should they be.

What arc some of the measures commonh used to compare school
costs? The most common is cost per square foot. Unfortunately, it
leaves a great deal to be desired: first, because it doesn't indicate am-
thing about thc quality of materials and construction, which add up to
the square foot cost, and second, because it doesn't relate to thc useful-
ness of the space described.

Another one of the more common measures is cost per pupil. But
unless we use a uniform method of determining how many pupils a
school will accommodate and that they have the same type of educa-
tional facilities, this measure is of limited usefulness. There arc, of
course, various ways proposed for standardizing this measure of capacity
but none have been uniformly adopted. Class size alone makes a sub-
stantial differenceswitch from 40 to 24 pupils per classroom and capac-
ity drops 40 per cent while costs per pupil jump 67 per cent. Add an
auditorium, music room, and library and costs go up, but so does the
program.

Another unit in common use is the cost per classroom. Here, the
total cost is divided by the number of classrooms. But since the total
cost may include such spaces as auditorium, library, music rooms, con-
ference rooms, or gN ins, a high unit cost could mean a generous number
of these areas or it might mean merely poor design with imich space
wasted in corridors and lobbies and service areas, On the other hand,
a low figure might mean a building composed only of classrooms with
perhaps a cubicle for the principol. As a measure of value received for
mono spent, cost per classroom is relatively meaningless.

In an attempt to clarif unit cost measures, various alternatives have
been proposed which would show how much usable educational space
is provided on a per pupil basis. But definitions are not easy. When does
an ex' To widc corridor become a supplementary classroom, or how is a
locker room classified? If definitions could be agreed upon, then a com-
parison of educational space to total arca would provide one way of
looking at design efficiency.



All of the many cost elements in a school must be considered in
order to compare schools and their costs properly.

These elements are primarily determined by the school board and
the school administration:

The immediate number of pupils who will occupy the school.
The size of the classes.

The size of the classrooms.

What auxiliary spaces, such as auditorium, gymnasium, cafeteria,
library, and music rooms, are provided and the size of each (they may
be oversized for present needs if future expansion is planned).

Those who select the site have some control over these costs:
The cost of the land.
The cost of developing the land.

Additional building costs which result from the peculiarities of
the land.

The architect is largely responsible for these elements:
The building layout and the space it produces.
The ceiling heights (which may be controlled by state code).
The type, size, and arrangement of windows and skylights.
The exterior design.

The kind of interior partitions and finishes.
The type of floors.

The amount and quality of interior cabinet work.

The mechanical engineer, working with the architect, is largely
responsible for these elements to be compared:

The arrangement of plumbing (there may be a code).
The type of heating.

The ventilation system (codes may control this, too).
The type of artificial light and how much is provided (codes ak,o).

Here are some general items for which no one is directly responsible
but which must be considered in comparing schools and their costs:

The year in which the schools were built and the influence of
different building cost levels.

The levels of local wage rates in the towns.

The climate, which will affect over-all size and mechanical costs.

If a reasonable comparison of tivo schools and their costs is wanted,
it is possible to make one. It requires considerable effort and some
knowledge of costs to do it. Here is i example of how an actual cost
comparison might look.

The school board in Town A was severely criticized because one of
its recent elementary schools had cost $1,400 per pupil and $20.09 per
square foot, whereas Town B, not far away, had built a school three
years earlier for $657 per pupil and $13.11 per square foot.

An analysis of the schools and their costs would look like this:
Table VIII shows the step by step process which should be followed

to account for the difference in cost between the two schools, by allow-
ing for the difference between the physical characteristics of the schools,

the difference in cost levels at the respective dates of construction, and
the differences in the wage rates in the town.

Tables IX, X, and Xl list the differences between the schools with
price estimates for these differences.



'Ms method of anal\ sis helps to clarif the reasons for the differ-
ences in cost between the : an schooT,. It is true that School A cost twice

:is much per pupd and 50 per cent more per square foot than School B.
But after allowing for the cost of the differences in the schools it be-
comes evident that the cost per pupil and cost per square foot are much
less disparate.

Our purpose here is to illustrate a method of comparison which is
available to those who wish to compare schools and their costs. Whether
the added items in School A, or their omission in School B, arc justified,
would find varying opinions among school boards, school administrators,

architects, school children, and taxpayers. These arc factors about w; li

reasonable people can and will differ Such an analysis make% it possib,..
to discuss specific items of difference between the schools and their costs.
The value of the differences can now be debated. Sonic of these values
arc real and tangible and others will remain forever matters of personal
opinion.

TABLE VIII

TOWN A 1 TOWN B

640 pupils [ 350 pupils
44,600 sq. ft. I 17,548 sq. ft.
Built, 1957 j Built, 1954

Dollar Cost
TOWN A TOWN B

Cost per Pupil
TOWN A TOWN B

Cost per sq. ft.

TOWN A TOWN B

Total Cost without Land 896,000 230,000 1,400 657 20.09 13.11

1 1 0 Less Fees 40,000 11,000 62 31 .90 .63

856,000 219,000 1,338 626 19.19 12.48

Less Equipment 36,000 12,000 56 34 .81 .68

820,000 207,000 1,282 592 18.38 11.80

Less Site Development 72,000 20,000 112 57 1.61 1.14

Less Cost of Added Features 748,000 187,000 1,170 535 16.77 10.66

(Table IX) 85.600 133 1.92

Less Cost of Lower Maintenance 662,400 187,000 1,037 535 14.85 10.66

Items 33,500 52 .75

628,900 187,000 985 535 14.10 10 66

Less 10% Price Rise (3 yrs.) 62,890 98 1.41

566,010 187,000 887 535 12.69 10.66

Less Allowance for Wage Differential 27,672 43 .62

538,338 187,000 844 535 12.07 10.66

Ltss Adjusted Cost of Added Rooms 125,166 196

4i 3,172 187,000 648 535 12.07 10.66



TABLE IX Additional Features in School A, Which Added $85,600 to the
Cost

Feature

Stud joists

l3asketball baskets

Unloading canops

Intercom

Controlled dock sl stem

\\ ardrobes

Cubicles and storage facilities

Book storage

File and paper storage

Toilet facilities

Ventilation

Fire extinguisher

Individual classroom exits

Plastic roof bubbles

Plastered walls

Fliocl lighting

Decorative lightingentrance corridor

Radiant heat in kindergarten floor

Recessed display panels and cases

School A School B

Com eakd

Six

Included

Included

Included

Closed-ventilated

Included

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Recessed

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Exposed

None

None

None

None

Open-hanging

None

Limited

Limited

Limited

Limited

Face-mounted

None

None

None

Nmie

None

None

None

TABLE X Money Spent in School A to Get Lower Maintenance

Added cost
School B to school AFacility School A

Roof deck

Lighting

Dishwasher

Electric service

Radiant perimeter heating

TOTAL

Composition
(fireproof)

Fluorescent

Included

Underground

Included

Wood
(nonfireproof)

Incandescent

None

Overhead

None

-

-

$11,000

12,000
1 1 1

2,000

5,000

3,500

$33,500

TABLE XI Added Room Facilities Provided in Scwol A

Area
Additional Facilities (sq. ft.)

Multi-teaching rooms 1,800

Auditorium-gymnasium 5,220

Library 1,000

Larger classrooms 1;630

Prnripal's office 340

Remedial rooms 381

I OTAL 10,371

1



Some of the things

contributing to

the quality and

cost of a school are:

Television

Libraries

21 c-Iktrerk F7u411.1

Careful educational planning is as im-
portant to real economy as careful
architectural planning. Enough time for
educational and architectural planning
will save money.

Selecting the best architect for your
project is as important as any decision
you will make in the building project.
The best is no more expensive than the
worst.

Cet professional advice before you buy
the site. A cheap one may cost more to
develop and may push building costs up.

Don't waste space--every square foot
of building costs money. Be sure you
need it.

s Corridors, boiler rooms, and other non-
instructional areas don't do much for
education. Cut down on waste here.

1 1 2 Use out of doors areas where you can
it costs less than building.

Vocationai Shops

Exterior walls are expensivea short,
simple perimeter will save money.

Simplicity of detailingthe process of
putting the building together will
contribute to both economy and quality.

a Use repetitive modular building ele-
ments wherever possible for economy in
construction.

Don't waste materials or use them un-
wiselysubstantial economies are avail-
able through careful selection of
building materials.

a Building with movable partitions will
cost more initially, but may save future
costs and keep the school from be-
coming obsolete.
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Intelligent multiple use of space offers
real economy. Corridors, cafeterias, audi-
toriums, and classrooms can all serve
double duty.

The use of operable wallswhich can
be moved to combine or subdivide space
offers both initial economy in building
and freedom in program.

Foundations should be designed for
imposed loads, not according to arbitrary
practice.

Be sure your architect is concerned with
your acoustical problems before you
build. Treating the problems later is
expensive.

The quality of light is as important--
or more importantthan the quantity,
particularly above 30 footcandles.
Consider special lights for special tasks
rather than raising lighting intensity
throughout the schoo/.

Watch out for overdesign in the heating
system. It will cost more initially and
more to operate if it is overdesigned.

Consult your insurance agent during
design. Make sure you won't have to pay
an excessive amount for fire insurance.

Use bidding alternates in moderation
but use them, particularly to test the
economies of new building methods or
materials.

Don't confuse cheapness with economy.

Remember that the purpose of every-
thing that goes into the schoolhouse is
to advance the educational program.
True economy is achieved where the
building supports the educational pro-
gram to the highest degree.

Physical Education

Language Laboratories

4
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Science Laboratories
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At an interest rate of 4 per cent, it costs over $1,650,000 to retire a

million dollar bond issue in 30 years. A 1 per cent advance in the rate

of interest would add another $160,000 to the cost. Borrowing adds sub-

stantially to the total pricc of a school lotulding. The alternative to

borrow ing, of course, is to put all construction on a pay-as-yoli-go basis

or to have built up reserve funds which can be drawn on for just such

purposes. But few school districts (and few individuals buying a home )

4
are either willing or able to pay for a building outright. Since school

/ I districts often are already under the shadow of past debts, to change to

a pay-as-you-go plan tends to place an unduly heavy burden on today's

taxpayer. Yet, pay-as-you-go is a prudent policy and can be used with

discretion to meet part of capital outlay expenses. Such items as site

acquisition, site development, minor additions, and renovations arc

among those which can oftcn be met by expenditures from current

funds.
The pay-as-you-go system is rarely feasible. The use of reserve funds

is not often the answer either. Theoretically at least, the acquisition of

reserves during periods of little vr no construction and the use of these

funds, eithff exclusively or in conjunction with long-term borrowing,

enables a local school district to spread out the cost of capital outlaN

prcgrams more evenly. Not only is the local tax rate less sub,ect to fluc-

tuations and instability, but the interest cost is also reduced. Ilistoricallv,

however, reserve funds have suffered from mismanagement, from diver-

sion to other uses, and from the argument that the taxpayer himself

could earn more on his money than the interest which the school district

is able to secure. Moreover, school boards usu dly meet taxpayer resist-

ance Hien they attempt to levy taxes for indeterminate future needs.
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"Let us all . . . live within our means
even if we have to borrow the money to
do it with."

Artemus Ward
Natural History

As for states, the pressure on their finances is usualls too great to set

up construction reserve funds of hundreds of millions of dollars for
payment to local districts as future building needs may fequire. in fact,

the trend is for state legislatures to tap existing reserve funds to put
public works programs into action. Reserve funds arc consequently dis-
liked by the financial conununity unless the funds arc free of a public
body or public control and are in the hands of a trustee. Such funds do
not represent the same kind of tangible security as school bonds.

For almost all school districts borrowing is necessary. And borrow-
ing usually means the issuance of long-term obligations. These long-
term loans in the form of bonds may be for 10, 20, 30, and even 40
ears. Short-term loans for a period of I to 5 years or less are sometimes

used as a temporary measure to tide a district over to a better marketing
period. These temporary loans must be paid off with the proceeds of
long-term bond issues. Many states have not yet passed legislation
permitting such short-term financing of school construction.

When a school district wants to borrow money, it is competing with

all other classes of borrowers, including financial institutions, private
corporations, and other governmental bodies. In order to get the best
terms, i.e., the lowest interest, a school district must make its offering

as appealing as it can to as many classes of potential investois as
possible. This is one of the reasons why the serial bond is the type of
bond used by school districts. A serial school bond issue consists of
bonds, usually of $1,000 denomination, so ;:cheduled that some bonds
fall due each year for the length of the issue, the number &pending on
the repayment schedule. The serial bond attracts a greater variety of
customers. It is of interest to those preferring either 1-10 year bonds or
10-20 year bonds, as well as to those who wish to myest theil money for

periods from 20 to 30 years. Commercial banks, which represent the
largest single investors in school issues (holding some 30 per cent) and
which head many of the bidding syndicates, prefer to invest their own
money in the short I to 10 year maturities. Savings banks, on the other
hand, would rather have longer serial bonds, as would casualty and fire
insurance companies. Pension funds and certain insurance companies
frequently prefer 30 year obligations.

MARKETABILITY OF SCHOOL BONDS

School bonds represent a substantial portionclose to one-thirdof
all municipal bonds being offered in the money market. The price which

investment bankers are willing to pay for them is determined by a variety

of factors, including the credit of the district, the demand for school
bonds of similar quality originating in the same state, and the current
condition of the money market at the time the bonds are issued. School
districts can secure better bids, that is, lower interest rates, if they under-

stand the preferences and requirements of people in the securities busi-
ness and, so far as statutes and regulations permit and the needs of the
school district allow, design their issues to fit these requirements.

Although their tax-free income gives school bonds a particular appeal

to certain groups of investors, these bonds still lack the highest degree



of marketabihty because the bond market tends to favor obligations
backed by the credit of the state. The most important factor in market-
abilit is the ci-edit rating which a bond carries. These ratings are pre-
pared by firms which specialize in stddying and evaluating the relative
investment quality of all kinds of bonds, those of private corporations as
well as those of public agencies. The rating of securities takes into
account snch factors as the present outstanding debt of the district, its
general econonnc level and social conditions, and the cost of its current
operations. Moodt's Investors Service, on a rating scale which starts
with Aaa, gencralh rates school bonds Aa. A, and Baa. School bonds
rated Aa and A generally command a lower interest rate. Standard and
Poor's Corporation, another major rating sefvice, applies quality symbols
which for school bonds range usually from Al and A to B1+.

Marketability of bonds is often increased as school district bounda-
ries become larger or if thc districts arc coterminous with cities or
communities of high repute. Programs for district consolidations or
plans which provide for the financial strengthening of local school dis-
tricts will often raise credit ratings and help insure lower interest rates.

Marketability can also be strengthened by direct state action. It is
for this reason that some states, such as Florida, issue bonds on behalf
of the counties. On January 27, 1958, the Florida State Board of Educa-
tion offered a group of bond issues which totaled $7,855,000. Each bond
issue was stated to be "for and on behalf of the county" with 11 counties
participating in the group of issues to be sold. Each of the issues was to
be secured by a "first, prior, and paramount lien on state motor vehicle.
license taxes . . ." In this example, the state, while not using its own
credit, agreed to the usc of certain state funds for the payment of the
bonds offered on behalf of each participating county.

New York State now requires the State Comptroller to withhold
from State aid due a local school district such funds as may be neeessary
to pay both the principal and the interest on any default by the district.
As soon as the announcement of this legislation was distributed in
April, 1959, there was strong positive response nationally by prominent
investment banking houses, both in their releases and in their advice
to investors. This is credited with having helped the stability of New
York school bonds in May and June of 1959 during a weak bond market.
In effect, it resulted in their upgrading.

Any way in which the state can be brought into thc picture will
improve the rating of the thousands upon thousands of relatively
obscure school districts. And at 4 per cent interest, a favorable change
in rating can mean an interest saving of Vs to 1/4 of 1 per cent. On one
million dollars over 30 years, this could mean a saving of $40,000 to the
taxpayers. Consequently, one key to economy in capital financing is
raising the rating of a school district's obligations.

A other central problem in the marketability of school bond issues
is the narrowness of the demand for them, coming as it does largely
from investors ia the state or region in which the bond issues originate.
Unless the individual school district carries a name well known and
respected nationally, it is a virtual stranger to the bond market outside
its own state. This is partly because of the sheer number of local
school districts in the United States and partly because of the complex
(and confusing) names carried by some consolidated districts. The
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On the basis of equal annual payments of principal, except that
the thirty year issue matures $33,000 each year for the first

twenty years, and $34,000 each year for the final ten years.
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A prospectus to advertise the community's

assets should be attractive and informative

in order to awaken investor interest.

AREA FACTS

smaller the demand, the higher \\all be the interest rate b\ the
investment bank or s\ ndicate, to enable it to sell thc howls With a

reasonable profit

1 order to broaden the school bond market, New Jerse\ recenth
published a report tor mycstors entitled "New Jerse\ Schools-1n\ est
for Your Future Securit\ ." Sinnlar publicity b\ other states can help
acquaint the in\ estment field with the desirabilit\ of their school bonds.

A school disti let is also aided 'n the sale of its bonds b\ the use
of nationall\ recognized bond counsel. Bond law and bond proceednigs

arc complex and unique, and the preparation of bond issues requires
the use of lawyers specially trained in the skills of this field Investment
bankers and commercial bankers heading the s ndicates, vdnch bid on
school district bond issues and all other types of public securities,
require that the proceedings be prepared by a firm of nationally recog-
nized municipal bond counsel and that the counsel's opinion .approvii),",

the bond issue be delivered to the successful bidder. A refusal 1)\ such
counsel to deliver an unqualified legal opinion, due to irregularities in
the bond proceedings, bond election, or bond law, will usually nuflify
the sale. In a number of school districts the local attorney for the dis-
trict is emplo\ cd at substantial expense to aid in the preparation of
the bond proceedings. This is often an unnecessary expenditure since
the local attorney must normally depend upon expert bond counsel for
his forms and often for the actual drafting of the papers.

Another aid in the sale of a district's bonds at a satisfactory interest
rate is the use of a prospectus. Knowledge of relative economic and
social conditions is fundamental to an investment syndicate's evaluation
of a district's bonds. Type of community, kind of industry present,
population data, assessed valuation, total tax levy, tax rate, tax collection

record, total debt statement. and amount of statc aid arc all among
the factors which should be analyzed in detail. Since the sole security
behind the school district bond is the taxing power of the district,
property valuation data on all private property within its limits should
be presented in detail. If there is a particularly large taxpayer, such
as a public utility or an industrial plant, its assessed valuation and a
description of its property as a taxable ei 4ionld be given. It is
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helpful also to pi esent a judicious estimate of the future nced for
additional schools. If no additional classrooms will be required for many
\ ears, that fact is of vital iniportance.

The prospectus should also present the debt of othcr pubhc bodies,
mcludmg \\ ater districts, sewer districts, and fire districts, which overlap
the school district OT he within its borders. It should include complete
details on the bonds prescnth being offered, including the maturity
schedule, the place of pak went, and provismns for redemption before
maturity.

The mistaken idea that a simple one-page circular is adequate needs
to be abandoned. The anal% tical investor in municipal bonds knows
little of the econonuc and financial soundness of each individual dis-
trict. The prospectus should awaken his interest in the bonds of a
public hod% previoush unknown to him and should prod& him with
sound factual material which will prove thc bonds arc a good invest-
n lent.

THE TIMING OF ISSUES

The interest cost of a bond issue depends on its timing as well as
on its marketability.

In periods of temporary stress it may be advisable to delay offering
a bond issue and to wait for a better market. If many school issues are
being offered for sale at the same tune, it may be wise to time an
offering so it is not made in thc same dav or week as other large ones.
There have been recent periods when there were no offerings for two
or more weeks, and then many offerings from a single state were made
in one day. Since most issues arc bid by the same syndicates and it is
difficult for syndicates to tic up large funds in more than three or four
issues, proper timing is particularly important, especially for large issues.
Recenth, for example, a single issue foi $11,270,000 was offered and
sold by one school district alone. Such timing, of course, requires a
general knowledge of the level of activity of the bond market.

The attempt to take advantage of money market conditions in order
to secure thc best possible interest rates has led some districts to rely
heavily on short-term loans. While short-term issues have been used as
a mechanism to wait for morc prcfcrrcd ratcs, this is a mechanism with
built-in problems, and it should be used with caution. One reason for
this is that after it is used once, such short-term financing usually can-
not be repeated. But more important is that in a period of rising in-
terest rates on bonds !be delmed sale may cost the district more in tne
long run. Many school districts which tried a few years ago to outguess
the money market now need to refund their short-term obligations at
a time when long-term interest ratcs arc hitting new highs.

A further danger in thc "wait and sce" method of short-term financ-
ing is that in triing to outride a period of high money iates school dis-
tricts issue a large amount of short-term debt. Too much short-term
dcbt which must bc refinanced into long-term obligations at any one
time reduces the favorable position of a district. A number of school
districts which have used short-term loans are now facing scrious
refinancing problems.

li
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WHAT IF ALL THE BIDS ARE HIGH?

If competent advice suggests that the bid or bids on a school dis-
trict's loh, term issues appear to be high, then it is sound policy to
reject the bids and to reoffer the bonds at another sale or to finance
temporarily if thc statutes permit. II is necessary to analyze those
factors which were responsible for thc unfavorable response and to take
positive steps to corrcct thcm. Bids may be high because of lack of
ccAnpetition. This is particularly true of rural districts where only one
bid may have bccn received. In such a case it is probably wise to reject

the bid. Indeed, it can bc stated as a general proposition that whenever
possthle a distnet should never sell its bonds if it recewes only One bid.
Unless it has other bids for comparison, it is at a loss to know whether
or not to accept the offer. If not enough parties have indicated interest
in the LJnds, better data and wider advertising in financial journals
may be called for. Or it may be that the maturities weie set improperly
for the immediate needs of the market. A district may be offering
I5-year serial bonds when issues with longer maturities are in demand.
Thcrc arc fluctuating conditions in the money market, and a district
needs to know them in order to tailor its offering to the best advantage.

Another possibility is that the issue may be too large. If so, it might bc
advantageous to offer it in two stages.

So that school districts may be able to avail themselves of the most
promising methods of long-term financing, several states have begun
to establish financial advisory services. Such services can render im-
portant help in improving marketing procedures for school bond issues.
They hold a promise of yielding substantial economies to the local
taxpayer.

LIMITATIONS ON SCHOOL DISTRICT BORROWING

AND ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

Almost all states impose some debt limitations based on property
valuations. These are usually written into the state constitution, and
rangc from a 2 per cent limit in Indiana and Kentucky to 10 per cent
in Missouri and 20 per cent in Florida.

Ratios bctwecn assessed valuation and the actual market value of
property frequently differ strikingly between school districtsall thc
way from 10 per cent to 90 per cent or more. Therefore, thc very samc
debt limitation may permit a debt for one school district in an amount
many timcs the size of that which another district with thc same
estimated total market value of property is allowed to incur. In some
cases, the law requires that all property be assessed at true and fair
market value, and there arc some communities where this is done,
but they are a very small minority. Wisconsin and New York require
that debt limitations be based on equalized full valuation. Other statcs
should move in the same direction.

One method sometimes uscd when debt limitations arc excessively



restrictive is that of permitting a district to borrow "outside the debt
hnut." Usually this needs to be thme lw state legislative action or on
authority of a state emergencv finance commissmn. Such devices are
s'ibtcrfuges at best, since the financial community is primarth con-
cerned with the district's rating rather than with technical statutory
limitations.

The problem of constitutional debt hmitation has led to the use of
various devices k which the local school district tries to circumvent
the bormwmg restrictions under which it must operate. One of the
first of these to be used successfully was the Kentucky leaseback plan.
Under this arrangement a private school building corporation is created

for tlie benefit of the local school district. The private corporation
purchases sites, erects buildings, leases them to the district, collects
rents for their use, and uses the rents to pay back the principal and
interest on its bonds. When the indebtednevs has been retired, the
nonprofit corporation deeds the school building to the district. The
corporation's project is financed through the sale of bonds, and, since
the debt is not a debt of the school district, it is not subject to the
local debt limits. The fly in this ointment. however, is that the cor-
poration does not have a top credit rating. It is, therefore, expensive
for the local district to use if. Bnt the district does use it because it has
no choice. Its own low debt limit requires such a plan.

The building corporation has a number of other weaknesses. The
most important is that its securities arc not local government obliga-
tions and, therefore, arc no stronger than the willingness of the local
school district to continue its lease-rental payments. The bonds thus
have limited marketability, and this makes them more expensive. This
is an example of how a low debt limit structure can actually add to
the cost of schools. Nevertheless, the Kentucky plan has been widely
and successfully uscd in that state for the past 30 Vears. It has also been
used extensively in Indiana.

The priNate building corporation is the direct predecessor of the
school building authority. This type of structure has been most fully
developed in Pennsylvania, both on the state level and on the local level.

The Pennsylvania constitution limits the amount of money that can
be borrowed by a school district to 7 per cent of the assessed valuation
of the taxable real property. It is estimated that the State average for
real estate assessments, exclusive of the large cities, is approximately

onc-third of truc valuation. This valuation and the 7 per cent debt limit
make borrowing problems for many Pennsylvania districts and have led
to the creation of school authorities.

The Pennsylvania State Public School Building Authority combines
the lease-rental plan of the corporation with State aid payments to
the local school district. The corporation pays off the bonds from the
proceeds of the lease-rentals it has collected from the school districts.
Although thc bonds do not pledge thc credit or the taxing power of
the Commonwealth, they arc tied to State aid payments, which gives
them a better rating than ihose of the private corporation. If a school
district defaults on its payments to the State Authority, the State is
authorized to withhold from the district an amount of rental aid equal
to the default and to make such payment directly to the Authority.

Several other types of school authorities have been developed in
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A CASE STUDY OF FISCAL FOLLY

TIME: 1908

PLACE: A New York suburb

FOR: Purchase of site and construction
of an elementa-y school

COST: $70,000

BONDING: Noncallable bonds were issued in
1908, principal payable begin-
ning 1913 to and including
1982 at $1,000 per year maturing
in 1982.

The Cost of Principal and Interest
through 1982:

1he School Cost:

The Money Will Have Cost:

THE MORAL: Money Costs Money

$181,560

$ 70,000

$111,560



Penns\ Ivama which operatc on a local rather than on a state level.
Thew ium be nidependent local authorities for individual school

districts, or the\ 11131 be authorities Set up as joint school authorities to

build projects foi SO cral school districts Joint school boards are created

by viuntary resolutions of (he individual school boards who wish to
join together. The joint district through its joint board creates a local
joint school authorih. \ lan \ authorities in Penns\ ham arc now of this
h pc, and this plan has become. one of the strongest motivating forces
for school district consolidation.

While the Pennsylvama local authority s stem of financing school
building construction has been both praised and damned by financial
experts, the consensus is that it represents an awkward financing do ice
This view holds that, v,hile it is feasible and workable, it is expensive

in terms of interest costs and does not fnrnish am evidence of saving
mei conventional school district financing; its higher interest costs are
directh transferred to both the state and the local property owner who
bears the real estate tax burden The Penns\ lvania local authority s s-

tem is illustrative of the wav restrictive conditions force legal imentions
or adaptations which arc not always efficient or economical.

In contrast to, or in conjunction with, the \ anous devices designed
to get around state imposed debt :estrictiops are the programs of direct
state action.

STATE PROGRAMS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

State Bond Issues for Loans California is the outstanding example
of a state which has used its own bonding power to finance local school

districts. Since 1949 it has issued bonds for school construction amount-

ing to $615 million.

The provisions for repaNnient of a school district loan to the State

/ 2 2 of California arc such that a district is not required to make any re-
pm ment to thc State in a N'ear when the district's, total levy to meet
prior bonded debt is 4 mills, Howevei, if a 3-mill le\ y ($3.00 per $1,000

valuation) will meet prior bonded debt in that \ ear, the district is
required to repay the State an amount equal to a 1-mill levy.

State loans to school districts in California imist be paid off in 30
sears and any debt unpaid at the end of 30 years is automatically
written off by the State. The district's annual repalment to the State
is to meet both principal and interest on the State's loan to the district,
but no interest payments on the loan are required after 23 years.

Maryland and Michigan also issue state bonds and then lend these
funds to the local districts for their building projects. The Mars land
plan, like that of California, began operation in 1949. The original
authorization was for $50 million, and additional authorizations of $20
million and $75 million were made in 1953 and 1956. Mars land law
requires that each school construction loan skill be repaid in full ,,ith
interest and that a sufficient ammal levN be made on the property within
the countv to retire the loan. The State Comptroller withholds, from
the annual State aid pa\ ment due the county, an aimmnt equal to the
countv's payment due on its loan. All the counties in Maryland have



pain( ipatcd Ill Ha: it has been necessan to gn c the State

additional bolicimg powei twin time to tiinc, to enable it to continue
this Imam ial assistalicc

lii 1955 MR Iaii cleated i S100 nnllion State loan fund for the
mcnt oi both niftiest and poncipal on school distlict bonds. The

plan pcinuts am school distlict needing construction funds, when its

tax rato be«mies wore than 13 wills foi debt service in any year, to

apply .to the State fol a hlall representing the difference between the

amount the distoct would actualIN require to pa\ principal and interest
in that cal and the amount pros ided ln a 13-1PM tax Tate. The peellh-

ants of the Michigan plan is that a district may applN at the time it
issues its bonds regaidless of lt', then current tax lee, for bond,ed in-

debtedness. For e\ample, a district ma\ lime only a 7-mill tax rate at
the t1111(.. its bonds are issued. Rut it makes application at the time of

Mllallee, anticipating that Ill a future sear it ma., have to push its rate

up to 13 nulls, and in am Near in which its rate goes over 13 mills the

State steps in to help. Almost all dishicts issuing bonds applN for State

assist-MR(2 e\ en though erN few of them need it at thc time of issuance.

This Michigan program represents a cheap -standby device," and as

such has man\ desirable features.

Other St"tc Funds fur Loans Some states have revolving loan
funds for aid to local districts. These funds arc set up with monies from

current reNenues, special appropriations, or other Sources exclusive Of

holld issues. Arkansas has such a fund from which it grants small loans,

the ina\inium benig $50,000 to any onc district. Almost all thc districts

in the State have used the fund since its establishment 12 years ago.

The same t\ pc of fund exists in North Carolina, where it is called thc

State Literary hind, but the North Carohna fund has lx n used by
Nery few school districts because of strict requirements and a low

mum limit on loans.

Virginia's loan fund, also known as thc State Literary Fund, has
been used ln most of the districts which have let contract ,. ror school

construction since 190. Loans up to 100 per cent of thc of con-

struction lime been made with relatively low interest rates. Annual
repm limits On the principal are made over a period of 30 years. Under

this arrangement More than $36 million was committed to school dis-

tricts in the ears between 1950 and 1957.

State Crants Iii addition to loans, state bonds have been issue..1 to

finance all or part of a program of direct state grants in a number of
states, including South Carolnia, Delaware, Vermont, and Washington.

These states ha\ e used their general crcdit to borrow money for school

purposes and have allocated the lnolley to local school districts.

Another group of states has insiswd that local school districts use

their own borrowing capacity and issue their own bonds withoi the

awl of state bond issues. These states, however, have been liberal in

gning assistance to the districts to meet debt service payments wi their

bonds.

In Massachusetts, for example, =mai appropriations arc madc from

State general revenue to finance. direct State grants for school wristi te

hon. The grants may be used in two writ s. The State may give fun,:s

directlt to the district towards the cost of school construction. Or, on
the other hand, if the bonded indebtedness exceeds more than 50 per
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ccnt of the cost of the project, the amount of thc grant Is divided by
the number of years the indebtedness will remain outstanding, and thc
grant is paid in equal annual installments during the period in which
the bonds arc being retired. Connecticut has a somewhat similar pro-
gram using State general funds.

Other Types of State Aid In 1958 New Jersey authorized a fund
to be used to purchase a school district bond issue when a default is
anticipated, or to pay interest on such bonds in the hands of outside
holders so long as the district is unable to make such payments. Al-
though this fund is relatively small, totaling only $8 million in 1958,
it definitely has been a shengthening factor for marg;nal school district
bonds of that Statc.

The New Jersey plan has certain advantao oycr that of Michigan.
It is more flexible in that thc State can move in at any time to bolster
the bonds of a district (thereby protecting all its districts ) by taking
a weak issue out of thc regular market. In comparison, Michigan
requires stricter conformity to its eligibility regulations before a school
district can qualify for aid, in that a district must qualify its bonds long
in advance of thc time when default troubles could anse.

New York also has recently provided a ncw type of state aid program
for school building bonds. This measure gives iclief to certain school
districts which are compelled to pay an excessive interest ratc on thcir
bonds. School districts are eligible for such aid if thc rate of interest
they must pay is morc than IA of 1 per cent in excess of thc average
rate paid on similar bond maturities by those districts which sold bonds
during thc previous six months. Many districts which receive other
types of school building aid arc ineligit' for excessive interest aid.

!t is clear that the trend since 1945 has been toward further cen-

tralization of school district financing in the state capitals. One state
aftcr another has conic forward with sonie plan to help local districts
finance thcir bonds. These plans have ranged from help in meeting
interest payments to the purchase of the bonds themselves to the
taking of some type of loan contract obligation of the district in lieu
of bonds. Thcsc plans may eventually result in more financing by states
and state agencies and less financing by the local districts.

Does this mean that the voters and the local school board members
will be satisfied with less control over spending? Win thc traditional
small school district bond issue become extinct? Probably not. Both
thc short- and thc long-term outlook for school district bonds appear
good. Debt ser% ice obligations of currently outstanding school bonds
will be met with ease by nmst districts. Moreover, thc high qualih
of thcsc bonds will be recognized even more generally in future scars
as many states follow thc lead of Michigan, New York, and others in
making thc investor aware that school bonds arc among the fine.,t in-
vestment media thc market affords.



Advertise. Let the investment field know
who you are hy printing a prospectus.. A
knowledge of your assets and future growth
helps to convince potential buyers that
your community is a safe place to invest
their money.

If you're thmking of making a short-term
lean to outride a high money market,
unless you have a very clear crystal ball,
think twice. The short-term issue can be
a ghost that comes back to haunt youit
may carry you into a period of the highest
interest rates ever.

Gear your bonds to appeal to the broadest
group of buyers. Serial bonds do this
bestthey attract both long- and short-tcrin
investors

Don't sell your bonds until you need the
money. Schoolhouse construction is often
a slow process. Let the architecis complete
the plans, let the bids be taken, let con-
struction awards be made, before you sell
your bonds. It can cost you a full year's
additional interest if the bonds are out-
standing a year too soon.

Watch your timing. Don't put your bonds
up for sale when the market is glutted.
Wait for the day or week when there are
few other school issues for buyers to choose
from.

Analyze the bids. If there aren't enough
of them, or if they all seem too high, you
might be wise to withdraw the issue, re-work
it, and ofler it for sale another time.

Eliminate unnecessary legal costs. Since
you will have to retain outside legal counsel
who are specialists in the field of munic-
ipal bond law, the.e is no point in paying
your local attorney an extra fee for the
preparation of the bond proceedings. When
the bond counselors are retained to render
their opinion, they will prepare all the
necessary papers without additional cost.

Make certain your bank pays you the going
rate of intere:4 on the money you receive
from the sale of the bondsor invest the
proceeds in short-term U. S. government
securities. Much of your bond money may
be in the bank for several years while
the schoolhouse is being huilt. Make that
money work for your district.

Investigate your state's school construction
aid program carefully so you can take
advantage of all its benefits.
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TOMORROW
-,

Prediction is risky business. Predict the obvious, such as that more schools will

bc needed for more children, and the reader's reaction is "this is where I came in."

Predict the obscure, the unccrtain, the far-distant, and the reader says, "If so, are you

fel- it or against it?"

Yet there are changes making up in education, some clearly visible and visitable.

Others arc still in the talking stage but properly belong now among the things to con-

sider when a schoolhouse is planned.

i 2 6 "Form ever follows function," said Louis VI. Sullivan. Function is basic. From

function flows the original form; thereafter thc form permits the building to function

or stands in the way. The building is shaped by the way wc put buildings together

architectureand by what its owners declare will bc going on in it. Its spaces will be

arranged as the occupants will be arranged. Its surfaces will be selected according to

thc purpose of the space: warehouse surfaces for the storagc of things; shop-like sur-

faces for the making of things; satisfying and comfortable surfaces for the discussion

of things. And over both form and surface towcr considcrations of economy and

beauty.

Many a school being built today will bc operating well into the twenty-first cen-

tury. If tomorrow's school must accommodate tomorrow's methods and tomorrow's

content of education, it behooves everyone who plans a school today to think about

the probable shape of things to comesuch as these:
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SMALL SPACES WILL BE MULTIPLIABLE AT WILL AND AT ONCE

Central to the design of space for teaching and learning is how the persons in-
volved, adults ,;nd children, are to be deployed. If the custom continues of arranging
children in uniform class groups of 25 to 35 or more children to be taught by one
teacher, unaided and alone, then the schoolhouse will continue typically to be a series
of uniform classrooms, of equal-sized boxes, supplemented by such specialized large
spaccs as thc standard gyninsium, whose dimensions are determined customarily by
the requirements of basketball; an auditorium, which may stand idle for all but a few
hours each week; a cafeteria, offering little other use than noontime feeding; and a
library.

If, on the other hand, schools move toward arrangements of pupils and teachers
that vary from the solitary teacher in her solitarv classroom, the arrangement of spaces
will vary accordingly. A number of school systems, chafing under the restriction of
the conventional egg-crate arrangements of classrooms, row on row and layer on layer,
have moved on to a clustering of four or more classrooms around a central space as a
way of bringing better communkation among teachers and, to children, a sense of
community larger than the classroom but smaller than the school.

Today's clustering of classrooms is a half-step development toward the variety
of space required when teachers become members of iiistructional teams and pupils lre
regrouped from time to time during the day according to the size of group most ap-

1 2 8 propriate to the task at hand. To use an analogy from medicine, fewer teachers will
be general practitioners, and more will be specialists. Thus also will return to teaching
a zest for scholarship since each teacher on the team necds to know in depthand
have pride in knowing in deptha particular field of knowledge.

Many schools are now being designed to provide instructional spaces of varying
sizefrom individual study spaces to the small, round-the-table, seminar space, to
lecture-discussion rooms that double, triple, or even quadruple the standard classroom.
But the desire now expressed by a number of schools to achieve malleable space that
can be shaped at once md at will must await the development of a retractable partition
which will give acoustical privacy. It seems likely that such a partition will soon be
available, since only its cost remains unsolved.

The quest for immediate flexibility has taken many forms. The Belaire Elemen-
tary School in San Angelo, Texas, a circular school of eight classrooms, separates its



rooms by retractable partitions. Several schools ri)w on the drawing boards, or under

construction, arc specifying the retractable partitionse.g., the Chicago University

Laboratory High School, the North Chicago Teachers College of the Chicago Board

of Education, the Newton South High School, Newton, Massachusetts, and the Dun-

dee School in Greenwich, Connecticut, which is designed for team teaching. Schools
of loft construction, such as the Hillsdale and the Mills High Schools near Sall Fran-

cisco and Clare High School, Clare, Michigan, provide flexibility not at once but
within hours. Indeed, most schools being planned today are careful to make sure that

some interior spaces are not frozen, even if only to the extent of separating classrooms

by nonbearing cinder-block or other cheaply destructible walls, however rare their
actual removal.

LARGE SPACES WILL BE DIVISIBLE AT WILL AND AT ONCE

Immediate divisibility of large spaces throngh the use of folding doors has, of

course, been standard practice for years in gymnasiums. Because relatively low levels

of acoustical privacy can be tolerated in a gymnasium, these doors have worked with

reasonable success. But for most other spaces, particularly the academic, the folding

or otherwise movable partition, though tried many times through the years, has usu-
ally proved ineffectual in stopping the intrusion of intelligible sound in areas that
require acoustical privacy. When a simple, removable barrier offering acoustical sepa-

ration becomes available at reasonable cost, the principle of mutable space will find
ready adoption for academic spaces, thereby increasing the freedom to group children
at will and to diminish the spaces that otherwise, but now necessarily, lie idle in many
schools. Both education and economy will thus be served.

Hotels have long Iecognized the need for securing high multiple use of space in
ballroom and banquet areas. Large business concerns which conduct meetings of
varying sizes are providing divisible space. A number of colleges are experimenting

with divisible studia-auditoriums. In Boulder City, Nevada, a high school auditorium
is about to be constructed to provide three lecture-discussion spaces at once by draw-
ing partitions across a 600-pupil auditorium. The Superintendent of Schools of
Boulder City estimates that this divisible auditorium in a large high school will reduce
1)v five classrooms thc total amount of academic space that would otherwise have to be
constructed. If his calculations are accurate it is clear that though divisibility costs

more than nondivisibility, the over-all effect is to diminish the cost, to increase utiliza-
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tion, and to accommodate more sensitively the kind of academic arrangement of

teacher and pupil, collegiate in principle, toward which many schools arc moving in

the press for academic achievement. As Janics Marston Fitch wrote in American

Building: "Deeply ingrained prejudices in favor of maximum permanence in struc-

ture tend to obscure the fact that maximum performance is what wc should demand

of our buildings today."

SPACE WILL BE ADDED AND SUBTRACTED AT WILL

Most large school systems can predict with reasonable accuracy the total number

of children who will be enrolled in the school system for a few years ahcad. But pre-

diction of thc cbb and flow of enrollments in individual schools defies all available

arithmetic. To illustrate: last year San Dicgo built a new high school for 1,500 stu-

dents. Factors visible now but not then will cause the building to overflow next year

by a dozen classrooms. Chicago has a 1,200 pupil school with an annual turnover of

100 per ccnt in enrollment.

One way to provide schools at once for overflowing districts is to dispatch mo-

bile classrooms and related facilities. Los Angeles, for example, has 3,300 transport-

able classrooms, and moves about 500 around the city each year. In San Dicgo,

approximately 23 per cent of the school population is housed in transportable schools.

Houston, Texas, uses a thousand transportable classrooms; Rochcstcr, New York,
and Toronto, Canada,indeed, a host of communitiesuse mobile classrooms to

rush space to overflowing schools and to recapture their equity when the rush is over.

The trcnd toward transportable schools has been hampered by thc common

practice of maki»g them substandard, makeshift arrangements unworthy of careful

design, good construction, and continued maintenance. In many communities the

transportable school has inherited the disrespect of the World War I shed-like "port-

able" that still blemishes the backyards of schools in our big cities.

Yet there will be developed a mobile, probably demountable, school that will be

good. It will provide for children and teachers an environment at least as good as the

permanent school. And it will offer to educational management the ability to provide

space on short notice and later to recover that space for deployment elsewhere as un-

predictable needs arise. Sonic rapidly growing school systems have set a proportion of
onc-fourth to one-fifth of all space to be mobile.

To avoid unnecessary building as the waves of enrolhnent pass through a school



system, expect the juinor high school to become the flexible linkage between elemen-

tary school and high school, varying in grades contained according to the flow of
enrollments in the whole systemat times housing grades 7-9, at others, 5-8, 6-8,
7-8, and possibly other combinations. Even the name niay gradually change to "mid-
dle school," and its purpose and the grades contained may be exactly thatthe school

that is midway between the elementary school and the senior high school.

SOME SCHOOLS WILL BE CONVERTIBLE AND SHARED

Communities, like families, matureand at different rates. Sonic communities
in America have clearly matured. No more land is available for new homes. Old
homes arc gi!,ing way to encroaching business, industry, and commerce. Coming
down the street toward the school are the neon signs, the automobile sales lot, the
beer joints, the light manufacturing, the decaying residences. Lcft by the side of the
road is the schoolhouse, half empty, ill-maintaiird, and obsolete, adding its gloom to
the general depression, unable by its unchangeaoilitY to accommodate itself to the
engulfing tide. There it sits, no longer good for children, no longer good for any-

thing. And eventually it is abandoned, sold for the value of the land less the cost of
demolishing the building.

Almost every city, even the satellite suburbs, has schools like this. Not just the
big old cities need worry about this; the big new suburbs should think about this
inatter.

The life and death of areas in a city are fast reaching predictability. The school

board, superintendent, and architect who plan each school for an unchanging society
saddle us with a continuation of the errors of our forefathers. Consider with every

school whether it should be designed for the ages or just for a time until it must be
something elsea showroom for the automotive trade, a place of manufacture, an
office building, a settlement house? Will a school always be needed here? If not, plan
now, for later is too late. Design it to be good as a school in its early years, but con-
vertible with grace to other use, to business, to commerce, to housing, or to whatever
can now be predicted to be its ultimate disposition.

As a case in pointNew York City is contemplating a new commercial high
school, some floors of which niav be occupied by private enterprisesonic compatible,
rent-paying business concern whose customary occupation can provide real, rather
than contrived, on-the-job training. Consideration is being given, too, to the design



of a building that vi ." divide itself between schooling and housing: the first three

floors, for example, could be for children at school; the remaining floors could be

apartments. Such a school could grow or chrink according to the fluctuation of en-

rollment, moving into or withdrawing from space designed to accommodate either

classes or families accordf-g to needperhaps with a playground on the roof.

This concept of joint occupancy raises new questions and new possibilities. If

urban renewal is the aim, does it make sense to send the children from the new devel-

opment to the surrounding slums for their education? Need we always have a separate

school for children in early childhood, ages 4 to 10, when a massive housing develop-

ment is created? May not the small children, wiao must be protected from traffic haz-

ards, go to school at home in the housing project itself?

CHILDREN WILL LEARN FROM TEACHERS AND MACHINES

The advent of mechanisms for assisting the teacher will likewise reshape the

schoolhouse. Consider that a half million pupils were receiving regular instruction by

television as long ago as 1958. With airborne methods of telecasting, the number may

approach five million in 1961, and with the development of more economical and

simpler video-tape recorders, ultimately the numbers taught may approach the 43

million now enrolled in American schools.

Consider, too, that in our national intention to become a bilingual people, lan-

guage laboratories are becoming the prevailing supplement to the voice of the teacher.

/ 3 2 The audio-tape recorders, cartridge-loaded to avoid the problems of rewinding; the

. erhead projectors; the teaching machines for which specific bodies of subject matter

will be programmed in order that the student may confront and learn a body of

knowledge at his own rate or on his own time; the Synchro-reader, about to become

generally available, that brings into reality the "talking book" from which one child

or many may learn through both eye and ear; video-sonics, simultaneous sight and

hearing used so successfully in industry; all these and more will become the new tools

for learning. They will strengthen the teacher, not replace him. They will free teacher

and learner from the lockstep of standard groupism; the machines will speed commu-

nication between student and teachers, freeing each child to pursue knowledge pro-

portionate to his talents and his drive. Ultimately the school will become as auto-

mated as the American home where the housewife has been freed of so many boring

and laborious tasks.



In large schools and large school systems we can expect an increase in the use of

electronic data processing to provide better information on which to base administra-

ti.'e decisions, to reduce the clerical work now performed by teachers, and to improve

the efficiency of class scheduling in order to achieve more effective utilization of

physical facilities.

As mechanisms come generally to be the necessary and ever present aids to teach-

ing and administration, expenditures for equipment will grow larger in proportion to

the cost of the building shell.

We can expect, too, an increase in the number of schools linked by closed-circuit

television as a means of sharing faculty and resources. The small rural schools will be

linked by television into regional networks, thus diminishing their cultural isolation

and enabling them economically to offer courses ordinarily provided only by the larger

urban or consolidated schools.

One-fifth of all public elementary and secondary schools in America are still one-

teacher schools. However desirable is physical consolidation, the fact remains that

thousands of them will have to remain small and isolated schools. Television, films,

and video tapes offer intellectual and academic consolidation to these small but

numerous islands in our culture.

THE ENVIRONMENT WILL BE DE-JUVENILIZED

The typical classroom today is a glass and masonry box filled with kitchen-like

furniture. Its surfaces are hard and cold. Its furnishings and appointments are totally

utilita7ian. The hospital-like floor, the plastic desk top, the factory lighting fixtures,

the painted cinder block, all suggest that the over-riding considerations are antisepsis

and indestructibility. Nothing yields to the body, is soft to the hand, or wami to the

eye. Connected by cavernous corridors of echoing tile and steel lockers, most modern

classrooms are sterile and unyielding and institutional.

Several recent schools are striving to soften and humanize the environment of

such quarters of the building as commons rooms, study quarters, and students cen-

ters. Gradually, furniture that is comfortable is being introduced. Some schools are

searching for an acoustical and insulative floor covering, economical but more agree-

able than today's hard and noisy surfaces that institutionalize the environment, make

teaching harder, arid are thought (erroneously) to delight the janitor. As more and

more responsibility is placed on the child for his own learning, more dignity will be



accorded him. The hrger school especially will seek some measure of amenity to

diminish the effect oi its overpowering mass and the sense of anonymi, induced by

its hugeness.

Indeed, not only will thc environment encourage the student to hasten his ma-

turity but the management of students will moye toward a more adult relationship

with the student. In the secondary school the bells will cease to ring, the more ma-

ture and responsible students vill be "de-scheduled" from the close control and

maximum security regulations in force for the immatur- and irresponsible, and stu-

dents vill confront the prescribed bodics of knowledge, whether of school or college

grade, when they arc ready to profit from such study and not just when the srbjects

arc offered in the course of studs,. To de-juyenilize thc high school and !,

maturity of students requires the closest of cooperation between educator and

architect.

Look, too, for more large schools to bc divided into schools-within-the-school, of

"houses" in which the pupil feels at home because he senses that someone in author-

ity knows him.

THERE WILL BE NEW FORMS AND SURFACES

The American schoolhouse, its shapc and materials, has seldom varied from

whatever was prevailing in its region at the time it Ii123 built. Experimentation and

the emergence of new forms have not been charactcristic of schoolhouse construc-

tion. Though tLere is no national system of education in America, our schools are as

alike as though uniformity were compulsory and diversity were illegal.

Yet there has been some reaching out here and there for new forms. A casc in

point is the dome (geodesic and otherwise) now comit g into use as a structure for

large places of assembly and for gymnasiums.

Though the geometry of the geodesic dome was worked out by R. Bnekminster

Fuller in 1917 and over 500 have been built, only now is the structure being consid-

ered for public education. Wayland, Massachusetts, has a high school field house in

a wooden dome, and Utica, Michigan, has also used such a dome for an auditorium.

Pryor, Oklahoma, has an aluminum geodesic dome housing an audilolium.

New materials are coming into use in building and will be in the schools before

long. Plastics are finding their way into building in ever increasing amounts. MIT is

developing a school of steel and plastic. As the cost of conventional building materials



mounts , early while plastic prices come down, we can look for more plastics tomor-

row. You will find plastics on the inside and outside surfaces, as insulation, pipcs,

and, often in combination with other materials, as structure.

The invention of the cheap, uniform, high .piality nail once revolutionized

American building practice. The development of new adhesives may do it again.
We may soon he fastening our buildings together cheaply, quickly, and strongly with

adhesives.

Look for new uses of old familiar materials. More and more wood will be lami-
nated in various ways to serve as structural members, archcs, and domes as well as

surfaces. Concrete will bc sprayed in new curvilinear forms as well as cast.

New materials and new uses of old materials will call for ncw forms. Thc box
will not continue to bc thc almost universal building form. Archcs, domes, hyperbo-
loids, paraboloids arc all hcrc now and wc will scc morc of them.

Some of our buildings will look lighter and less permanent than they ordinarily
look now, and they will be less permanent. Thcy won't look like today's conventional

buildings which don't look like yesterday's conventional buildings.

THERE WILL BE A MORE PRECISELY CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT

There are at least two architectural approaches to environment. One is to live
with nature and use all the light, breeze, and beneficial climate available while block-

ing out the brutal glare, the cold wind, and thc hot summer sun. In short, accept and
,:se nature. The other app.( .) is to block out nature insofar as we can. We can
fabricate our environment with artificial light, air conditioning, and contTolled sound.
The precision with which environment can be controlled is increasing. There is no
doubt as to ultimate direction: environment will bc more and more controlled. In the
school as in our other buildings we turn from nature to industry.

We know something about color, humidity, odor, heat, light, space, and air
movement, but little of their combined impact on the processes contained within the
school. When economy is equated to productivity, when the question of how much
wc are spending for a school is answered in terms of what we are getting out of it, the
case for providing an environment that is controlled and automatic will be clear.
Temperature, ventilation, humidity, light, color, texture, noiseall these will be re-
garded as factors in determining efficiency of outputi.e. learningand not, as now,
just factors of inputI.e. cost.



GROUPS OF SCHOOLS WILL BUILD TOGETHER

Today a school is specified by a school board, planned by an architect, ai:d built

by a contractor. These three partneks may never have worked together before and

may never work together Vain. Typically, building a school is a one-shot enterprise

pursued without regard to similar enterprises that may bc going on in the same or in

adjoining municipalities.

In England the situation is different. In order to reduce the duplication of effort,

to share resources, and to secure the benefits of group rather than individual action,

the Ministry of Education encourages the formation of consortiums, the voluntary

clustering together of school districts faced simultaneously with the planning and

building c) similar schools. Among the benefits accruing from the consortium is the

attraction ,of major contractors w.ho can deploy manpower and equipment with maxi-

mum efEciencyand consequent savingsamong several projects. In America, in con-

trast, most schools are built by small contractors, many of them a job at a time. A

single custom-built schoolhouse, we are told by several large geneial contractors, is a

headache which they choose to avoid.

Recognizing this general problem, and eager to save time and money, several

states have reacted by plumping for the opposite extremestock plans. This method

involves the acquisition by the state of a number of "model" school plans which

school boards !nay then order free of charge from the state according to which model

seems to fit the local need best. 'Among the benefits claimed for this method are

reduced architects' fees, reduction :n time of planning and designing, and thc estab-1 3 6
lisfiment of state-endorsed standards of acceptability.

As with most issues whose extremes are so far apart, the truth will be found
somewhere in the middle, in this case somewhere between the prevent practice of

building in solitary isolation and the opposite extreme of offering moil order schools

which, like Howard Johnson restaurants, dot the countryside. And there is a middle

ground: not stock plans but stock components; not whole schools but the parts and

pieces that go together to make a school.

The movement toward this middle ground, wherein lies greater economy cf

effort and money, will be hastened as :nodular measure comes into more general use.

Modular measure makes possible the dimensional coordination of materials so that
they may be mass-produced and incorporated in a structure without modification.

The reduction of building construction cos;-s through modular measure has been a



matter cf sti.dy in the United States since 1921. In 1934 the movement toward

modular measure, or modular coordination, as it was then called, was promoted by

the National Boreal] of Standards of the United States Department of Commerce.

Brick makers and metal window manufacturers were among the first to cooperate. In

1945 the Anierican Standards Association approved the 4-inch inoduie as an Ameri-

can stabdard suitable for dimensional coordination. In 1953 in Europe, ten countries,

at the suggestion of the United Kingdom, joined in efforts to establish a European

module. Currently the American Institute of Architects, the Associated General

Contractors of America, the National Association of Home Builders, and the Pro-

ducers' Council al,: jointly sponsoring the N1odular Building Standards Association

to promote modular measure in the United States. Modular measure has not yet

taken hold in schoo; constructiononly about one school building in ten is modular

despite the savings that could accrue from reduction in (I) range of product size,

(2) cutting and fitting on the job, (3) cost of designing and detailing, and (4) cost of

estimating.

In the long run, economy in school building will be better served by encouraging

experimentation and diversity of design. Particularly in these times do we need to

encourage the new and unfreeze the old because education itself is in flux. Great

changes are takirig pllce in what and how to teach. Even the word "classroom,"

which historically ;,.,, meant a square or rectangular box of fixed dimension, is having

to extend its definition to mean a general ratio of space to pupils, alterable according

to the task at hand. Someday we shall come to speak of spaces for learning, not class-.

rooms for teaching.

As educators improve their descriptions of what should be going on in the school,

as architects are encouraged to design imaginatively around such descriptions, and as

groups of school boards build together rather than alone, more economical and better

functioning schools will come about.

IN SUM

The demographers tell us that our population will doubk by the year 2000! In a

sense this means that in the next 40 years we must build anotheran additional

America.

The schoolhousethe most numerous of public structures, the one that more



pcoplc care about than any other, and have more to say about than any othermust
cam its share of the burden of change. As von and educators and architects and citi-

zens put together tomorrow's schools, think ahmit these things:

Anticipateschools are usually planned too fast.

Think first of what you want the school to produce before you
decide what to put in it.

Don't plai, in isolationyour neighbors have the same problems.

Don't buy permanence at the expense of performance. We're in a
period of rapid cultural change; don't saddle us with unchangeable
schools that will sonic dr., "sit beside the road, a ragged beggar, sun-

ning."

If you're not sure how long the school will be needed, consider
high quality, transportable space. If you're wrong, you can recapture
your equityand your equanimity.

Don't be afraid of new forms and shapes. Eventually it will be
cheaper to get space by scooping a cavity out r f the sky, rather than by
scooping it out of the earth or piling up small blocks as the Egyptians
did to surround space.

Plan the building to be a gentle place for children and a machine
for learning.

Don't spend all your time on the structurethe tools you give
rhe teacher are just as important. A beautiful library with lio books
jeopardizes our security as a nation. Schools are not to package educa-
tion but to speed it.

Write good educational specifications. If you don't describe what
you want tc go on in the building, how can the architect put an en-
velope around it? He'll do the architecture if you'll do the education.

If you decide on variable or flexible spaces, be sure to provide
money for helping the teachers to exercise their new freedom. Otherwise

they may reconstitute their box-like nests from instinct and habit.

Resist stock plans unless you're too busy to work with the educa-
tors and the architect. In the long run it will cost you money to order
a school through the mail.

Watch out how you borrow money. We found a case where a
school board paid for one building two and a half times: once to the
contractors and one and a half times to the bond holders.

The best architect costs thc same as the poorestand the differ-
ence to your building can be as much as 5 per cent in cost and 100
per cent in performance.



EllCo hidgc 1111i1glild tion in your architect and experimentation in

sour educltor. Don't evade mit responsibility for Ending answers to

Sonic of the unknowns.

In general, building codes lag behmd the times. If, after appeal,

the rules, regulationS, or interpretations by Various governmental

bureaus still seenl punitive to the building, the proglam, and the budget,

call a press conference and sav so. A. M. Watkins in I larpees (February

1%0) describes lionw budding codes dS "wildly archaic . . . a principal

obstruction to the use cf money-saving standardization and mass-pro-
duction techniques in house construction." And the schoolhouse is not

far behind.

Don't look at a particular school as the final solution to the
housing of education for its neighborhood. The school is but a servant
of our changing eultore. Let some other municipal department build
the monuments while vou build structures that yid( willingly to the
future; indeed, use the building to lead the neighborhood toward its
own revitalization and renewal.

A building is an organic whole and should be designed as a whole

from the inside out. Don't fetter the architect by prescribing details
before he begins. When he has put the whole together and the details
have fallen logically into place, then apply the rest of economy.

And finally, education is for perpetuating and, hopefully, improving our culture

by transmitting it to the young. The schoolhouse is not, of course, as important as the

school teacher. But the schoolhouse, because it stands there to be seen, speaks of the

intentions of the community toward the children. Any school you build either helps to

anchor the people to the connminity or, instead, hastens their departure. The schccl

house mon: than any other structure in town declares the public intention to press

on, to rest awhile, or to go back. Winston Churchill said it best: "We shape our

buildings; thereafter they shape us."
I 3 9
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